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ABSTRACT 

With the exception of the hauntingly beautiful missions of San Antonio, the 

architectural legacy of Spain's colonial rule is the subject of scholarly research on a 

surprisingly infrequent basis. Studies of vernacular ranch buildings, in particular, are a 

notable exclusion given their historical significance. For the first hundred years of 

European settlement, secular buildings were the most prevalent building type, greatly 

outnumbering forty-odd missions and presidial complexes. 

This study considers the settlement of Texas during the Spanish and Mexican 

Colonial period, particularly the occupational role of civilian ranchers, and investigates 

the form and technology of their architecture. Specific attention is paid to historic 

buildings remaining on Rio Grande ranches near Laredo and San Ygnacio, Texas. The 

survey, architectural documentation, and analysis of these ranch buildings provide a 

regional vernacular context for evaluation of Los Corralitos in Zapata County, Texas. 

Building features, such as gunports, demonstrate that protection was the primary 

consideration of settlers until the last quarter of the nineteenth century. An assessment of 

the development of a regional architectural vocabulary as well as archival documents 

suggest that the fortified building, or casafuerte, at Los Corralitos dates from the late 

eighteenth rather than late nineteenth century as previous documentation efforts have 

indicated. In light of this study then, Los Corralitos stands as a testimony to the 

significant contribution of the earliest Spanish Colonial ranchers in building/^ Frontera. 
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CHAPTER I 

FROM DISTANCE TO DETAILS 

"Gone to Texas," a sign left behind by those in search of a better life, symbolizes 

the finality and, ultimately, the simplicity of decisions we sometimes make regarding our 

lives. For immigrants to the present state of Texas, hundreds of causes have led to that 

decision. In some ways, the causes have not changed in the centuries since the first 

non-Native American settlers arrived. They include the promises of nature's bounty, 

freedom from spatial boundaries, and professional opportunity. 

In the eighteenth century, speaking the word "Tejas" sparked the imagination of 

many would-be settlers. It held a certain mystique as a land that was majestic, dangerous 

and unknown. The Spanish Crown shared these views and encouraged its subjects to 

journey forth to seek out its truths. 

This thesis discusses the physical legacy of these first settlers of Texas. For the 

most part, it includes only what remains and cannot provide an account of all that has 

been lost. In some ways then, this is a study of successful settlement achieved by those 

who conquered the land, other people and the fears within themselves. The architectural 

heritage of this period embodies their struggle. 

Relevance 

Despite the need to understand this heritage better, scholarship generally has 

neglected to focus on vernacular buildings of the Spanish Colonial period. These historic 



resources are unacknowledged, and at risk of being lost forever without record of the 

great accomplishments they represent. The forces of nature and unwarranted demolition 

are among the threats to many historically significant buildings. 

Several reasons account for the lack of scholarship and interest in preserving 

these resources. First, a concern for the past is usually most evident among those with a 

secure future. Therefore, historic preservation is a field traditionally dominated by the 

most affluent class. Since the matrons of Virginia's plantations rallied to save George 

Washington's home, the preservation movement has principally been populated by the 

cultural elite. Throughout the country, not only in the Northeast, mansions and 

architect-designed buildings, so called "high-style" buildings, have been the focus of 

academic scholarship. "Low-style" or vernacular structures, an 2u-chitecture built by 

individuals with modest means and materials, have held little interest for the preservation 

community until the recent past. 

In the late 1970s and 1980s, the "New Social Historians" at major historical and 

research institutions such as The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation completed detailed 

studies of rural folk buildings, and subsequently reconstructed the gritty Anderson Forge 

behind attractive brick buildings and freshly painted residences of the museum town.' 

Following this trend, professional groups such as the Vernacular Architecture Forum 

' The author participated in the Agricultural Buildings Project, a study of vernacular 
outbuildings in the Tidewater Virginia area, during the summer of 1985. The project was 
initiated by the Architectural Research Department of the Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation to develop a library of construction details for buildings long considered of 
marginal importance. 
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have formalized 2md legitimized, to a degree, a sub-discipline for architectural historians 

interested in "the other side." 

Another societal reality contributes to the weakness of the preservation 

conmiunity's efforts to identify, study, and preserve a diverse range of cultural resources. 

This is the tendency of a dominant cultural group to shift the emphasis of historical 

interpretation. As a result, the physical legacy of the minority culture receives less 

recognition and care. An example is the famous Alamo in San Antonio, Texas: the 

Daughters of the Republic of Texas refer to the site as "The Shrine" (of the Anglo heroes 

of Texas' independence from Mexico in 1836) and less thoroughly discuss its 

significance as the first mission in San Antonio, Mission San Antonio de Valero. 

Many Hispanics of South Texas suspect that the early Anglo-European settlers 

were criminally proactive in their efforts to claim Spanish and Mexican land grants as 

their own. Immediately following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, an 

investigation was sponsored by the Texas legislature to prove the validity of land grants 

in the territory ceded by Mexico. The steamship Anson, carrying the papers and original 

titles gathered in Cameron County, mysteriously sank near Brownsville in the Brazos 

Santiago Pass.̂  Without confirmation of their claim many Hispanic families lost land 

they had occupied for almost a century. 

Architectural research on the Spanish Colonial period is admittedly difficult 

because physical evidence of the early settlements is limited. Many Spanish Colonial 

sites, such as the historic ranch buildings inundated by the Falcon Reservoir, consist of 

^ Texas General Land Office, Guide to Spanish and Mexican Land Grants in South 
Texas, (General Land Office: Austin, 1988): Introduction. 
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little more than a pile of dressed stone. These resources are recognized as neither 

architecture nor artifact. Their interpretation lies in a vaguely understood transitional 

space between two professional disciplines, those of historical archeology and 

architecture. 

Fortunately in the last decade, the institutional neglect of the state's Spanish 

colonial history has begun to dissipate. In 1989, the 71st Legislature of the State of 

Texas directed the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation to study the 

"Old San Antonio Road." An extensive study of the cultural geography of Spanish 

Colonial settlement, A Texas Legacy: The Old San Antonio Road and the Caminos 

Reales, A Tricenteimial History, 1691-1991, was produced in 1991.̂  The document 

resulted from the contributions of state employees and academicians. 

Other state agencies, including the Texas Historical Commission, have begun to 

dedicate staff and resources to the study of Hispanic architecture and history. With the 

publication of Hispanic Texas: A Historical Guide by Helen Simons and Cathryn A. Hoyt 

in 1992, A Shared Experience: The History, Architecture and Historic Designations of 

the Lower Rio Grande Heritage Corridor, edited by Dr. Mario Sanchez in 1991, and An 

Assessment of the Threatened Prehistoric and Historic Archeological Resources at 

Falcon Reservoir, Zapata and Starr Counties, Texas by Timothy K. Perttula, Sergio A. 

Iruegas, and G. Lain Ellis, the Conmiission has made an important effort toward 

^ State Department of Highways and Public Transportation, A Texas Legacy: The Old 
San Antonio Road and the Caminos Reales, A Tricentennial History, 1691-1991. (Austin: 
Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation, 1991). 
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acknowledging and fostering the study and preservation of these unique historic 

resources."* 

The studies cited above reinforce an independent resurgence of scholarship on the 

Spanish Colonial period. In recent years, archeologists, folklorists, urban geographers 

and historians have authored materials on diverse topics that promise to expand the 

dialog. Important works recently published include San Antonio de Bexar: A 

Community of New Spain's Northern Frontier by Jesiis de la Teja, Teiano Journey: 

1770-1850 edited by Gerald E. Poyo and, in the last month of this thesis preparation, 

Teiano Legacy: Rancheros and Settlers in South Texas, 1734-1900 by Armando C. Leon.̂  

Still absent from the source materials is a definitive study of colonial period 

secular architecture. Eugene George's 1975 publication on the Falcon Reservoir ranches, 

referenced extensively in this work, is valuable as a resource and model but limited in 

geographic scope.̂  Willard Robinson, Professor of Architecture at Texas Tech 

University, produced a compelling article in 1979 entitled "Colonial Ranch Architecture 

"* Helen Simons and Cathryn Hoyt, editors, Hispanic Texas: A Historical Guide, 
(Austin: University of Press, 1992); Mario L. Sanchez, editor, A Shared Experience: The 
History, Architecture and Historic Designations of the Lower Rio Grande Heritage 
Corridor, (Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 2nd edition, 1994); Timothy K. 
Perttula, Sergio A. Iruegas, and G. Lain Ellis, An Assessment of the Threatened 
Prehistoric and Historic Archeological Resources at Falcon Reservoir, Zapata and Stan-
Counties. Texas, Division of Antiquities Protection, Cultural Resource Management 
Report No. 9, (Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1996). 

^JesusdelaTeja, San Antonio de Bexar: A Community on the Spanish Frontier. 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995); Gerald E. Poyo, editor, Teiano 
Journey: 1770-1850, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1996); Alonzo, Armando C, 
Teiano Legacy: Ranchers and Settlers in South Texas, 1734-1900, (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1998). 

^Eugene George, Historic Architecture of Texas: The Falcon Reservoir. (Austin: 
Texas Historical Commission, 1975). 
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in the Spanish-Mexican Tradition" and addressed the broader geographic implications of 

ranch architecture.^ Joe Graham's treatise. El Rancho in South Texas, briefly discusses 

early ranches but focuses primarily on sites dating after 1848.* Unpublished manuscripts 

by Roberto Juarez, now Associate Dean of Law at St. Mary's University, and Rudolfo 

Rocha provide detailed descriptions of ranch complexes and practices associated with 

ranches on the border.̂  

The value and need for continued research on this subject remains, particularly 

for the Ranching Heritage Center in Lubbock. The Center, whose objective is to portray 

the legacy of ranching heritage in Texas, does not contain a ranch building representing 

Hispanic Texans or the state's early Spanish ranchers. Previous efforts to relocate a 

building from the Laredo area never materialized and the Center's architectural collection 

remains incomplete. 

However, renewed efforts by John Lott, a West Texas rancher and founder of the 

Ranching Heritage Association, have resulted in the identification of an early ranch 

complex in Zapata County to be replicated and included as an exhibit at the museum. 

With the imminent inclusion of Los Corralitos at the Ranching Heritage Center, a study 

^ Willard Robinson, "Colonial Ranch Architecture in the Spanish-Mexican Tradition," 
Southwestern Historical Ouarteriy, No. 83, October 1979. 

* Joe S. Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: Continuity and Change from 1750. 
(Denton: University of North Texas Press), 1994. 

^Robert Juarez, "An Architectural Description of Dolores Ranch," Unpublished 
manuscript, 1976, (The Ranching Heritage Center, Texas Tech University, Lubbock); 
Rudolfo Rocha, "Ranch Life along the Rio Grande in Spanish-Mexican Texas, 
1750-1848," Unpublished manuscript, 1977, (The Ranching Heritage Center, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock). 
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of Spanish Colonial ranches is imperative both for appropriate interpretation of the nev̂  

exhibit and to add period details to the facsimile. 

Definitions and Contents 

This research focuses its analysis on the vernacular architecture of ranch 

buildings constructed during the late eighteenth and nineteenth century in the Rio Grande 

Valley, particularly Zapata County, Texas. Although the Spanish colonial period 

settlements within Texas are literally those established between 1632 and 1821 (Figure 

1.1), this study excludes the early settlement of the El Paso and Presidio areas and 

extends through the Mexican colonial period, 1821-1848, in South Texas. 

The historic period and region defined above eire significant for their role in the 

birth of the Texas cattle ranch and the development of a Hispanic culture in Texas. The 

progenies are the distinguished Tejano families that still own vast rural South Texas 

ranches containing buildings from our state's early historic period. ̂ ° 

A broad overview of Spanish colonization practices and settlement patterns in 

Texas is provided in Chapter n. The circumstances surrounding the initial occupation 

and establishment of the colonial provinces of Tejas and Nuevo Santander are first 

discussed. Historic events in these provinces provide a context for the ranch 

communities located on the Rio Grande. Towns and ranches on this river, within Nuevo 

'° The Texas Family Land Heritage Register currently contains only six entries from 
Zapata County: Bustamante Ranch, Camaron Ranch, Escobas Ranch, Las Ballitas, Santo 
Tomas Ranch and Trevifio Circle T Ranch. The program recognizes ranches held by the 
same family for one hundred or more years. Many sites eligible for the program are not 
currently recognized. 
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Santander, were founded relatively late in the history of Spanish Texas, over fifty years 

after the colonization of the northerly province of Tejas. The political structure of the 

new Rio Grande settlements substantially deviated from older communities in Tejas such 

as San Antonio de Bexar. Such distinctions affected the physical form of the Rio Grande 

ranches. 

A factor critical to this study is the ingredient common to each successful 

colonization effort by Spain's subjects: livestock. Missionaries and soldiers conducting 

entradas into Texas in the eighteenth century brought herds of cattle into the open 

territory. The hardy breed turned wild and reproduced rapidly. The promise of a 

profitable cattle ranching industry propelled the migration of Spanish settlers north to 

establish the first Texas cattle ranches, in some cases, the only settlements in the area. 

The institutional precedents for the historic cattle ranches and the early development of 

ranches during the Spanish Colonial period are the subjects of Chapter HI. 

The ranchers' struggle to control cattle and their own destiny manifested itself in 

the architecture of individual ranch complexes located on Spanish land grants. These 

ranch establishments, as was stated earlier, have been little studied and documented. An 

important concentration of historic ranches exists in Zapata County, Texas. In this area 

are found individual ranches located on porciones, or allotments of about 5,000 acres, 

and a huge tract assigned to Jose Vasquez Borrego in 1750. The founding of these ranch 

settlements in the mid-eighteenth century figured prominently in the overall strategy for 

colonizing the Rio Grande area. Ranches located in modem Zapata County, Texas were 



within the original jurisdiction of colonial Revilla, now known as Guerrero Viejo, 

Mexico. 

Chapter IV of th ŝ document includes an edited collection of new and existing 

architectiiral documentation associated with early ranch complexes in Zapata County, 

four of which are located on the original Borrego grant. Also provided in this section are 

brief descriptions of the eighteenth-century riverfront towî s located on the south bank of 

the Rio Grande. Historical and architectural data on these sites provide a context for 

later chapters. 

In Chapter V, ranch complexes and historic sites discussed in the previous 

chapter, as well as those documented in Eugene George's study of the Falcon Reservoir, 

are evaluated by architectural feature. A description of each architectural feature allows 

the variants and commonalties of the architecture to be made evident. This chapter 

explores the vernacular vocabulary of selected ranch buildings that have never before 

comparatively analyzed. 

The complex chosen for the new exhibit at the Ranching Heritage Center is the 

subject of Chapter VI. Los Corralitos, still a working ranch owned by Miss Lannie 

Mecom, is located within the Jose Vasquez Borrego Spanish land grant. It has not been 

the subject of intensive study by historians although the property is listed on the National 

Register of Historic Places" and architectural recordation has been, until now, vague and 

incomplete. The historical and architectural documentation provided herein will assist in 

'̂  "Los Corralitos," National Register of Historic Places nommation, 1977, (Texas 
Historical Commission, Austin). 
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the replication and interpretation of this site at the Ranching Heritage Center in Lubbock, 

Texas. 

Observations and conclusions on the historic resource type, vernacular ranch 

buildings, are presented in Chapter VII. In this final chapter, I propose a structure for 

understanding the period characteristics and evolution of ranch buildings in Zapata 

County. It ties together the context in which the ranchers lived with the architecture they 

created. I also offer recommendations for further research on vernacular ranch 

architecture and specific guidance for the exhibition of Los Corralitos at the Ranching 

Heritage Center in Lubbock. 

Thesis Assertion 

This thesis asserts that the form and technology of historic ranch buildings in 

Zapata County evidence a typological change occurring during the mid-to late-nineteenth 

century. Furthermore, I contend that this change is a direct response to a decreased need 

for the ranch buildings to provide protection for their inhabitants. Previously, scholars 

have claimed that ranch buildings along the Rio Grande did not require fortified features 

after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848.'̂  However, the material presented in 

Chapters m, IV, and V supports the assertion that conditions warranted the construction 

of fortified ranch buildings in Zapata County through the late-nineteenth century. 

The architectural assessment of regional vernacular buildings by other scholars 

also does not acknowledge that fortification remained a definitive aspect of vernacular 

'̂  Joe S. Cason, Untitled manuscript [1952?], Zapata County files, (Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory, University of Texas, Austin): 9; George. 
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buildings through the nineteenth century while other character-defining features were 

transformed. Increasing wealth and trade, better transportation, and diminishing natural 

resources spurred these identifiable technological, functional and formal architectural 

shifts. The recognition of a transitional period where the new stylistic changes appeared 

in tandem with fortification is, therefore, also a major observation of this work. 

Finally, archival material and the above-outiined architectural context permit a 

date of construction for Los Corralitos to be more clearly and accurately defined The 

temporal window proposed in this work, that between 1767-1816, if confirmed through 

additional investigation including archeology, would verify that Los Corralitos contains 

one of the earliest, if not the earliest, standing ranch building in Texas. This contention 

is contrary to the late-nineteenth century date assigned to the property by previous 

historians and, in fact, imparts a much greater historical and architectural significance to 

this site. 

The goal of this work is to broaden the discourse on our state's historic resources. 

Texas is fortunate to have a written history much longer and culturally diverse that its 

sister states'. It only seems logical, then, to invest in this thesis the determination 

characteristic of Texans to present it better. 

12 



CHAPTER n 

THE NORTHERN FRONTIER OF NEW SPAIN 

The occupation of Spanish Texas was only a small component of Spain's three 

hundred year struggle to colonize the New World. That overall colonization effort 

required a huge investment of financial, spiritual, and human resources. At great cost to 

two cultures, one European and one Meso-American, the character of two continents was 

irretrievably altered, affecting the tide of history for modem Texas. 

The conquest of New Spain included not only the indigenous population but also 

the land itself, especially on the northem frontier. Here, where great distances separated 

strategic outposts, each occupational force had a critical strategic significance. Colonial 

settlements in East Texas, along the San Antonio River, and on the Rio Bravo del Norte, 

or Rio Grande, were pivotal strategic outposts supporting the Spanish migration to the 

interior of the North American continent. 

The colonization of the New Spain's northeastern frontier, now Texas and 

northem Mexico, occupies volumes of written history. This chapter sets out the broad 

Spanish colonial settlement pattems and policies that affected the early occupation of 

Texas. It will provide a context for a more specific discussion of ranch communities in 

the following chapter. 

13 



The "Frontier" as a Concept and a Historical Reality 

Frederick Jackson Turner presented his paper "The Significance of the Frontier in 

American History" at a meeting of the American Historical Association in 1893. He 

posited that frontiers were a major force in shaping the ''homo americana." The struggle 

of individuals to contend with new conditions and the subsequent effect of those 

conditions on their lives also echoes in this study. Tumer's definition of the frontier is of 

interest; he stated that the frontier was "the outer edge of the wave ~ the meeting point 

between savagery and civilization."^ 

This view, though not commonly held by scholars today, echoes the attitude of 

the kingdom of Spain during its era of colonization. The native inhabitants of such 

advanced Meso-American civilizations as the Aztecs at Tenochtitclan were massacred by 

Cortez in 1521. Twenty years later, Francesco Vasquez de Coronado entered Texas in 

search of the mythical "Golden City" after ravaging several Pueblo settlements (Figure 

2.1). The meeting of the "savages" (as each has been represented as such), fortunately, 

did not always result in death and destmction. The Franciscan priests sought to enlighten 

the native race and convert them to Christianity. Their methods included substantial 

measures of charity and benevolence. The first Indian mission in Texas was established 

in 1632. 

' Quoted in Sandra L. Myres, The Ranch in Spanish Texas. 1691-1800. Social Science 
Series, Number 2, (El Paso: 1969): 5. 
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Figure 2.1: Principal Spanish Entradas into Texas, 1519-1675 
Source: Marion Habig, Spanish Texas Pilgrimage 
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Colonization Policies and Practices 

Spain's colonization of the Americas is often described as "For Glory, Gold and 

God," although the motives varied with the particular individual and generally between 

the soldiers, gentlemen and priests. Without exception, however, each of the settlers in 

the new land faced unknown challenges and endured great hardship in their struggle 

against vast odds. 

Spain had accustomed itself to such challenges. The Reconquista, by which the 

Spanish Crown regained Hispania from the Moors, seasoned its citizens to prolonged 

combat and the concept of dwelling in borderlands often with hostile enemies. 

Motivated by a desire for agricultural lands, the warfare characteristically had 

unsustained offensive attacks. Frequently, raids yielded booty or slaves, and the tactics 

were informal, individualistic and savage. Although extraction of tribute from the 

conquered and establishment of power by force were strictly forbidden by the Queen, 

settlement of the frontier as a mean to an end was encouraged.̂  

Known contemporaneously as "repoblacion" in Spain and "poblacion" in New 

Spain, the intent was expansion of the realm by advancing people to occupy and settle 

the newly conquered territory. The legacy manifested itself in the culture by producing 

an economy that was based on ranching rather than farming, as livestock could be easily 

moved forward or back to match the force of the expansion. In New Spain, the concept 

^ Lyle N. McAlister, Spain & Portugal in the New World, (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1984): 5. 
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acquired additional significance since the new territories were settled for particular 

purposes and in particular ways.̂  

Settlement Pattems on the Northem Frontier 

Spain claimed the entirety of two vast continents for its own upon the accidental 

discovery of America in 1492. New Spain's northem territories included modem 

northem Mexico and the United States. This frontier was settled in four general lines of 

advance during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries: the north central, 

the northwest, the Pacific, and the northeast. 

Each advance was progressive and its provinces were founded in a northward 

succession, thus South Nuevo Viscaya before North Nuevo Viscaya, Sinaloa before 

Sonora; Pimeria Alta Baja Calfomia before Alta California; and, finally, the provinces of 

Coahuila and Nuevo Leon before the province of Tejas (Figure 2.2). The only exceptions 

on the northem frontier were (1) the province of New Mexico, that was settled early in a 

great leap from central Mexico, and (2) the province of Nuevo Santander. Nuevo 

Santander, encompassing a large part of south Texas and northem Mexico along the 

Gulf, was established after its northeriy sister province of Tejas.̂  

The territory located on the northem frontier was economically critical to the 

Spanish Empire. While South America developed a vast array of unique agricultural 

products in tandem with the established Meso-American Indian culture, the sparsely 

'Ibid: 6. 

"̂ Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish Settlers on the Northem Frontier of New 
Spain, (Norman: Umversity of Oklahoma Press, 1979): 14. 
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Figure 2.2: Spanish Settlements on the Northem 
Frontier of New Spain 

Source: Oakah Jones, Los Paisanos 
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occupied land north of Mexico City offered valuable natural resources such as silver, salt 

and grasslands for grazing cattle. During the early centuries of its colonization effort, 

Spain desperately required these resources as revenue for its ongoing European war with 

France. France's late-seventeenth century attempt to encroach on Spain's territorial claim 

in the Gulf of Mexico provided an additional impetus in Spain's decision to direct human 

resources north (Figure 2.3). 

The northem provinces of New Spain, except those in modem California, were 

referred to as the Provincias Intemas, or Interior Provinces. In 1787, the regional 

distinctions were fiirther delineated as the Eastem Interior Provinces, comprised of Tejas, 

Nuevo Santander, Nuevo Extremadura (Coahuila), and Nuevo Reino de Leon (Nuevo 

Leon).̂  Within these four provinces, a unique sub-cultural identity developed that was 

connected to the region's sub-humid climate, mining and cattie ranching industries, and 

the related circumstances of the environment. These provinces' symbiotic relationships 

included the filtration of settlers and trade. 

Provincial Boundaries 

Acknowledgment of the historic settlement pattems and official boundaries is 

vital to a study of Spanish Texas. During its over three hundred year rule of Mexico and 

Texas, 1492-1821, Spain regulated the development of the New Spain largely on a 

^ Henry P. Beers, Spanish and Mexican Records of the American Southwest: A 
Bibliographic Guide to Archive and Manuscript Sources, (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1979): 98. 
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province by province basis. Moreover, the particular provincial identities defined the 

character and activities of its inhabitants. 

During the colonial period, transmigration conveyed people, commercial 

enterprises, legal practices, and cultural traditions across the continent. At their final 

destination within a particular province, the culture that developed imparted a lasting 

impression on its inhabitants. Evidence of this is found in Tamaulipas, Mexico and 

South Texas, both regions of colonial Nuevo Santander. Not only do many religious and 

social customs, architecture, rural industries, and music remain similar, extended 

families stay in close contact across intemational boundaries. 

One colonial province, in addition to Tejas and Nuevo Santander, overlapped 

with the boundaries of the modem state of Texas, that of Nuevo Mexico. Founded by 

Ofiate in 1610 at the center of a well-established native Pueblo community, Spanish 

colonists at Santa Fe developed good relations with the native groups. By 1641, over 

forty estancias or farms were established by the colonists; by 1675, over one hundred.̂  

The subsequent Pueblo Revolt of 1680 resulted in the evacuation of over two thousand 

Spanish colonists to El Paso del Norte. 

These settlers gained a unique identity 2is a result of their long tenure among the 

Pueblo Indians, the early date of their settlement relative to the progress of the northem 

frontier, and the mountainous desert environment in which they lived As inhabitants of 

Santa Fe and later El Paso, both within the province of Nuevo Mexico, they were never 

^ Paul Kramer, "Haciendas and Hispanic Society in Seventeenth Century New 
Mexico," Compadres, Vol. 2, No. 1, Jan-Mar 1993, (Santa Fe, NM: Newsletter of the 
Friends of the Palace of the Govemors): 4-8. 
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officially associated with the Eastem Intemal Provinces. They were also not known to 

migrate and resettle in the neighboring provinces of Tejas and Nuevo Santander. Their 

direct impact on the colonists of the Middle and Lower Rio Grande was not significant, 

even though they preceded these settlers by over a hundred years and were located only a 

few hundred miles upriver. 

The Northeastem Frontier: Teias and Nuevo Santander 

The northeastem frontier, known as the despoblado, or unpopulated land, was 

explored early but settled late in the colonization of New Spain. Texas' most unattractive 

aspects were the difficult terrain, known as la brasada, and the large geographic area 

known as La Apacheria in which hunting and gathering native bands roamed in search of 

enemies or food. Regardless of these challenges, the motto "just a little farther on" 

prevailed and the Spanish frontier advanced toward Texas. 

The immediate lure of the northem frontier was the silver lode discovered at 

Zacatecas in 1548. For several decades, entrepreneurs from Mexico City carried a stream 

of laborers out of the capital to work the mines. The city's rapid growth prompted the 

formation of a new province, Nuevo Viscaya, in 1560. 

Soon after, settlement pushed further north into what would later be the provinces 

of Coahuila and Nuevo Leon (Figure 2.4). Founded in 1566, the city of SaltiUo, rose to 

become a conmiercial city of major importance to the northeastem frontier and served as 

a gateway to the Rio Grande. The villa of Leon, today known as Cerralvo, Nuevo Leon, 

was colonized from Saltillo by Luis Carvajal, with sixty farmers and forty Jewish soldiers 
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Figure 2.4: Texas and the Eastem Provincias Intemas, 1813 
Source: Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios 
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in 1581. And in 1596, Diego de Montemayor made a small northward thrust from 

Saltillo to found the city of Nuestra Sefiora de Monterrey in 1596.' 

For almost the next century, civilian miners and ranchers supported the growth 

and establishment of the cities and towns on the leading northem edge of the territory. 

Then in 1670, a group of sedentary indigenous Indians on the Rio Bravo del Norte asked 

for the intervention of the missionaries on their behalf The natives required protection 

from other more aggressive tribes attracted to the northem towns. On June 24, 1699, 

Presidio San Juan Bautista was founded on the south bank of the Rio Grande, and 

constituted the most northerly settlement on the northeastem frontier.* 

Founding the Province of Tejas 

Soon after extending the frontier to the outpost on the Rio Grande, an event with 

serious implications dismpted the gradual northward progression of the frontier. A 

Frenchman, Robert Cavalier, Sieur de la Salle, landed in 1684 on the Texas coast at 

Matagorda Bay in a misguided search for the mouth of the Mississippi River. He 

established Fort Saint Louis, and although its existence was brief, it shocked the Spanish 

Crown quickly into a defensive stance. Between 1686 and 1690, Alonso de Leon, 

govemor of the province of Coahuila, led five expeditions to locate the French 

settlement. Finally in 1690, after destroying the remnants of Fort Saint Louis and burying 

'Donald Chipman, Spanish Texas, 1519-1821, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1992): 51-52. 

* Robert Weddle, San Juan Bautista: Gateway to Texas, (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1968): 542-44. 
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its carmons, De Le6n joined with Father Damian Masanet, a Franciscan priest, to 

establish Mission San Francisco de Los Tejas and two other missions in East Texas 

among the Caddo Indians.̂  The missions soon failed but not before Spain had made its 

mark in Texas. 

The attempted incursion by La Salle and Spain's quick response carried great 

weight for the course of northem frontier history. Settlement pattems typical to Mexico 

and Spain during the Reconquista, in which colonists gradually moved into new 

territories, were completely upset by the northward jump into Texas. The royal order 

involved sending representatives into the renowned despoblado, establishing a colony 

and eradicating foreign enemies. That this could occur hundreds of miles from the 

nearest Spanish settlement constituted an imparalleled frontier achievement, even if only 

temporarily successful. 

The colonizing of East Texas was renewed in 1716 to 1721 upon news that a 

French outpost had been established by the Frenchman St. Denis just east of the 

abandoned Spanish missions and presidio. As a result, the Ramon-Saint Denis' 

expedition reestablished six Franciscan missions on the Neches and Angelina Rivers just 

west of the French presence at Natchitoches, Louisiana. 

Franciscan colleges located in Queretaro and Zacatecas sponsored the new 

missions in Texas. The fnars' dedication to the salvation of the Caddo, Tejas, and other 

native groups extended the reach of Christendom over New Spain and its previously 

^Ted Fehrenbach, Lone Star: A History of Texas and the Texans, (New York: Collier 
Books, 1980): 46. 
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unpopulated lands. No other professional group held greater responsibility for advancing 

the leading edge of the northem frontier than these Franciscan missionaries. 

The Viceroy of New Spain, Marques de Valero, supported the Neches River 

missions by establishing a permanent settlement at a point halfway between the East 

Texas outpost and the Presidio San Juan Bautista on the Rio Grande. The way station, at 

a location noted by many travelers for its fertile soil, plentiful water, agreeable climate, 

and friendly indigenous groups, became knovm as San Antonio de Bexar. It would 

contain, for the first time in the area, a three-pronged settlement force consisting of 

missionaries to convert the natives, soldiers to protect the conmiunity and civilians to 

populate the town. 

As part of the plan. Mission San Francisco Solano was moved from the Rio 

Grande near Presidio San Juan Bautista in 1716 and re-established at the headwaters of 

the San Antonio River. Fray Olivares and a squad often soldiers were joined by settlers 

and more soldiers in April 1718. The community was reinforced in 1721 by a great 

expedition headed by the Marques de San Miguel de Aguayo, a seigniorial landowner 

from Montclova. 

The Marques established two missions on the San Antonio River known as San 

Antonio de Valero and San Jose y San Miguel de Aguayo. He also relocated Presidio 

San Antonio de Bexar, garrisoning it with fifty-three men. In 1722, the Presidio La Bahia 

and Mission Espiritu Santo were founded on the lower San Antonio River, with a 

corridor connecting them to the upper settlement. Aguayo was appointed govemor of the 
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new province known as Tejas or Nueva Filipinas, which included the East Texas outpost 

and the San Antonio/La Bahia way station.'° 

The great challenges to the missionary, military, and civilian occupants included 

conquering the land, combating the war-like Indians, and holding off the French threat on 

its eastem border. The status of Tejas remained that of a northernmost frontier province 

throughout the Spanish Colonial period. In its last years, it became the frontier for other 

groups of settlers approaching it from the East. 

Founding the Province of Nuevo Santander 

One of the last regions to be occupied in New Spain, the ribbon of land between 

Coahuila and Tejas along the coast and encompassing the lower Rio Grande Valley, 

became a significant nucleus of Spanish Colonial settlement. At the tum of the 18th 

century, the gateway into Spanish Texas lay on the Rio Grande at Presidio San Juan 

Bautista though the great river itself was not colonized By the mid-century, leaders of 

the Spanish church and state recognized the value of the land along the Rio Grande. 

The King of Spain issued a royal cedula, or order, on July 10, 1739, that directed 

its ministers to colonize the Rio Grande Valley. After seven years of deliberation, Jose 

de Escandon was appointed leader of the colonizing venture. He sent 765 soldiers to 

reconnoiter the region and meet at the mouth of the Rio Grande to report their findings." 

'° Jones: 38-41, 

" David Vigness, "A Survey of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, 1836-1846," 
(Unpublished Master of Arts thesis. University of Texas, 1948): 5; Donald Chipman, 
Spanish Texas 1519-1821. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1992): 167-68. 
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As a result of the entrada Escandon established a settlement plan based on 

established Spanish colonization policies. The plan's provisions stated that within each 

jurisdiction of the new colony, a single town would serve to represent the administrative 

and defensive needs of its inhabitants. The municipal stmcture is similar to an American 

state's organization of counties and the establishment of county seats. 

The Colonia de Nuevo Santander would include fourteen towns at predetermined 

locations occupied by settlers from nearby jurisdictions. The Captain-General of each 

town supervised the military, civil, and judicial requirements of each town, thereby 

negating the need for a presidio. 

The royal mandate, which required a civilian settlement force rather than a 

religious or military one, obliged Escandon to design his communities carefiilly and 

select appropriate colonists. He specifically encouraged families of character and moral 

integrity from well-established ranch settlements in the province of Coahuila. To attract 

such families, the first settlers were offered allotments of both farm and pasture lands as 

well as a bonus of 100 or 200 pesos to buy the implements necessary for the first year's 

use.̂ ^ 

Five towns established on the banks of the Rio Bravo del Norte comprised the 

major settlements of the province during the colonial period. These included Camargo, 

Mier, Revilla (later known as Guerrero Viejo), Reynosa, 2uid Laredo (Figure 2.5). Each 

jurisdictional Captain-General was recruited from neighboring colonies to the south and 

west. Settlers accompanying the town foimder immediately constmcted some cmde 

^̂  Polly Pearl Crawford, "The Beginnings of Spanish Settlement in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley," (Unpublished master's thesis. University of Texas, Austin, 1925): 44. 
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Figure 2.5: The Province of Nuevo Santander in 
the Middle of the Eighteenth Century 

Source: Gilberto Cruz, Let There Be Towns 
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shelters and, as the town grew, ranching operations were established on the lands 

surrounding the community. 

Six months after Escandon began the colonization of the new province, he had 

established thirteen villas and missions, including Reynosa and Camargo on the Rio 

Grande. Less than five years later, in 1755, Escandon reported the population at 6,385 

persons.̂ ' By the time of Jose de Tienda y Cuervo's 1757 inspection, the population of 

Nuevo Santander was given as 8,000 people. 

Rio Grande settlements alone contained over 1,800 persons and over 200,000 

head of livestock in 1757. Specific reports on the population of these communities were 

as follows: Camargo, 637 people; Revilla, about 357 people; Reynosa, 289 people; 

Mier, 39 families; and Laredo, 85 people.̂ "* Escandon's colonization effort was wildly 

successful: in less than a decade the population of the river valley alone was twice that of 

the entire province of Tejas. ̂ ^ By the end of the eighteenth century, the census indicated 

the population of Camargo was 1,174, Revilla, 1,079, Reynosa, 1,191, Mier, 973, and 

Laredo, 636.'^ 

Spanish colonization of the three major areas of its northeastem frontier, 

including settlements in East Texas, along the San Antonio River, and the Rio Grande, 

^'Jones: 66-67. 

'"̂ Lawrence Francis Hill, Jose de Escandon and the Founding of Nuevo Santander: A 
Study in Spanish Colonization, (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1926): 9-10 and 
106-39. 

^̂  Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios: Spanish Ranching in Texas, 1721 -1821, (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1986): 23. 

'̂  Jones: 69. 
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can be traced to specific circumstances within a larger expansionist firamework of the 

Spanish Empire. The French fort at Matagorda Bay affected the Crown's settlement 

policies at an intemational level. Spain's response, the outpost in East Texas, represented 

a brave counter-thmst into New Spain's interior territory, and was one that placed its 

soldiers and Franciscan padres in peril. Through their brave efforts, the missions and 

presidios in East Texas did survive, though only marginally. 

The strategic founding of San Antonio as a way station brought civilians for the 

first time into the new province, and completed the institutional framework for building a 

community. Its successful occupation may be traced to the complementary roles that the 

clergy, military, and civilian force each provided. 

The communities grouped along the banks of the Rio Grande represented the 

third part of the triad of major Spanish Colonial settlements in Texas. It is important to 

note that the settlement plan of the Rio Grande was much different from that of East 

Texas or San Antonio; the missionaries and soldiers did not first lay claim to the region. 

This colony was specifically designed by Escandon to place emphasis on the civilians, or 

pobladores, from surrounding jurisdictions, who came north primarily to ranch. No 

missionaries and few soldiers assisted the settlement of these independent communities; 

perhaps this solitude nurtured the colonists' enduring commitment to the land itself 

The tenure and legacy of the Rio Grande settlers is manifest in the historic ranch 

settlements of the Valley, many still evident in the landscape of South Texas. These 

ranches evolved to sustain a traditional cattle-based economy and lifestyle that remained 
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a pre-eminent commercial activity until the late nineteenth century. The heritage of 

cattle ranching derived from Iberian precedents left a lasting mark on Texas. 
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CHAPTER in 

RANCHING ON THE SPANISH FRONTIER 

The cattle ranches of Texas are legendary. As early as the colonial period, cattle 

ranching was one of the primary causes of the state's increasing settlement. The promises 

of almost free land by the Spanish Crown and wide stretches of grassland by Mother 

Nature lured ranchers seeking economic gain. The success of the early ranchers fostered 

the development of a "cattle culture" that remains today in Texas. 

In the Spanish Colonial era, ranchers, or rancheros, operated under a particular 

set of conditions that no longer apply to the institution. First, the ranchero of New Spain 

continued traditional Spanish cattle ranching practices. The transhumant, or seasonal 

migration, management techniques developed in Andalusia were for the most part 

applied unchanged in New Spain. Cultural practices of the old country associated with 

these long-ranging cattle operations imprinted themselves on the lives of the colonist. 

Second, the ranchero occupied a specific role in a colonization framework that 

typically included presidial soldiers and missionaries. When this carefully contrived 

tnpartite framework lacked a particular component, the ranchers compensated for the 

lack of religious or military leadership by instituting volunteer militias and sub-missions. 

If fortune allowed the settlement to succeed it was typically not without great sacrifice on 

the ranchers' part. 

Third, defensive needs always reigned paramount in the colonial experience. The 

attack and threat of attack by Lipan Apache and Comanche tribes caused tremendous 
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upheaval within each colonial settlement. With due consideration of this danger, the 

colonists prepared themselves and their property against the rampages of these hostile 

Indians. Ultimately, the ability of any settier to occupy the land depended on the 

acquiescence of the native inhabitants, and this was rarely granted peacefully. 

These realities of ranch life during the Spanish colonization period affected the 

physical form of ranch settlements. The relative isolation of the ranchers on a 

depopulated frontier forced them to gang together in small groups for mutual protection. 

A certain critical mass, available in the villa, presidial, or missionary communities, 

buffered the newcomers from the vengeance of their enemies. Conversely, the need for 

large areas of open range to graze cattle dictated that the ranchers acquire and occupy 

generously-sized land parcels quite distant from one another. 

Historical reports on the ranching situation in the San Antonio River Valley and 

the Middle Rio Grande area each indicate similar pattems of land tenure. When relations 

with the Indians were good or the military force was strong, the ranches were inhabited. 

Reports and legal documents associated with San Antonio River ranches, however, 

indicate that ranches were "depopulated," managed in a "desultory fashion," or 

"abandoned" due to the depredations of native groups in 1758-1763,1775, and 

1780-1781, respectively.^ 

The provinces of Tejas and Nuevo Santander suffered especially great losses 

during the dismptive decade beginning in 1810 when the call was heard to end Spain's 

mle of Mexico. Indian and bandit attacks on the colonists and livestock caused the 

' Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios: Spanish Ranching in Texas, 1721-1821, (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1986): 88, 127, 211 and 224. 
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abandonment of the entire town of San Marcos and many San Antonio and Rio Grande 

river ranches.̂  

The former ranchers took refuge in towns along the Rio Grande, leaving 
their stock behind to fend for itself in the brasada thickets and 
mesquitales of the lower coastal plains, but not even in the towns were the 
terrified settlers safe from the Comanche incursions.' 

The abandonment of ranches confirms the profoundly adverse conditions that 

confronted these early cattle ranchers. The desperate character of their situation had 

broad implications on the viability of ranching as a livelihood and on the manifestation of 

the period's architecture. 

Iberian Origins of Texas Cattle Ranching 

Francis Fulgate, in "The Origins of the Range Cattle Era in South Texas," 

attributes the "beginning of the cattle industry in Texas" to nineteenth century Eastem 

and Anglo-European settlers."* His account reflects a ethnocentrist tone not atypical of 

his day. Fulgate notes that "it is common knowledge that the cattle and their vaqueros 

came from Spain by way of Mexico... (and)... met an accumulation of American settlers." 

He implies that the longhoms and their attendees simply wandered into the state and 

waited for ingenious, hardworking Anglo "cattleman-to-be" to create the powerful Texas 

cattle industry. 

^Ibid: 532, 539, and 546. 

'Ibid: 546-47. 

^Francis Fulgate, "The Origins of the Range Cattle Era in South Texas," Agricultural 
History, No. 35, (July 1961): 155-158. 
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Fortunately, a balanced scholarly discussion of the origins of Texas cattle 

ranching figures prominently in Terry G. Jordan's North American Cattle-Ranching 

Frontiers: Origins. Diffusion and Differentiation, pubhshed in 1993. With precise detail 

and superb supporting data, Jordan traces the entire North American cattle industry to 

three sources: the Iberian Peninsula, the British highlands, and the sub-Saharan steppes of 

West Africa. Although Jordan disputes Texas' traditional claim to the most and best of 

anything that has to do with the cattle industry, he clearly and specifically links the Texas 

cattle frontier historically and culturally to colonial northem Mexico and by extraction to 

medieval Iberia. 

The Iberian Cattle Culture 

The medieval kingdom of Castile, extending from the Bay of Biscay to Andalusia, 

now comprising the modem nation of Spain, was described in the fifteenth century by a 

native writer as "/a tierra de bravos toros,'' the land of the brave bulls. Another stated 

that Spain had "/o5 mas grandes y meyores toros del mimdo," the greatest and largest 

bulls of the world ̂  

The hardy cattle of the Iberian Peninsula resulted from a blending of a unique 

local strain. Bos taurus ibericus, and the typical European stock cow. The semi-wild, or 

mesteho, hybrid cattle, particularly unsuited for draft or dairy purposes, compelled 

Iberian stockmen to take to the open range, to refine herding practices, and invent 

^ Julian J. Bishko, "The Peninsular Background of Latin American Cattle Ranching," 
Hispanic American Historical Review, No. 32, 1952: 498. 
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branding, long distance grazing and driving, and the lonely life we associate today as that 

of the Texan cowboy (Figure 3.1).^ 

Charles Bisko, author of an article entitled "The Peninsular Background of 

Latin-American Cattle Ranching," points to three other factors contributing to the origins 

and development of this institution in medieval Spain and Portugal. First, the 

opportunistic Iberian noble, churchman, and ganadero realized the sizable profit to be 

found by ranging considerable numbers of cattle over extensive grounds for large-scale 

beef and hide production. Second, the Reconquista, or colonization of lands held 

formerly by the Moors, created frontier conditions where the population centers were 

often far apart, labor was scarce, and crop raising difficult. Cattle and sheep raising 

allowed mobility and required a less permanent labor force. Third, the geographic and 

climatic conditions of the cattle industry's birthplace in Salamanca, Segovia, and Avila, 

and upon reconquest, of the Andalusian plains, were characterized by sub-humid or arid 

land with a scarcity of water and poor soils. These conditions did not favor farming; 

however, they were ideal for cattle and sheep ranching.' 

The cattle ranching industry of the Iberian Peninsula evolved in the late eleventh 

and twelfth centuries and reached its height in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. 

Before 1500, the industry was dominated by a small but powerful group of nobles with 

up to a thousand head of cattle. The less wealthy vecinos of Extremadura and Andalusia, 

owning a hundred or more cows, increased markedly in the number and size of the herds 

^Ibid. 

'Bishko: 496. 
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Figure 3.1: Spanish vaquero, circa 1750 
Source: Sandra Myres, The Ranch in Spanish Texas 
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after the tum of the twelfth century. At this time the cattie industry became highly 

organized and regulated as a specialized economy; the mesta was created.* 

Many aspects of the Iberian cattle culture were directly transferred to New Spain 

and its later incamation as Texas. These included the mobility of cattle on the range and 

its associated management techniques, the social and political status afforded the 

hacendado, or landed ranch owner, and the development of a culture in which cattle 

constituted a major industry. The realization of a pre-eminent institution based on cattle 

in New Spain did not wander far from these Iberian precedents. 

Growth of the Cattle Industry in Northem Mexico 

The transference of the Iberian cattle culture to New Spain occurred as soon as 

Columbus' second voyage to Santo Domingo before the end of the fifteenth century. 

Cattle also accompanied Gregorio Villalobos and Heman Cortes from Cuba to Mexico in 

1521. By 1529, cattle brands of the colonists were registered in Mexico City.̂  Although 

cattle ranching focused on southem Guanajuato, southem Queretaro, and northem 

Michoacan in Central Mexico from 1532-1562, many herds soon began to be driven 

north through the San Juan del Rio in typical Iberian migratory fashion. 

Richard Morrisey, author of an article entitied "The Northward Expansion of 

Cattle Ranching in New Spain, 1550-1600" credits the colonial stockman with the 

establishment of a traditional economy in New Spain that allowed the maintenance and 

* Bishko: 501 

^Donald D. Brand, "The Early History of the Range Cattle Industty in Northem 
Mexico," Agricultural History , No. 35, (July 1961): 132-133. 
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diffusion of the Spanish Empire northward, and for introducing an animal and husbandry 

program that assisted Spain to acculturate the native race.'° The "conversion" or 

christianization of indigenous groups, traditionally accomplished by missionaries 

teaching basic European life skills and religion, became supportable in the context of 

herding practices. Neophytes v^th ranching responsibilities undoubtedly had an easier 

time adapting to rigors of Catholic ritual and mission life outside the controlled 

environment of the mission compound. 

Native demographics also positively affected the viability of secular ranches on 

the northem frontier in the Chichimeca territory. The sparsely grouped hunter-gathering 

and nomadic Chichimecas simply moved aside and emptied the land for the colonists. 

This provided the colonists with an opportunity for open range ranching not available in 

areas occupied by sedentary, maize agriculture-based Mesoamerican civilizations in areas 

south of Mexico City, Vera Cruz and Compostela." 

A major impetus in the spread of the cattle industry in Northem Mexico stems 

from the discovery of silver at Zacatecas, Espiritu Santo, and Guanajuato where mining 

began in 1554.̂ ^ The cattleman and miner shared the challenges facing the colonial 

settler. While the miner had wealth to invest in land, the cattleman provided food to the 

mine workers and necessary goods such as hides for leather goods and tallow for candles. 

°̂ Richard Morrisey, "The Northward Expansion of Cattle Ranching in New Spain, 
1550-1600" Agricultural History, No. 25, (July 1951): 121. 

" Terry G. Jordan, North American Cattle-Ranching Frontiers: Origins, Diffusion and 
Differentiation, (Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1993): 123; 
Morrisey: 115. 

'2 Jordan: 126. 
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The economic benefits of associating with the mining settlements and the availability of 

land appealed to many enterprising vecinos of New Spain. 

The success of the ranching in the region between Saltillo and Parral in the early 

seventeenth century is evidenced by the prevalence of large scale ranching operations, 

called haciendas, ranging in size from twenty-four to four hundred and eighty-one 

inhabitants. By 1777, three enormous latifundios, or large landholdings, each consisting 

of numerous haciendas, were noted by a Franciscan priest.'' The productive capabilities 

of such haciendas were also impressive. As early as 1586, Francisco de Ibarra, who 

owned 130,000 head, branded 33,000 calves in one year.*"* In 1598, a drive to northem 

New Mexico for the ranch of Ofiate included 7,000 head.*̂  

One specific example is illustrative. The estate of the Marquesado de San Miguel 

de Aguayo, organized in 1682-1693, is said to have extended over three provinces, 

including half of Coahuila, and totaled over 25,000 square miles. That such a landowner 

eamed the title of'Marquesado," albeit from his wife's inheritance, and later led the 

colonization of Tejas is not coincidental.̂ ^ Such latifundios contributed greatly to the 

economic stability of the region, and their owners typically had great political influence. 

''Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish Settlers on the Northem Frontier of New 
Spain. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979): 28 and 30. 

'"* Joe S. Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: Continuity and Change from 1750. 
(Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1994): x. 

'5 Brand: 133. 

'^Donald Chipman, Spanish Texas, 1519-1821, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1992): 119. 
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Cattle ranches in colonial northem Mexico were primarily concentrated in an area 

Terry Jordan refers to as El Bajio, the northem highland valleys. Considered by Jordan 

to be "the oldest and best cattle raising region in New Spain," it centered on the state of 

Nuevo Vizcaya and included: Chihuahua, south and eastem Coahuila, Durango and 

northem Zacatecas, and from Culiacan to Conchos and Monterey (see Figure 2.3). 

Sub-humid prairies, containing seasonal grasses interspersed with oak, mesquite, acacia, 

and abundant salt pans, were ideal for cattle raising.'' By the end of the sixteenth 

century, it is estimated that perhaps a million longhom grazed in the region.'* 

As the colonies of New Spain continued to develop in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, cattle ranching played a significant role. Trade between the 

northem frontier and the commercial centers of Mexico fostered the growth of cities such 

as Saltillo, San Luis Potosi, and Zacatecas. The cattlemen, forced to seek available land 

in outlying areas, continued to move northward from these cities toward Texas. 

Early Ranching in Texas 

Three major groups comprised the earliest settier-ranchers to the Texas frontier: 

missionaries, military troops, and civilians. Their collective impact on the frontier was 

commensurate with the suitability of the natural environment for cattle ranching 

operations. Each of them foimd greater success in the fertile San Antonio River Valley 

or on the Rio Grande than in the Piney woods of East Texas. 

"Jordan: 123-5. 

'*Morrisey: 121; Brand: 132-133. 
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Cattle ranches were conmion to each settlement region of Spanish Texas. 

Mission ranches gained prominence early in East Texas and San Antonio, while secular 

ranches dominated the Rio Grande Valley. Secular ranches also dominated the San 

Antonio River Valley by the late eighteenth century. Scattered ranchers held by presidial 

captains were common wherever presidios were found in all three areas of Spanish 

colonial settlement. 

Mission ranches 

The advent of mission ranches at newly established outposts in East Texas 

directly resulted from the colonization practices of the Spanish Empire. As mentioned in 

the previous chapter, the occupation of the Eastem Provincias Intemas was an attempt to 

counter foreign threats to Spain's proprietary interests along the coast. Stretched thin 

during the late-seventeenth century wars in the Caribbean, the Crown directed the 

government scouts simply to select settlement outposts strategically, and left the 

missionaries to the task of founding a conmiunity. This strategy enabled Spain's use of 

the missionaries' zeal for conversions to bolster its own defensive efforts.'̂  

The expedition to found the first mission in Spanish Texas, San Francisco de los 

Tejas, by Captain Alonso de Leon in 1690, included cattle, horses and oxen. Sandra L. 

Myres, author of The Ranch is Spanish Texas, explains tiie phenomenon: "Wherever tiie 

'̂ Jackson: 12. 
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Spanish approached the frontier, horses, cattle, sheep and goats became part of the 

process of imperial defense and empire building. "̂ ^ 

Livestock formed a basic necessity of the mission system. It introduced the 

concept of husbandry to certain native groups who had no experience with domesticated 

animals; it provided large quantities of leather for craft uses; it supplied the converted 

natives and missionaries with a stable food source, and it constituted an economic base 

for the missions (Figure 3.2).̂ ' 

The excellence of the mission cattle ranching system arises from its simplicity. 

Only three ingredients were necessary for a successful cattle ranching operation, and the 

missionaries had all three: extensive grants of land, visionary leadership and cheap 

labor.^ Until the arrival of a substantial contingent of civilians, the priests had a 

monopoly on them all. 

At the first Texas ranch, associated with Mission San Francisco de los Tejas, the 

missionaries and Tejas Indians succeeded in the establishment of a large herd of ganado 

mayor, or large livestock: "Although many animals were lost or stolen by neighboring 

tribes, conditions were favorable for the development of ranching. Within two decades 

after the founding of San Francisco de los Tejas herds of horses and cattle grazed on the 

pastures between the Nueces and Trinity Rivers."^' 

^̂  Sandra L. Myres, The Ranch in Spanish Texas, 1691-1800, Social Science Series, 
Number 2, (El Paso: Texas Westem Press, 1969): 11. 

'̂ Sandra L. Myres, "The Spanish Cattle Kingdom in the Province of Texas," Texana, 
IV, (Fall 1966): 245; Ibid, The Ranch in Spanish Texas: 12. 

^̂  Jackson: 13. 

'̂ Myres, The Ranch in Spanish Texas: 11. 
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Despite the relative success of cattle ranching in East Texas, in the 1720s several 

missions were abandoned in the area due to organizational problems, Indian hostilities, 

disease and drought. Upon relocation to the San Antonio River Valley, the mission 

ranches' stockraising activities became profitable.̂ '* 

The effort to found Mission San Antonio de Valero and San Jose y San Miguel de 

Aguayo, and to re-establish select East Texas missions, was sponsored by Marquesado de 

San Miguel de Aguayo.̂ ^ In 1721, each of eight parties drove six hundred cattle and 

eight hundred sheep to San Antonio de Bexar. Again, in 1722, over four hundred sheep 

and three hundred cattle were herded to Los Adaes from Aguayo's hacienda in Nuevo 

Leon. The Marques is described as one who "virtually underwrote the permanent 

occupation of Spanish Texas after 1719."̂ ^ 

The rich grassland near the San Antonio River was so lush the cattle multiplied 

quickly. Since the missionaries had no market for the beef and maintained sufficient 

amoimts for their mission, the vaguely defined land grants surrounding the missions 

became overrun with mestehos by the 1730s. '̂ Opportunely, this situation coincided in 

time with the arrival of immigrants. They and soldiers of the presidio initially assisted 

the missionaries, and shared the duties of livestock management. 

The cattle raising operations of the missions utilized a logical, orderly schedule to 

tend their livestock. A summary of the procedures found in "Guidelines for a Texas 

2'Ibid: 12. 

25 Chipman: 246. 

2̂  Jones: 30. 

2̂  Jackson: 17-18. 
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Mission" is as follows: On a daily basis, the mission cows and oxen went out to the 

pasture in the morning and were corralled in the evening. On a weekly basis, a 

prescribed number of cattle were slaughtered on Sunday. Yearly, sheep were sheared in 

the field in March and April. Major round-ups occurred twice yearly: calves were 

branded in the spring and slaughter of livestock occurred in October and November. 2* 

By 1745, the ranches of the five San Antonio missions counted some five 

thousand cattle. By the mid-1760s, missions of the lower San Antonio River Valley, 

established somewhat later than the five near Bexar, surpassed their neighbor missions in 

herd size by four times with over twenty thousand cattle (Figure 3.3). The ranch 

belonging to Mission Espiritu Santo, located between the San Antonio and Guadalupe 

rivers, excelled in production. Therefore, little other industrial activity occurred, as 

profits from the cattle sales at Presidio La Bahia allowed the missionaries to buy any and 

all necessary supplies.̂ ^ 

The eventual demise of the mission ranches proceeded swiftly after the 

mid-eighteenth century for many reasons. First, the interests of the civilian settlers of 

Bexar clashed repeatedly with those of the missionaries soon after their arrival. A 

number of disputes related to stolen cattle, grazing rights, and land ownership were 

brought to the alcalde mayor on behalf of both parties. In 1756, the settlers launched a 

movement to limit the expansion of the missions into desirable ranchlands, protesting 

28 Jackson: 41-44; Bisko: 509; Jordan; 149. 

29 Jordan: 148. 
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that the missionaries had already appropriated almost all pasturage in the area with a 

dependable water supply.'̂  

Second, the church had come dangerously close to antagonizing the Crown by 

objecting to government taxation of their produce. In 1771, King Carlos IQ called for a 

reform in the church's approach to the division of temporal and spiritual matters. 

Reluctance to part vsdth their wealth and privileges confirmed suspicions of the clergy 

and thus fueled the anti-clerical movement growing in New Spain." 

A third matter concemed the church's formal codification of the mission effort. 

Traditionally, the conversion of natives to Christianity involved five steps lasting only 

twenty years; the missionaries in Texas far outlasted their mandate. Their missionaries' 

success rate had been questionable since the beginning and not perceived as likely to 

improve witii time.'^ 

And fourthly, in 1772, the College of Queretaro called their brethren to serve 

elsewhere. The province of Pimeria Alta, or modem California, required Franciscan 

missionaries to replaced the banished Jesuits. The four Queretaran missions of Bexar 

were placed under the control of Zacatecan representatives that same year and, 

immediately, the mission ranches began a steep decline. The long overdue secularization 

of the missions finally occurred in 1793." 

'° Jackson: 101-103 

'̂  Ibid 

'2 Felix D. Almaraz, The San Antonio Missions and Their System of Land Tenure, 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1989): 2. 

"Jackson: 105-106, 113. 
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Ranching by Presidial Captains 

Efforts to establish the first frontier missions were typically assisted by a small 

military contingent. The soldiers occupied the presidio, or fort, located within a 

convenient distance of the mission or missions. Within the provinces of Tejas and Nuevo 

Santander, over a dozen presidios functioned to protect the settlers, missionaries, and 

neophytes against attack. The procedures used for protecting human inhabitants were 

similar to those used to protect livestock; therefore, military skills proved valuable for 

cattle ranching.'^ 

Customarily, the Crown rewarded a military captain's service with a large land 

grant and the captain, in tum, directed his soldiers to protect his stock. For example. 

Captain Manual Piscina at Presidio La Bahia noted that there were lands "well suited to 

livestock grazing" near to the newly established presidio.'^ From 1749 until his death, he 

enlisted the help of his soldiers to raise horses and cattle on his ranch. 

Besides military prowess, presidial conmianders and captains often wielded 

considerable social and political influence that pertains directly to the early founding 

dates, size, location, and defense of their ranches. Rancho de Real Santa Petronila, at the 

mouth of the Nueces River, was founded by Bias Maria and his brother Miguel de la 

Garza Falcon, sons of the former govemor of Coahuila. Upon discovery of the settlement 

'^Jackson: 53-60. 

'5 Katiiryn Stoner O'Connor, The Presidio La Bahia de Espiritu Santo de Zumga. 1721 
to 1846, (Victoria, Texas, 1966): 22-32. 
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by Captain-General Escandon in 1749 during his reconnaissance of the area, it was 

garrisoned with a detail of royal soldiers and used as an official way station.'̂  

Luis Antonio Menchaca, captain of the Presidio San Antonio de Bexar, wielded 

similar influence on local politicians. A close friend of Manuel de Carvajal, the alcalde, 

or mayor, of the Villa de San Femando, he acquired a large parcel located between the 

San Antonio River and Marcelina Creek in the early 1750s. Known as "Rancho de San 

Francisco," it was the largest ranch in the fertile Rincon region and extraordinarily 

productive, in part due to Menchaca's "irregular" branding procedures." Not so 

coincidentally, Menchaca re-established a small fort. El Fuerte de Santa Cruz de Cibolo, 

near to his own ranch. The fort of Santa Cruz, conjoined by military and civilian 

interests, was said to have been built by "neighbor ranchers and fifty soldiers." It 

operated between 1734-1737 and 1771-1782, years in which Indian hostilities were 

particularly difficult.'* 

In East Texas as well, the soldier-rancher found prominence in the cattle and 

horse ranching industries. A "notorious" ranch called "El Lobanillo" was operated by 

Antonio Gil y Barbo [Ybarbo], the son of a soldier-rancher at Presidio Los Adaes, who 

later became a captain himself The success of his Pineywoods ranch, gained through 

'^Jackson: 98. 

" Robert H. Thonhoff, El Fuerte de Cibolo: Sentinel of the Bexar-La Bahia Ranches. 
(Austin: Eakin Press, 1992): 27, 33; Jackson: 63, 304-305. 

'* Thonhoff: 48. 
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illicit trade with French Louisiana, was remarkable. By 1772, the visiting priests who 

were offered hospitality there commented that it was "already a pueblo." '̂  

The existence of soldier-ranchers, as well as missionary-ranchers, during the 

incipient years of frontier settlement blurs the traditional distinctions associated with the 

soldier, priest, and civilian. Although the priest and captains had specific responsibilities 

to the community at large, it appears that cattle raising was a concern common to all 

settlers whatever their professional occupation. Luckily for the civilians, the 

missionaries and military groups had already started ranching in Texas by the time of the 

civilians' arrival. The combined force of the three groups would be required to defend 

their herds against the raids of the native Indians for over a hundred years. 

Frontier Ranches in East Texas 

The early failure and relocation of the East Texas missions and the withdrawal of 

the settlers at Los Adaes in 1773, both well chronicled by other historians, demonstrate 

an erratic commitment of Spain to the fledgling communities of East Texas. Always 

suspect because of their proximity to French Louisiana, the settlers of Los Adaes existed 

on the margins of Spanish administrative control. Tenuous links between the remote 

frontier outpost and its sister settlements affected the viability of cattle drives south.'*̂  

Beginning in 1721, the constmction of the Spanish presidio, Nuestra Sefiora de 

los Adaes, encouraged the settlement of civilian ranchers to the northem outpost. Here at 

'9 Jackson: 97. 

'"Ibid: 118. 
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the province's first capital, stockraising was conducted to support the Spanish troops and 

as trade goods, albeit unlawful, with the French beginning in 1735. The community of 

Los Adaes grew, and by 1760 about 30 families were scattered in the general vicinity of 

the presidio. 

The earliest reference to frontier ranches in East Texas is in 1767-8 by Padre Fray 

Caspar Jose de Solis. Along the Camino Real, between Los Ais (San Augustine, Texas) 

and Los Adaes (Robeline, Louisiana), he noted "a modest enclave of ranches" besides 

Antonio Gil y Barbo's El Lobanillo. One of the largest, Rancho de Tres Llanos, or La 

Nana de los Rio Pedro, was a three-square-league ranch just outside Presidio Los Adaes 

granted to Manuel Sanchez in 1730."*' 

When the Adaesanos were forced to abandon their community in 1773, herds of 

cattle were left behind, indicating that Gil y Barbo as well as other had engaged in 

ranching for some time.'*2 In 1779, they finally resettled near an abandoned mission at 

Nacogdoches. Ranchers took up the rich grasslands surrounding the conmiunity and 

succeeded in gaining a reputation for producing fine horses."*' 

Little information exists regarding East Texas ranches established during the 

eighteenth century. Gil Y Barbo apparently issued various land grants in the 

Nacogdoches area by 1792, documenting the names of twenty-nine foreigners who had 

-*' Jackson: 96-97 and 97n. 

2̂ Jackson: 114. 

"*' Myres, The Ranch in Spanish Texas: 16. 
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established cattle ranches and built homes. By 1810, at least seventy land grants had 

been issued in East Texas, fifty-two of which were near Nacogdoches (Figure 3.4). 

It appears that many grants held by Spanish ranchers were abandoned between 

1812 and 1821 and not reclaimed. Records associated with the early land grants may 

also have been lost with the burning of the Nacogdoches Archives during the Fredonian 

Rebellion in 1826.'*̂  Further, in 1838, many descendants of the original Spanish grantees 

were charged with treason and forced from their homes, eradicating the imprint of 

Spanish cattle ranching on East Texas. 

That Los Adaes and Nacogdoches never rivaled Bex2ir-La Bahia as a stockraising 

center testifies both to the difficulty of ranching in the woodlands of East Texas and its 

small overall population. Regardless, as evidence for the preoccupation of the Spanish 

colonists with ranching even in this remote region, the lieutenant govemor reported in 

1804 that "almost all the inhabitants [of Nacogdoches] worked in pastoral pursuits.'"** 

Formation of the South Texas Ranching Legacy 

Generally speaking, secular ranchers in Texas achieved limited success until the 

mid-eighteenth century.'*' Strategic rather than commercial interests guided the selection 

of settiement sites until that time, and the population of the frontier remained sparse. 

^Jackson: 440-41. 

"'Ibid 

^Odie Faulk, The Last Years of Spanish Texas, 1778-1821, (The Hague: Mouton, 
1964): 262. 

^'Jordan: 147. 
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However, with two events both suddenly occurring in the 1750s- the onset of a relative 

peace on the periphery of San Antonio de Bexar, and the founding of the new province of 

Nuevo Santander- the character of the Spanish ranch began to take form. Walter 

Prescott Webb, frontier historian, dubbed the diamond-shaped region of South Texas as 

the "cradle of tiie Cattle Kingdom."** 

Although the first civilian settlers of San Antonio de Bexar traveled overseas 

from Spain, and those of the new province of Nuevo Santander overland from northem 

Mexico, each shared a similar dream. The prospect of owning fertile land and vast herds 

of cattle, which reportedly roamed freely on the plains, brought many families to the 

northem frontier. In many cases, they were assisted by the Spanish Crown, which paid 

their way, gave them free land, and granted them exemptions from taxes for a ten-year 

period. 

Once the settlers arrived, they soon discovered that the enemy was not the French 

but the native tribes of both the fierce and warlike Comanches, and their arch enemy, the 

Apache. TheComanche, in particular, took pride in daring acts of bravery. Such acts 

included raids on the colonial settlements and torture of their captives. The colonists' 

war with the Indians lasted for over a hundred years. 

San Antonio River Ranches 

The future of private ranch establishments along the banks of the San Antonio 

River was secured in 1731 when immigrants from the Canary Islands off the coast of 

"** Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Frontier. (Reprint. Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1964): 246. 
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Spain arrived at the Presidio San Antonio de Bexar. As the population of the Villa of San 

Femando grew and the presidio was strengthened, many Islenos hoped to establish cattle 

ranching operations on the river. It was not until Lipan Apache attacks on the villa 

became intermittent in the 1750s that the civilians began to practice ranching."*̂  

Jack Jackson's detailed analysis of the ranching industry on the San Antonio 

River, in his book Los Mestefios. describes the various challenges encountered by the 

civilian settlers. Land ownership remained nebulous due to the difficulties of 

enforcement, political squabbles, and practical limitations. Many of the settlers' 

complaints involved the missionaries, and the result was frequent unpleasant encounters 

between the two groups. 

Claiming ownership of the free roaming cattle, called alzadoy cimarron, for 

example, was complicated by infrequent branding by the missionaries and private 

ranchers alike. Although regulations came forward from the provincial leaders with 

amazing rapidity, poaching remained a frequent activity. Jackson revealingly observes 

that anyone could be a successful livestock owner "if bold enough, skilled enough and 

fortunate enough to take it [the cattle]."^^ 

Andres Hernandez was a bold, enterprising rancher and one of the earliest to 

settle permanently on the banks of the San Antonio. With special permission from the 

govemors of the province, his father, a soldier in the Alarcon Expedition, had claimed 

the land since 1718. By 1758, the ranch contained an irrigation ditch, a horse pasture. 

'*9 Jackson: 57. 

^Ibid: 134. 
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and some wooden huts, perhaps built by the soldiers who were stationed there between 

1734-37.5^ Jackson says of Hemandez's ranch and buildings: 

His modest San Bartolo must stand as a symbol of something greater in 
the new and wild land, for the Hemandez family had come to stay... the 
ranch they established...was intended to be lived upon - at least for long 
enough periods to classify it as an occupied place. Eventually, the 
thatched roofed jacales were replaced with more solid stmctures built to 
withstand the constant Indian menace.̂ 2 

Elsewhere within the Rincon area fifteen ranches were in operation by 1771, the 

date a small fort was re-established on Cibolo Creek. ̂ ' The physical state of the ranches 

was recorded by missionaries and govenmient inspectors. A harsh critic of San Antonio 

in general. Father Morfi, upon his visit to the Santa Cruz fort and river ranches in 1778 

noted: 

The ranches are of such little consideration and so miserable...along the 
banks of the San Antonio River... in all they maintain eighty-five souls 
who live in such dread and emminent [sic] risk of loss of life, even 
within their miserable huts, that not a single ranch deserves the name of 
'establishment.'^ 

An assessment of the Presidio San Antonio de Bexar in 1762 by the Bishop of 

Guadalajara gives a picture of the relative development in the capital. It indicated that, 

although the presidio had been established for 44 years, it contained no stone buildings 

and was not protected by so much as a stockade of logs. Five years later, the garrison 

'' Thonhoff: 26-30. 

52 Jackson: 61. 

"Thonhoff: 31-35. 

^ Thonhoff: 54 as cited from Morfi, History of Texas. 1673-1779. 1: 69. 
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consisted of only twenty-two men, most of whom were generally stationed at the 

missions on the river.^^ The priest assessed the entire settlement of Bexar as a 80,000 

peso investment with nothing to show for it except "dilapidated houses and streets that 

became quagmires after every rain."̂ * 

Had Bexar not been the capital of the province, it may have been abandoned 

during the defensive restmcturing of the northem frontier in 1772. The incursions of the 

Lipan Apaches and Comanches, known as los nortehos, were particularly evident during 

these years. In 1780, Govemor Cabello y Robles reported: "Not a moment passes in 

which news of rapacities and catastrophes does not reach me. All these ranches find 

themselves completely helpless and abandoned. And from this will result the total 

destmction and loss of this province."" A report the next year noted: 

the incessant raids of the Comanches are so terrible that if they continue at 
the same rate, the speedy ruin of the province will be the irretrievable 
result...The ranches [of San Antonio] are without stock [and] are rapidly 
being abandoned [with] the settlers taking refuge in the settlement.̂ * 

Nonetheless, the situation gradually improved to the extent that when the order to 

secularize the missions was given in 1793, civilian settlers eagerly accepted the right to 

ranch on the former pasturelands (Figure 3.5). The redistribution of lands allowed more 

and larger private ranches to be established in the valley. The number rose from 

" Gerald Ashford, Spanish Texas: Yesterday and Today, (Austin: Jenkins Publishing, 
1971): 163. 

5̂  Jackson: 149. 

5'Thonhoff: 58. 

5* Thonhoff: 63 as cited from Preliminary Report on the Interior Provinces, Croix to 
Galvez, October 30, 1781. 
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Figure 3.5: Ranches of the San Antonio River Valley, 1794 
Source: Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios 
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twenty-tiiree ranches in about 1780 to forty-three in 1795.̂ ^ The civil settlements 

centered on the San Antonio/La Bahia corridor, nonetheless, were overshadowed by the 

population of permanent ranching and agrarian communities located in Nuevo 

Santander.^ 

Ranches of the Rio Bravo del Norte 

The role of stockraising in Nuevo Santander was, in contrast to the other 

settlement areas, well defined and recognized by the Spanish Crown since the province's 

inception. Escandon's settlement efforts focused on civilians as the primary occupational 

force. This, in turn, led to the establishment of ranches by the civilians, most of whom 

were stockraisers from adjacent regions. Since few missions or presidios existed along 

the Rio Grande, such private ranches did not compete with those of the missionaries or 

presidial soldiers.*^ 

The conmiunities of the Colonia of Nuevo Santander, and the great river in 

particular, were characterized by small ranchos, or stock farms, with a few notable 

exceptions. Nuestra Sefiora de los Dolores, El Potrero del Espiritu Santo, and San Juan 

de Carricitos, were considered haciendas, the smallest of which was over 250,000 acres 

59 Jordan: 149. 

^Jones:65and78. 

*'Jordan: 136. 
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(Figure 3.6).*2 J\^Q south bank of the river east of Reynosa, pasturelands of Jose de 

Escandon and his heirs, alone comprised 100 miles of riverfront and 2.8 million acres.*' 

Unlike those on the San Antonio River, ranches on the Rio Grande were occupied 

by the ranchers soon after or even before the land grants were received. Documents 

dating from 1777 through 1786, including the General Visita of 1777, record surveys to 

formalize ownership of lands already held by various colonists.** Occupying lands prior 

to ratification of a title indicates the interest of settlers from the nearby stockraising 

centers in seeking new pastures for their livestock. As official sanctions came forward, 

more families settled on the river banks, reinforcing the conmiunities, creating 

self-sufficient residences for themselves and their families. 

As early as 1757, Jose Tienda de Cuervo had suggested to Escandon that private 

lands should be apportioned to the settlers of riverfront towns. Escandbn, concemed 

about the safety of the colonists, believed it better for them to live in close proximity 

rather than on isolated ranches, until a later date.*^ 

By 1767, a Royal Conmiission was specially appointed to award grants of land in 

the five jurisdictions of Revilla, Camargo, Mier, Laredo, and Reynosa.** On the north 

*2 Jones: 71; Jordan: 137; Jackson: 447-48. 

*'Vigness: 13-14. 

** Joe S. Cason, Unpublished manuscript, [1952?], (Zapata County files, Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory: Austin, Texas): 2; Jackson: 443 citing the Jose 
Tienda de Cuervo inspection report of 1757. 

*5Rogelia O. Garcia, Dolores. Revilla and Laredo: Three Sister Settlements, (Waco: 
Texian Press, 1970): 12. 

^ Felix Almaraz, D., "Landmarks of the Valley," An Exploration of a Common Legacy: 
The Proceedings, (Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1978): 16. 
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Figure 3.6: Ranchos of the Nueces Strip 
Source: Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios 
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side of the river, the land grants of 1767 included only porciones, or allotments of about 

10,000 acres, for ranching and grazing, with the exception of the town of Lsuedo.*' Town 

lots were distributed to the inhabitants of Laredo with the restriction that a house must be 

built on it within two years. In addition, the sixty-seven families each received one 

porcion of land outside of the villa for ranching, with the exception of Don Tomas 

Sanchez de la Barrera y Garza, the town's founder, who received two.** Further 

information on the Rio Grande ranches is provided in Chapter IV. 

In 1766, at approximately the same time that town and farming lots were granted 

to the Escandon settlers, the Marques de Rubi conducted an inspection with Captain 

Nicolas de la Fora, and documented the advancing northem frontier with special 

attention to its strategic weaknesses. The Presidio San Juan Bautista de Rio Grande had 

been established since 1703, accompanied by the Presidio San Antonio de Bexar in 1718 

and Presidio Nuestra Sefiora. de la Bahia de Espiritu Santo in 1722. These, however, 

contributed little to the defense of ranchers on the lower and Middle Rio Grande.*^ To 

defend against hostile tribes, especially the dreaded Comanches, the hacendado Jose 

Borrego himself established a cavalry unit of a dozen workers commanded by a sergeant, 

called a compania volante, to patrol the outlying areas, the riverbank, and the villa itself 

*'David Vigness, "A Survey of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, 1836-1846," (Master of 
Arts thesis. University of Texas, 1948): 13; Jackson: 444 citing Florence Henderson 
Scott, Historical Heritage of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, (Waco, Texas: Texian Press, 
1966). 

** Garcia: 16. 

*^MaxL. Moorhead, The Presidio: Bastion of the Spanish Borderlands (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1975): 52-54. 
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Indian wars and raids continued well into the nineteenth century despite a series 

of tmces, treaties, and military campaigns to control the situation (Figure 3.7).'° The 

revolution of 1810-21 proved to be a further impetus for cattle stealing, as well as the 

capture and murder of the colonists. Since the troops were preoccupied, the Comanche 

were able to penetrate new areas and laid to waste remote haciendas and ranchos.'' 

In an 1819 census of Laredo, the alcalde reported a total of 1,418 persons in the 

jurisdiction sind although the town had tripled in size during the last three decades, the 

war with the Indians had made living conditions very difficult. The alcalde states: 

Of the forty-four ranches noted, thirty seven of them are abandoned 
(depopulated), on account of the desolating war that the barbarous Indians 
of the North wage against us, and the other seven are only being operated 
at great risk during the seasons of planting, cultivating and harvesting... 
for before the revolution against the (Spanish) Kingdom and before the 
barbarous Indians had begun the hostilities that they are so frequentiy 
making, they busied themselves in caring for their stock of all kinds, but 
many of these have been exterminated, and now they have nothing else to 
live upon until the arrival of the troops that are garrisoning in this place... 
In the prairies are roaming a great number of wild horses unbroken; there 
are also 160 mares that we have not been able to group in orderly bunches 
because we have been unable to give them attention. Likewise, quite a lot 
of cattle, the number of which carmot be calculated because they are 
scattered far and wide, and have reverted to the wild state. Between two 
of our citizens who were the principal ones to have a considerable number 
of them, they still have 1,000 head of sheep and goats, but they have had 
to suffer in their efforts to maintain them, the death of some shepherds 
and have to stand considerable expense, strengthened by the hope that 
when the barbarous nations give us peace, they will have a chance to make 
an increase in these species, as it happened when times were quiet, then 
all the citizens of this place made great progress up to the time of the 
declaration of the war against the barbarous Indians.'2 

'" Myres. The Ranch in Spanish Texas: 18. 

'̂  Jackson: 547. 

'2 Stan Green, editor. "Census of Laredo Since the Spanish Days," Luciano Guajardo 
Series, No. 6, (Laredo State University: Border Studies Publishing, 1990): 12-13. 
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After the Independence of Mexico from Spain in 1821, conditions did not 

improve. The Tamaulipas Colonization Law was largely unsuccessful in 

attracting new families into the area and no new towns were founded along the 

Lower Rio Grande during the entire Mexican colonial period, (1821-1848). 

Vigness states that colonization efforts by the Mexican government "failed 

because of the menace of the Indians and because the most desirable locations in 

the area had been assigned as porciones or larger grants, leaving available for 

colonization only lands unsuited for grazing, much less for agriculture, which 

were the chief interests of the colonizers of the time..."" 

Nonetheless, by 1836, more than 200 Spanish and Mexican land grants existed 

between the Nueces River and the Rio Grande. The ranches soon became a target of the 

newly formed Republic of Texas. On December 19, 1836, the Congress of the Republic 

of Texas armexed the area between the Nueces and Rio Grande Rivers by a legislative 

act. Although they had no power to enforce the act, the Republic's claim to the land and, 

in some cases, the lives of the inhabitants, was made clear by the Texas Rangers. With 

General Taylor's crossing of the Nueces River in 1846 at the onset of the Mexican War, 

motions were put in place to officially claim land extending to the Rio Grande for 

Texas."* 

Following Texas statehood in 1845 and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, 

William H. Emory directed a survey of the new southem boundary of the United States. 

"Vigness: 17. 

'* Ashford 257. 
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His "Map No. 1, Rio Bravo del Norte Section" from 1852-3 indicates creeks, towns, and 

ranches in the colonial jurisdictions of Laredo, Revilla, and Mier. The following ranches, 

located between the towns of Laredo and Roma, are noted: Rancho El Sogul, Rancho de 

Don Dolores Garcia, Rancho de Don Basilio, a deserted ranch at the Arroyo Dolores, 

Rancho de Corralitos, Rancho Loravino, Rancho de San Bartolo, Rancho de Capitanefio, 

Rancho de Tepezan, Rancho de Garcia, Rancho de Clarefio, and several stone mins. 

Also at this time, a series of forts was established to protect the Texas frontier 

from the continued incursions of the Indians. Fort Mcintosh at the line's southem 

terminus, founded in 1849, not only protected the Rio Grande ranchers, it also served in 

the line of forts on the Mexican front. The soldiers' major duties consisted of escorting 

supplies and mail 2is well as scouting for Indians. They provided limited relief for the 

ranching communities on the riverbank.'^ 

During the Civil War, Ft. Mcintosh was abandoned and the small towns and 

ranches again became vulnerable, particularly to Mexican guerrillas and revolutionaries. 

One such revolutionary, Juan Cortina, plarmed an attack of the small community of 

Carrizo, later renamed Zapata. The ranchers from Roma to Laredo fled their homes for 

the security of the larger towns. With the Battle of Carrizo and later, the Battle of 

Laredo, Confederate soldiers pitted the local residents yet again in warfare against new 

aggressors.'* 

'5 Jerry Thompson, Laredo: A Pictorial History. (Virginia Beach, Va.: The Doiming 
Company, 1986): 149-50. 

'* Thompson: 153. 
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Arising from the political stmggles on the intemational border were new 

confrontations in which the ranchers played a major role. That any were willing to li\ e 

on the scattered ranches and persevered in this difficult time is remarkable. Many had 

fought to support their families' claims to the lands and stubbornly refused to give up. 

Ranches on the Spanish frontier reflected aspects of the unique historical and 

cultural context of colonial New Spain and Mexico. The circumstances of their founding 

and continued existence include (1) a system of ranching and settlement practices 

developed and in some cases ordained by Spain; and (2) a persistently hostile 

environment, that, in the Middle Rio Grande area, continued well after the colonial 

period. 

This discussion of the cultural, legal, and political realities affecting ranch life in 

Spanish Texas sets the stage for the following presentation of architectural data related to 

specific settlements in the Rio Grande area. The physical manifestations of these 

communities are intimately bound to the conditions of its environment. It is not possible 

to recognize implications of their architectural form without first clarifying their context. 
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CHAPTER rV 

SURVEY AND DOCUMENTATION OF EARLY 

ARCHITECTURE ON THE RIO GRANDE 

Architectural surveys typically provide data on buildings of a particular type, 

period, style, or regional area. This chapter includes descriptive text and images, 

gathered from various architectural surveys, for five historic ranch complexes m Zapata 

County, Texas: Nuestra Sefiora de los Dolores, Ramirefio, the Jesus Trevifio Fort, Rancho 

San Francisco, and Dolores Nuevo. 

The ranch-specific documentation is preceded by archival information found in 

Tienda de Cuervo's 1757 inspection reports on five towns, specifically those located on 

the Rio Grande and established by Escandon in the middle eighteenth century. Reynosa, 

Camargo, Mier, Revilla, and Laredo comprise the earliest known historic settlements in 

the area, with the possible exception of Hacienda Dolores, and attest to the nature of the 

region's earliest urban architecture. 

Several of the historic ranch sites listed above were briefly documented by the 

Texas Historical Survey Committee in the 1970s as part of their nomination to the 

National Register of Historic Places.* In 1975, Eugene George synthesized previous draft 

documentation that was gathered prior to the inundation of historic ranches on the north 

' "Dolores Viejo," National Register nomination, 1972, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission); "Dolores Nuevo," National Register nomination, 1973, (Austin: Texas 
Historical Commission); "San Francisco," National Register nomination, 1973 (Austin: 
Texas Historical Commission);"Los Corralitos," National Register nomination, 1977, 
(Austin: Texas Historical Commission); "San Ygnacio," National Register nomination, 
1973, (Austin: Texas Historical Commission). 
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bank of the Falcon Reservoir.2 These recordation efforts provide a sound basis for 

understanding the architecture of private ranch complexes developed during the colonial 

period. 

The archival descriptions and architectural documentation efforts provide specific 

data on the constmction methods, technologies, and materials of individual historic 

buildings associated with the colonial Revilla jurisdiction. When these data are assessed 

as a whole, the unique language of a regional vemacular architecture is established. As is 

demonstrated by the history of the sites, architectural developments often paralleled the 

tenor of the community. The main residential stmctures first appeared as expediently 

constmcted jacales, then were replaced by impenetrable stone fortresses. W^en finally a 

peace settled over the land, the houses took on a somewhat contemporary non-defensible 

residential character. 

The major characteristics of the permanent colonial building type, the windowless 

stone house, or casafuerte, reflect the extent to which the ranchers needed to protect 

themselves and their families via the defensive features of their buildings. These features 

included very thick stone walls, masonry roofs, and troneras, or gunslits. As a result of 

more intensive settlement and withdrawal of native tribes in the face of a U.S. Army 

presence, the fortified architectural style of the early period was replaced by a 

non-defensible wood frame residential building, but this did not occur until the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century. 

2 Eugene George, Historic Architecture of Texas: The Falcon Reservoir, (Austin: 
Texas Historical Commission, 1975). 
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The Riverfront Towns 

Within the first few years of their founding in the mid-eighteenth century, the 

small riverfront settlements were rapidly developed by Spanish colonists, sometimes with 

the assistance of native groups. As chronological and functional precursors to the ranch 

settlements on the north bank of the river, the architectural development of these towns is 

emblematic of the private settlements they generated (Figure 4.1). The security of each 

town offered a retreat for the ranchers when their own cluster of jacales on the opposite 

bank failed to provide protection and comfort. 

Nuestra Sefiora de Guadalupe de Reynosa 

Reynosa, the lowest of the Escandon settlements, was founded in 1749 in an area 

possessing land for farming and grazing and an abundance of timber. Initially, the 

settlement included forty families from Nuevo Leon, eleven soldiers, and more than a 

hundred natives.' Due to torrential spring rains in 1751 and 1752, buildings were 

relocated to successively higher ground. Finally, a new permanent location, known as 

Santa Maria de las Laxas, near to ranch owned by a citizen of Camargo, was selected at a 

distance of four or five leagues (2.63 statue miles) from the original tovmsite.* 

By 1757, the town contained two hundred and eighty-nine inhabitants, most of 

whom attended to the sixteen thousand head of cattle owned by the town's six prominent 

ranching families: the Canos, Hinojosas, Garzas, Garza Falcones, Cavazoses, and Ballis. 

' Lawrence Francis Hill, Jose de Escandon and the Founding of Nuevo Santander, 
(Columbus: Ohio Umversity Press, 1926): 78. 

*Ibid.: 128. 
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Figure 4.1: Historic Towns and Ranches of the Rio Grande 
Source: Eugene George, The Falcon Reservoir 
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Their ranches were located at a distance of two to five leagues from the villa, presumably 

on the north bank.̂  The 1757 inspection report reflected the difficulties of the eariy 

years: "The church was a shabby stmcture of cane - sticks and grass, and the jacales of 

the citizens were no better. The only decent house in the villa belonged to the 

missionary. It was an adobe stmcture, roofed with grass."* 

Reynosa's elite families controled the land and power and created a vast 

economic gap between themselves and other inhabitants of the town. The existence of 

poorly con'S^mcted jacales for the town's general population attests to the quality of 

housing considered appropriate for its class of occupants. 

La Villa de Santa Aima de Camargo 

Camargo was founded in 1749 by Captain Bias Maria Garza Falcon and his 

father-in-law, Don Nicolas de los Santos Coy. The townsite was notable for its plentifiil 

pasturelands, fish and game, and timber (including elm, tamarisk, ash, and mesquite).' 

At the time of the founding ceremonies, a visiting priest noted that Captain Falcon lived 

in the largest and fmest jacal of the settlement. It was built of mbble and mud plaster. 

Tamarisk was used as lathing and the roof was thatched with palmetto leaves* 

5 Ibid 

* Polly Pearl Crawford, "The Beginnings of Spanish Settlement in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley," (Unpublished master's thesis. University of Texas, Austin, 1925): 161. 

'Ibid: 67. 

* Ada Louise Newton, "The History of Architecture along the Rio Grande as Reflected 
in the Buildings around Rio Grande City, 1749-1902," (Unpublished Master of Arts 
thesis, Texas A and I University, Kingsville, 1964): 18. 
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Ventures conducted within the first few years of founding included planting 

maize and digging irrigation canals, both difficuh to sustain because of droughts and 

floods in altemating years.̂  Since most of the citizens of Camargo came from Nuevo 

Leon, they were primarily stock raisers. A note of some significance in the inspection 

report of 1757 was that no less than seventeen ranches were operated within about 13 

miles of the town by the town's six hundred thirty-seven residents. On these ranches 

grazed about sixty-five hundred horses and mules, twenty-six hundred cattle, and 

seventy-two thousand sheep.'° 

De los Santos Coy and Bias Maria's sons operated large ranches on the north bank 

known as Guardado (now Garcefio) and Camestolendas (now Rio Grande City). The 

operation of Guardado and another De los Santos Coy cattle ranch south of the river 

called Rancherias, both comprising 433,800 acres, required a hundred vaqueros.** 

The town of Camargo was described in Tienda de Cuervo's inspection: 

carefully planned, the houses being arranged around three sides of a 
central plaza, two hundred and twenty-four varas square. East of this 
plaza space was left for the building of a church and convent. Most of 
the houses were neat adobe stmctures, roofed with straw. Two of them, 
however, were more pretentious, being built of rough stone and mortar, 
with flat roofs. *2 

^Hill: 130. 

*'lbid 

' * Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios: Spanish Ranching in Texas, 1721-1821, (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1986): 444. 

•2 Crawford 93-94. 
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These stone buildings were probably the homes of the Garza Falcon and de los Santos 

Coy families.*' 

Outside the Villa de Camargo, the Mission San Agustin de Laredo tended to the 

task of christianizing local native groups. By 1757, two hundred-fifty three natives, 

representing five tribes, lived around the mission. The resident priest at the mission: 

Lived in a flat roofed house constmcted of stone and mortar. Although 
the material was somewhat roughly put together, the four rooms were 
spacious and the long corridors were artistically arched. Around the house 
of the missionary were set the low, adobe huts of the Indians, the roof and 
floors of which were covered with hay. The small stone church building 
was entirely out of harmony with the other stmctures of the villa, but 
luckily a new stone edifice, twenty-five varas long and seven wide was 
under the process of constmction.** 

Of interest is the notation that most converts worked tending stock or fields of 

maize and pumpkin; however, several leamed stonemasonry, blacksmithing, and 

carpentry. The town's economic and racial diversity allowed it to develop into the largest 

of the riverfront towns throughout the colonial period and one of the most prosperous. 

Villa de Concepcion de Mier 

Halfway between Camargo and Revilla, where the Alamo River meets the Rio 

Grande, the Villa de Concepcion de Mier was founded on March 6, 1752, by Jose 

Florensio Chapa. Thirty-five families from Cerralvo joined the nineteen families already 

living in Mier.*̂  The townsite corresponded to the river crossing for an old salt trail. 

*'Crawford 55. 

'•*Hill: 130. 

*5 Mario L. Sanchez, editor, A Shared Experience: The History, Architecture and 
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Residents of the town testified in 1757 that five ranches had been established in 

the jurisdiction and these contained some four thousand horses and cattle and forty 

thousand sheep. Most were pastured on the south banks but many grazed on the north 

side of the stream. The report noted that the thirty-five families of the town lived in huts 

made of mud. The jacales were arranged not on a plaza but scattered over a large area, 

noted as "typical of communities devoted to ranching."'* 

The citizens of the town acted to defend themselves in times of danger since paid 

soldiers were absent from the community. Likewise, no mission or missionary was 

stationed at Mier.*' 

Villa de San Ignacio de Revilla 

On October 10, 1750, Vincente Guerra, a rancher from Monterrey, together with 

forty families established the Villa San Ignacio de Revilla at a site called Los Moros at 

the junction of the Salado and Rio Grande. An inspection of 1753 indicated that the 

families owned twenty-five hundred head of horses and more than twenty-five thousand 

sheep and goats. The population of the town increased seventy percent in the next two 

years.** 

Historic Designations of the Lower Rio Grande Heritage Corridor, (Austin: Texas 
Historical Conmiission, 1991): 22. 

'*Hill: 131. 

"Ibid 

** Ibid: 98. 
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Cuervo's inspection report of Revilla of 1757 stated that at that time the houses 

were "not unlike those found in other portions of the province, though here instead of 

being arranged around the customary plaza they were scattered over broad areas, typical 

of conmiunities devoted to ranching."'̂  An attempt had been made to establish an 

irrigation ditch. Twenty-nine ranches were established and three hundred fifty-seven 

persons lived within the jurisdiction by 1757. 

In 1767, the subsisting grants were formalized, such as that of Juan Antonio 

Vidaurri who occupied Porcibnes 39 and 40 prior to 1767. Records indicate that 

Porciones 14 through 40, located on the north bank, were distributed in 1767 to settiers 

of the Revilla jurisdiction. Obtaining one or more grants in the jurisdiction were the 

Benavides, Cuellar, Gutierrez, Pefia, Ramirez, Vela, and Vidaurri families.2° 

In 1784, an additional set of six porciones located adjacent to the Borrego grant 

were granted to the Garcia, Ramirez, and Lascano families.2* The ranches eventually 

acquired particular identities with such names as El Capitanefio (the Captain's place). El 

Tigre (the tiger), and Casa Blanca (white house). One ranch, located on Porcion 5, 

known as Ramirefio, is further described in this chapter. The town itself, renamed 

Guerrero in 1828, became the most elegant of the river towns.22 

*^Ibid 132. 

2° Texas General Land Office, Guide to Spanish and Mexican Land Grants in South 
Texas, (General Land Office, Austin, 1988). 

2* Ibid 

22 Revilla, or Guerrero Viejo, was subjected to unsympathetic min by the constmction 
of the Falcon Reservoir two centuries after its founding in 1955. A poignant 
contemporary view of the town is available in: Poniatowska, Elena and Richard Payne, 
Guerrero Viejo, (Houston: Anchorage Press, 1996). 
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Villa de San Augustin de Laredo 

In a second wave of river settlement, Don Tomas Sanchez de la Barrera y Garza, 

a rancher from Coahuila, petitioned Escandon to establish a town on the nortii bank at a 

ford known as Paso de Jacinto. He, along with three families from his ranch, reached the 

site on May 15, 1755, and began constmction of buildings two days later. 

By 1757, the villa was still quite small, comprising only eleven families 

numbering eighty-five persons.2' Nicholas de la Fora described San Augustin de Laredo 

in November 1766: "This settlement consists of sixty jacales situated on both banks of 

the Rio Grande. Sixty persons live here and are govemed by their captain [Sanchez] who 

is subject...to the govenmient of Nuevo Santander. "2* 

After the official survey and distribution of lands in 1767, the village grew 

dramatically. By 1789, it was described as a town of 700 with a stone church, nine stone 

houses, two adobe houses, and seventy-nine jacales with walls and fences of stone, 

adobe, wooden stakes, and bulrushes.25 

Starting about 1800, small towns grew up as extensions of some of the ranches 

surrounding Laredo. These included Los Angeles (ca. 1810) and San Jose de Palafox 

2' Sanchez: 25; Rogelio O. Garcia, Dolores, Revilla and Laredo: Three Sister 
Settlements, (Waco: Texian Press, 1970): 12. 

2* Garcia: 14. 

25 Willard Robinson, Gone from Texas: Our Lost Architectural Heritage, (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1981): 127; Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish 
Settlers on the Northem Frontier of New Spain, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1979): 76; Seb Wilcox, "Laredo during the Texas Republic," Southwestem Histoncal 
Ouarteriy, Vol. 42, No. 2, Oct 1938: 88. 
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(1810). By 1819, over 45 independent livestock ranches had been established in the 

jurisdiction and 1,418 persons lived in the town of Laredo.2' Several large landowners 

-such as the Sanchez, Garcia, Benavides and Farias families- employed many of the 

town's residents. 

A 1828 report on Laredo from Jose Maria Sanchez stated: "The streets are straight 

and long; all the buildings are covered with grass and the houses have no conveniences... 

not a single tree to gladden the eye as the vegetation of this arid land consists of small 

mesquites and huizaches with cactus scattered here and there. "2* The same year, alcalde 

Jose de los Santos Coy added: 

The land surrounding this town is chiefly fitted for all sorts of stock 
raising. Because of lack of hands, they do not spread out in this, nor in 
planting, and principally because of the continuous hostility of the 
savages to the north... Building lumber must be hauled in from Saltillo in 
Coahuila seventy-five leagues away, since in this state there are only the 
mesquite and willow of the river bottoms... The dwellings are earthen 
houses and most of them are grass thatched huts.2̂  

These inspection reports provided valuable information on the progress of the 

riverfront colonial towns. By 1757, within the first few years of settlement, colonists in 

every community lived in vfooden jacales. The only exceptions were the wealthy town 

founders of Camargo who lived in stone buildings. By 1789, at least in Laredo, it appears 

that stone buildings were constmcted with increasing frequency for the wealthier 

2̂  Stan Green, A History of Webb County. (Laredo State University: Border Studies 
Publishing, 1991): 11-15. 

2̂  Jones: 70. 

2« Garcia: 22. 

2̂  Green: 17-18. 
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residents, although overall they were still outnumbered hy jacales about 8 to I. The 

prevalence of jacales, still in 1828, attested to the humble lifewa\ s of the 

Spanish-Mexican colonists living on the frontier. 

Nuestra Sefiora de los Dolores 

Don Jose Vasquez Borrego petitioned Jose de Escandon, Captain-General of 

Nuevo Santander, for the right to settle on the north bank of the river at a prime location 

at the juncture of an arroyo and the Rio Grande. His request was unique from the 

standpoint that no other settlement existed on the north bank of the river wath the 

exception of El Paso and because he privately founded the large ranch community as a 

hacienda. When Escandon granted Borrego's request for over 270,000 acres, Jose 

Vasquez Borrego eamed the distinction of being the first hacendado, and ultimately one 

of the most powerful ranchers on the Rio Grande (see Figure 3.6). 

The earliest land grant in Nuevo Santander, fifty sitios de ganado menor, became 

the site of Rancho de Nuestra Sehora de los Dolores, or Our Lady of Sorrows. Twelve 

families were brought from Borrego's other hacienda in Coahuila to work the ranch in 

August 1750.'° A nephew, Bartolome Borrego, was put in charge of the settlement, 

located less than a hundred yards upriver from the Arroyo Dolores (Figure 4.2).'* 

'° Sanchez: 28. 

'* Mercurio Martinez, "Old Buildings and Historical Sites- Zapata County," 
Unpublished manuscript, February 16, 1963, (Institute of Texan Cultures, San Antonio, 
Texas): 1; Jackson: 24. 
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A few years after obtaining the huge grant in 1753, Borrego asked Escandon for 

additional tracts known as San Ygnacio and Corralitos.'2 As part of the agreement one or 

two boats "for conduct of the royal service of the new colony" would be provided at the 

river crossing by Borrego. He would also provide water supply from the Rio Grande and 

Arroyo Dolores or Arroyo Salado to the open fields." Upon receipt of the San Ygnacio 

and Corralitos tracts in 1753, Borrego's holdings totaled approximately 329,000 acres. 

In 1757, the official inspection by Tienda de Cuervo noted the population of 

Nuestra Sefiora de los Dolores at 123 inhabitants living in jacales, or wooden huts.'* The 

occupants were not the Borrego family who lived in Coahuila, but paid servants, most of 

them herders. De Cuervo's report also stated that the ranch was a "paradise of beasts 

judging from the fat stock." Borrego owned 5000 horses and mules, 3000 cattle and 

more than a thousand burros. Reportedly, he exported more than 500 mules a year 

alone.'^ 

When asked why the buildings were merely jacales, not at all in harmony with the 

success of his enterprise, Borrego explained that he dare not constmct more permanently 

until his rights of ownership were confirmed.'* Although the Borrego grant was 

'2 Jackson: 24. 

"Jerry Thompson, Sabers on the Rio Grande, (Austin: Presidial Press, 1974). 

'* Garcia: 2-5; Crawford: 155 from Alejandro Prieto, Historia, geographia y estadistica 
del estado de Tamaulipas. (Mexico, 1873): Vol. 54, 183-189 and Vol. 56 466-487. 

'5 Crawford: 155. 

'*Ibid 
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confirmed by Escandon in 1750, the hacendado was undoubtedly aware that Escandon 

had refused to apportion parcels to other settlers in 1753. 

After the distribution of porciones to ranchers in the Laredo and Revilla 

jurisdiction in 1767, Borrego probably feh more secure and thus initiated constmction of 

a more permanent buildings. Captain Garza Falcon and de los Santos Coy had built in 

stone by 1757, and Laredo, founded five years after Dolores, contained nine stone houses 

by 1789 (see previous section). Therefore, Borrego, the most powerful landowner on the 

river, likely sponsored constmction of stone buildings at Dolores sometime before the 

last quarter of the eighteenth century. 

Borrego's grandson, Jose Maria Margil Vidaurri, managed Hacienda Dolores from 

1792 until 1814 and raised horses, goats and sheep." Through the end of the eighteenth 

century, the family's status and success was unequaled in the Laredo area. 

As the revolution of Mexico against Spain began in 1810, Spanish troops were 

withdrawn from the area and Indian raids on the settlement increased. Members of the 

Borrego family were politically aligned with the insurgent priest Father Hidalgo. A son, 

Juan Jose was executed in Chihuahua.'* In 1811, Macario Borrego and Femando 

Borrego, sons of Don Jose, were arrested at Dolores as suspects in the revolution for the 

liberation of Mexico.'^ The Royalists demanded keys to the strongbox, stole papers and 

" Virgil Lott and Mercurio Martinez, The Kingdom of Zapata, (San Antonio: The 
Naylor Company, 1953): 136. 

'* Jackson: 542. 

'^Ibid; Virgil Lott, "Mission Dolores Founded in 1750: Rich in Legend," Valley 
Evening Monitor, November 19, 1950. 
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land titles and ransacked the hacienda. Don Anastacio Borrego, heir to the grant, died in 

the Battle of Alazan.*^ 

In response to recurrent Indian attacks and the upheaval of the War for 

Independence from Spain, a round stone tower or torreon was constmcted in 1814 by 

Jose Maria Margil Vidaurri, a grandson of Jose Vasquez Borrego.** The tower and the 

protection it afforded, however, was apparently not sufficient to sustain the community 

against predators. In 1818, Jose Margil Vidaurri lost his oldest son and the family was 

forced to abandon Dolores and retreat to Los Corralitos.*2 

Jose Maria Margil Vidaurri sustained his family's claim to the Dolores grant in a 

petition to Don Santos Coz, alcalde of Laredo, dated August 3,1828.*' Soon after, a 

partition of the original grant set aside a tract including the site of Dolores Viejo to Jose 

Maria Margil Vidaurri and his sister, Josefa. The settlement at Dolores appears to have 

been abandoned by this time. At the time of Emory's boundary survey in 1852, the site is 

indicated as a "Large Stone Rancho deserted." 

The historic settlement of Dolores was originally located on the north bank of the 

Arroyo Dolores near its juncture wath the Rio Grande. This siting afforded a view of the 

river and the creek, and allowed Borrego to fulfill his pledge to the King to provide ferry 

service to travelers on the Camino Real.** 

*̂  Jackson: 542-3. 

** Lott and Martinez: 137. 

*2lbid: 131. 

*'Ibid 

** Crawford 154. 
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The stone ruin called "El Torreon" is positioned about 150 to 200 yards from the 

river (Figure 4.3). Other stone mounds are located south of the mam min. The building 

appears to have been a very large one-room stmcture approximately 21 feet wide 

(east-west) and 53 feet long (north-soutii). The wall tiiickness is 2 feet 9 inches to 2 feet 

11 inches, about one vara. It was constmcted of sandstone blocks set with a mud mortar. 

Traces of plaster remain on the interior and exterior walls.*' 

The building was clearly fortified with troneras, or gunports, and few doors. 

Evidence of at least four troneras remained in 1972. The troneras were splayed masonry 

openings. The angled sides, or embrasures, reduced the opening to a slit oriented 

vertically at the exterior wall. The embrasures were plastered and the opening spanned 

by a stone lintel with 5 inch wide bearing at each side and several inches thick.** 

Relative locations of four extant troneras in the partial walls suggest there may have 

been at one time as many as ten troneras. 

The relatively continuous low west wall present in 1972 suggests an absence of 

doors on the west, or river-facing elevation. The entry door may have been located on 

the east elevation north of center, similar to the door placement at Los Corralitos' early 

building (see Chapter VI). A free-standing wall attached to the east comer of the north 

elevation, measuring about 31 feet 6 inches long, was once probably continuous, 

cormecting several buildings and enclosing the area between them.*' 

*5 "Dolores Viejo," National Register nomination file, 1972, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission). 

**Ibid 

*'Ibid 
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DOLORES VIEJO 
(4IZP77) 

ZAPATA COUNTY. TX. 

SITE FLAN 

RIO &RANPe 2.CX) YDS. 

0«A.« i l ' 
WAU. THK.K.= 3' 

PLAN 

PBPTH i'7" 

PUASTEREO 

STONE UNTEL (3'S-) 

TRONERA DETAIL 

Figure 4.3: Dolores Viejo, site plan, floor plan and detail 
Source: "Dolores Viejo," National Register nomination 
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Clearly, the most unusual aspect of this site, other than the size of its main 

building, is the presence of a detached round tower, or torreon, about 10 feet northwest 

of the residence. The foundation of the tower measures about 21 feet in diameter 

indicating a stmcture of significant size.** Rubble in the area precludes speculation about 

the bottom or floor of the tower and there is no good indication of the height of the 

tower. Logically, the tower would have afforded an excellent view of the area, its flat 

roof serving as a firing platform. 

Historians interested in the site have offered conjectural views of the original 

building that lack an understanding of the function and form of a torreon (Figure 4.4). 

This drawing depicts the tower as a squatty stmcture with a pitched roof The roof form 

is not typical of the stmctural systems used during the era. In addition, it would not 

allow the inhabitants to use the flat roof and parapet as a protected, high firing position. 

The tower undoubtedly was taller than the adjacent building to provide an improved view 

of the surrounding terrain. 

Torreons were commonly constmcted during the eighteenth century to defend 

presidios and mission compounds. Father Morfi noted four comer towers in 1777 at the 

compound of Mission San Jose y San Miguel de Aguayo in San Antonio, an increase over 

the two opposing bastions observed in 1768.*̂  Presidios also regularly featured round 

towers. Archival documents indicate the presence of round towers, as opposed to angular 

48 Ibid. 

*̂  Rev. Peter Forrestal, The Solis Diary of 1768, Preliminary Studies of the Texas 
Catholic Historical Society, Vol. 1, No. 6., (Austin: Texas Knights of Columbus 
Historical Commission, 1931). 
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bastions, at San Luis de Amarillas de San Saba buih in 1757 near Menard and Presidio 

Nuestra Sefiora de los Dolores built in 1717 in East Texas. ̂ ° 

Max Moorhead, an authority on Spanish Colonial presidios, maintained that "such 

[round] towers were characteristic of pre-1772 presidios."^* The Reglamento of 1772, 

concerning the design and constmction of presidios, specifically directed that bastions be 

angular rather than round for improved performance. Most presidios constmcted after 

1772 at the new front line of the northem frontier followed these instmctions, however, 

these requirements did not apply to private ranchers such as Vidaurri. 

Torreons have been identified at other non-military sites such as Rancho de las 

Cabras, a Zacatecan ranch associated with Mission Espada (Figure 4.5). The 1772 

inventory report for Las Cabras described it as "a ranch for the protection of herdsman 

from the hostile Indians." Recent archeological investigations have indicated that 

cylindrical towers, less than 3.5 meters, or about 11 feet, in diameter existed at the 

northwest and southeast comers of a hexagonal compound.̂ 2 

Several examples of nineteenth century torreons remain standing at private 

ranches in northem Mexico. One such torreon on the Mesa de Catuyanos was built by 

General Vidaurri, govemor of Nuevo Leon, at his ranch house sometime after 1857 

(Figure 4.6). His torreon was only 13 1/3 feet in diameter, significantiy smaller than that 

5̂  Max L. Moorhead, The Presidio: Bastion of the Spanish Borderlands, (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1975): 138 and 164. 

5̂  Ibid: 163. 

52 James E. Ivey and Anne A. Fox, Archeological Survey and Testing at Rancho de las 
Cabras. Wilson County, Texas. (San Antonio: Center for Archeological Research. 
University of Texas at San Antonio, 1983): 40. 
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at Dolores Viejo. The walls, almost a vara thick, stood almost exactly at 12 varas, or 

about 33 feet high. It contained a winding stair and five troneras, four of which were 

located at the upper enclosed firing platform. 

The torreon at Dolores had obvious functional disadvantages. Unlike the torreon 

at Mesa de Catuyanos, that could be accessed from within the protective cover of the 

ranch house, or like those bastions at perimeter walls of mission compounds, the tower at 

Dolores could not be accessed under protective cover. Local legend stated that a tuimel 

coimects the tower to the residence," however, the engineering feat required to create an 

underground tuimel precludes this possibility. In all hkeUhood, the tower was used as a 

lookout and before the intmders arrived. Defenders took up arms within the tower as 

well as the residence itself 

Defense of the ranch at Dolores occupied the inhabitants throughout its brief 

history. As early as 1753, Borrego had established "Flying Squadron" of a dozen 

uniformed armed men on gray horses to patrol the riverbank.^ Unfortunately, the 

unceasing attacks by Apache and Comanche tribes prevailed over the ranchers in 1818 

and caused them to take flight, never to retum. 

Rancho Ramirefio 

In 1784, Don Jose Luis Ramirez and his wife, Dofia Maria Bacilia Martinez, were 

granted Porcion Number 5 on the north bank of the Rio Grande just below the Borrego 

5'Lott and Martinez: 135. 

5* Garcia: 3. 
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grant and directly across from the town of Revilla. ̂ ^ Ramirez was a member of one of 

the most distinguished families of Nuevo Santander and originated from the town of 

Cerralvo in the province of Nuevo Leon. Don Jose and his wife, like many colonial 

settlers of Revilla, probably lived in the town's relative safe haven and from there 

managed their ranch land on the north bank. Theirs was a fairly typical porcion, or 

elongated rectangular lot with narrow river frontage, containing 6,695 acres. 

Reportedly, in about 1810, Ramirez constmcted a residence on his land for his 

wife, ten children and himself, although he maintained a residence in Revilla until his 

death in 1819.̂ * The ranch was known as "Ramirefio" or the Ramirez place. 

One of the sons, Jose Manuel Cecilio Ramirez, bom in Revilla in 1799, was 

captured by a band of Comanche Indians in 1819 while hunting for lost livestock in the 

bmsh. He was held for about a year at the main camp of the Comanche at the Brazos 

River, traded to the Cherokees and brought to the aimual slave auction in Natchitoches, 

Louisiana. He was purchased by a Frenchman and given his freedom, however, in 

gratitude yoimg Jose served a year on "Mr. Denis'" plantation. He eventually retumed to 

his home on the Rio Grande, where he became a local celebrity for his experiences." 

Ramirefio displayed many features characteristic of local ranch buildings. These 

included thick sandstone walls, a flat chipichil or concrete roof with a high parapet, and 

troneras (Figure 4.7). The constmction of fortified buildings such as this vemacular 

55 Texas General Land Office: Entry #243. 

5* Historic American Buildings Survey, Jose Ramirez House- Ramirefio, TX-3130, 
(Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress). 

5̂  George: 91-93. 
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example evidenced the degree of concem felt by all ranchers on the north bank regarding 

their safety. 

Sandstone block walls about 2 feet 6 inches thick and 15 feet 8 inches high 

comprised the building walls. The top 4 feet of these masonry walls formed a 2 foot 

thick parapet above the roof framing. The masoiuy, typical of the regional 

craftsmanship, utilized large blocks of sandstone with smaller chinking stones inserted in 

the joints. Stones at the comers were dressed on the two exposed faces to provide a 

square comer. The mgisonry, laid in mud mortar, was sealed with a plaster coating, and 

probably whitewashed, on both the interior and exterior faces. 

To provide protection against attack from Indians, the building contained a 

minimum number of openings (Figure 4.8). These were limited to a door positioned off 

center on each of the north and south walls. These openings were less than four feet 

wide at the outside face and spaimed by a mesquite lintel. The lintels consisted of 

several wood members about 6 inches thick laid side by side into the masonry. The 

openings probably accommodated heavy doors that could be barred from the inside. 

Troneras circumscribing the perimeter walls allowed the inhabitants to fire their 

muskets at their attackers. These were placed strategically, one on either side of the 

south or river-facing door and the remaining six on the north, east and west walls. The 

openings at the interior face of the wall measured only about 6 inches high and about 2 

1/2 to 3 feet wide. At the outside face, the slits were oriented horizontally and reduced to 

about 6 inches wide and an inch or two high. The gunports were 3 1/2 feet to 4 1/2 feet 

from the ground and used from a standing position. 
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The roof of this early nineteenth-century building followed traditional fi-aming 

practices for roof types known as terrado, utilizing wood decking and native concrete 

(Figure 4.9). First, small beams, or vigas, almost square in cross-section, were laid into 

the wall, resting on a lap-jointed wood plate about 3 1/2 inches thick. These vigas, about 

4 to 7 1/2 inches wide and 6 to 7 inches deep, spanned the short dimension of the 

building at 12 to 16 inches on center. The beams were almost exactly 5 varas, or almost 

14 feet, long. The roof drains, canales, consisted of hollowed mesquite poles and 

projected about two feet from the face of the building on the north face. 

At the building interior, several projecting wood brackets were spaced about 3 

feet apart on the east and west walls.̂ * These brackets, at a distance of about 6 feet from 

the floor, probably held shelves for storage of infrequently used items. Another 

interesting interior feature was curved mesquite rods located about 7 1/2 feet from the 

floor in the southwest and northeast comers. These rods formed a quarter circle and 

were inserted into each adjacent wall. They could have been used for hanging ropes, 

clothing, or other personal items. Other architectural details included a stone floor and 

banqueta, or narrow platform, outside on the south wall. 

Ramirefio contained a fairly typical fortified ranch building dating to the very late 

eighteenth or early nineteenth century. Its block form, flat roof, and thick windowless 

walls reflected its embattled environment. A second stone building of unknown date, 

featuring a pitched roof and no troneras, was later constmcted at Ramirefio (Figure 4.10) 

5* Joe S. Cason, unpublished manuscript, [1952?], (Austin: Texas Archeological 
Research Laboratory): 39. 
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Both buildings were abandoned by the mid-twentieth century. The site lies today within 

the boundaries of the Falcon Reservoir. 

Jesus Trevifio Fort 

In 1829, an extensive tract of land known as the "San Ygnacio Subdivision," 

containing about 125,000 acres, was set aside to Femando Borrego, grandson of Jose 

Vasquez Borrego. ̂ ^ Located in the extreme southwestem comer of the Borrego grant, it 

was named for the patron saint of Revilla. *° The following year, Jesiis Trevifio purchased 

the San Ygnacio Subdivision from Femando Borrego. Trevifio reputedly constmcted a 

small building on the site soon after its acquisition. Upon his death in 1844, his son-in 

law Bias Maria Uribe inherited five-ninths of the entire San Ygnacio property. 

Uribe was bom in the city of Revilla in 1811. He crossed the river with his 

mother and other members of his family in 1822 and established the ranch known as 

Uribefio in Portion 41 in Zapata County. Uribe visited the town of San Ygnacio 

frequently and met Jesiis Trevino's only daughter, Juliarma Trevifio. They were married 

in or about 1831.** 

Uribe occupied his father-in-law's small residence in 1844*2 gy ^^ 

mid-nineteenth century, the compound had been expanded and served as a ranch 

5̂  Martinez: 3. 

*° Sanchez: 24. 

** Mercurio Martinez, Letter to Mike Butler, November 15, 1962, (Austin: Texas 
Historical Commission). 

*2lbid. 
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headquarters (Figure 4.11). Settlement of tiie community of San Ygnacio continued 

through the late-nineteenth century with the constmction of a public plaza and additional 

residential stmctures by tiie Martinez family on the street leading to the river. 

Uribe also owned the ranches known as San Julian, Rancho Nuevo, and El 

Barricito, in addition to El Ranchito, Las Albercas, and El Ojito tiiat adjoined the 

Borrego grant on the east or nortii side of the Borrego grant in Webb County. Uribe died 

at his El Ranchito ranch in Webb County in April 1895.*' 

The Trevifio-Uribe complex is a mid nineteenth-century ranch headquarters 

complex established by a prominent ranching family. Initial constmction began with a 

simple one- or two-room residence on the north side of the complex. Expansion of the 

compound occurred in 1851-53 with the addition of several rooms east and south of the 

original stmcture. Also at this time, Uribe placed a polished stone sundial, or cuadrante, 

made by Jose Villareal, over the entrance gateway.** Another two-room residence was 

added in 1870 at the northeast comer of the complex. The complex, in its final 

configuration, is 84 feet by 120 feet. A 9 to 12 feet high perimeter wall on the south and 

east sides encloses the complex (Figure 4.12). Due to its large size and enclosed space, it 

has become well known as the "Jesiis Trevifio Fort." 

Similar to other buildings in the area, the complex was constmcted of sandstone 

on a continuous stone foundation and it is plastered on the interior and exterior walls. 

'̂ Ibid. 

** Sanchez: 25. 
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Comer stones were faced and dressed. The mbble stone blocks were roughly coursed 

and the joints filled with smaller stones, or rejoneado. 

Vigas running the narrow width of the building formed the roof stmcture. Those 

within the 1851-54 and 1871 additions were rectangular in section. The original roofing 

of all building rooms were wooden boards wath masonry topping. The roof surface was 

slightly sloped to drain to the south and west. Canales, decoratively carved in stone, 

were located on the west elevation. Several canales located at the south wall of the 

earlier rooms were wooden. 

Most sections of the complex had paired doors set symmetrically into the 

individual facade. As few as two windows were historic features of the complex. 

Troneras located within the rooms and spaced evenly along the perimeter walls indicate 

that the complex was defensible. 

Many original features, including paneled doors, hardware, and decorated vigas, 

were constmcted of cypress and mesquite (Figures 4.12 and 4.13).*^ Most of the doors 

were hand-hewn and assembled with wooden pegs. The fine detailing of these features 

demonstrates the sophisticated characteristic of mid-to late-nineteenth century ranch 

buildings in the area. 

In recent years. Dr. Rudolfo Sanchez had generously invited many interested 

historians and preservationists to visit and study the site. The complex remains almost 

intact except for a wood framed metal gable roof that unfortunately changes its original 

appearance. The complex is now owned jointly by a descendant of Bias Uribe and The 

*5lbid: 140. 
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River Pierce Foundation, a charitable and educational organization based in San 

Ygnacio.** 

Rancho San Francisco 

Contemporary wdth the establishment of Dolores Nuevo was the founding of 

Rancho San Francisco just a few miles north of the community of San Ygnacio. The site, 

originally part of the land grant to Jose Vasquez Borrego, appears to be located near the 

common boundary of the Corralitos and San Ygnacio tracts that were subdivided by the 

Borrego descendants in 1829. 

Since the Rancho San Francisco is not indicated on the 1854 Emory boundary 

survey map, the earlier fortified ranch house probably dates to the late-1850s instead of 

the 1840s as previously documented.*^ The second building was constmcted in 1874, as 

stated by the original carved stone medallion on its front facade. 

Rancho San Francisco is located approximately one mile north of San Ygnacio 

and about 50 to 75 yards from the river. The site consists of two houses, pens, corrals 

and assorted ruins. The houses are situated side by side, about 36 feet apart along a 

north-south axis (Figure 4.15). 

Both buildings are constmcted of sandstone blocks dressed and chiseled along 

one face to provide a flat face to receive the plaster. The masonry is laid in lime mortar. 

Large amounts of white-washed plaster remain on the interior and exterior walls. 

**Dr. Mario Sanchez, personal communication, Austin, 1998. 

*•' "San Francisco," National Register nomination, 1973, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission). 
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The roof form of both buildings has been modified but interior vigas indicate that 

they were originally flat-roofed with scuppers through the parapet. The later building 

retains two carved stone canales about three feet below the top of the parapet. Canales 

of the earlier stmcture, probably originally wooden, are now missing. The roofs of both 

buildings drained to the west side of the complex (Figure 4.16). 

The buildings each contain one door on the west or river-facing elevation. The 

smaller one-room 1874 building also features a single unopposing door on its east 

elevation. The later building measures 29 feet 2 inches by 18 feet 5 inches.** 

The earlier two-room building, dating betsveen 1854 and 1874, is much longer 

and slightly narrower than the other (Figure 4.17). The larger room is accessible by a 

door on both the east and west elevations. The smaller space contains only a door facing 

east. A door opening in the wall between the rooms provides interior access. A 

banqueta, or paved ledge, is placed along the length of the building's primary facade. 

A typical doorway, located on the west wall of the earlier house, is spaimed by a 

hand-hewn wood lintel of mesquite, carefully made of two sections. It measures 6 feet 6 

inches long. The door opening is splayed and contains paired, paneled wooden doors of 

pegged constmction. 

The 1874 one-room building has no windows, a single tronera on the south 

elevation, and troneras flanking the door on the west elevation. If this building was 

indeed constmcted after the other, as is assumed, gunports were not necessary on the 

north elevation since they would be blocked by the adjacent extant building. 

** Sanchez: 140. 
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Figure 4.17: Rancho San Francisco, Two-room building, plan 
Source: Mario Sanchez, A Shared Experience, (Drawing by Joe Freeman) 
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The other two-room building has ten troneras, four located on each long elevation 

carefully flanking the doors and one on each on the shorter elevations. The tronera 

openings, each about 4 feet wide, are spanned by 6 inch square lintels. The troneras are 

about 1 foot 6 inches from the floor and 1 foot 3 inches high. A hewn mesquite board 

with a 2 1/2 inch hole is set in the opening at the exterior face of the wall (Figure 4.18). 

The earlier building also has several interesting carved features on the east 

elevation. Two circular medallions with a star-shaped pattem inside the circle are located 

on the east elevation. The later building features a carved stone medallion inscribed 

VAFO en 1874" above the door. 

Rancho San Francisco is currently owned by Dr. Rudolfo Sanchez however, his 

daughters do not live in the area and the ranch is expected to be sold to a second party in 

the near future.*^ 

Dolores Nuevo 

The inclusion of Texas into the United States in 1845, the Mexican-American 

War of 1846, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848, and the related establishment of 

the U.S. Army at Fort Mcintosh in 1849, constituted a major political shift for the 

occupants of ranches and communities along the Rio Grande. The attempt to create an 

independent state, the Republic of the Rio Grande, in the 1830s is evidence of the 

settlers' character and interest in preserving their personal liberties. Despite these radical 

*^Dr. Mario Sanchez, personal communication, Austin, 1998. 
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Figure 4.18: Rancho San Francisco, troneras, 
exterior view (above) and interior view (below) 
Source: Joe Graham, El Rancho in South Texas 
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changes of political identity and power, most area residents recognized the benefits of the 

new American government. 

The founder of Dolores Nuevo, Cosme Martinez, was bom in Revilla, Mexico, on 

the south bank of the river. After tiie Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, Martinez bought a 

large parcel of unoccupied land from the heirs of Jose Vasquez Borrego and resettled in 

the United States. Martinez, his second wife, Magdalena, and their children Jesiis, 

Bascilio, Epigmenio, Antonio, Josefa and Proceso Martinez Gonzalez, as well as his first 

son, Jose Maria Martinez Garza by his first wife, established "New Dolores. "̂ ° 

Dolores Nuevo is representative of an independent ranching community settled in 

the late-nineteenth century. Located about 20 miles south of Laredo and a mile and a 

half north of Dolores Viejo, it presently contains the mins of vemacular stone and 

wooden buildings flanking two dirt roads (Figure 4.19). 

The date given for constmction of the first building is 1859-1860.̂ ^ The building 

is typical of fortified ranch houses in the area. Known as "Don Cosme's House" by the 

Martinez descendants, it is also often identified as a casa grande (Figure 4.20). 

It measures roughly 30 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 12 feet high. The sandstone 

walls are 26 to 27 inches thick and were plastered and whitewashed on both faces. 

Flooring was chipichil. A main door, located on the east elevation, is 3 feet 7 inches by 

*̂̂  Robert Juarez, "An Architectural description of Dolores Ranch," Unpublished 
manuscript, 1976, (The Ranching Heritage Center, Texas Tech University, Lubbock): 
1-2. 

^̂  Martinez: 5; Juarez: 1. 
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6 feet 7 inches high. The house originally featured one tronera on each of the north, 

south, and east walls. A window was added later next to the main entrance.̂ 2 

The walls are spanned by horizontal mesquite beams that support wood boards, or 

tablas, and native concrete, or chipichil. The parapets of the walls appear to be very low, 

perhaps about a foot high. The beams are not square in cross section but are clearly sized 

for greater stmctural efficiency, with the deptii greater than the width. 

Reportedly the center beam, now missing, contained the inscription: "Esta casa 

fue hecha en I860por Cosme Martinez y reconstruida en 1894 por Jesus Martinez" (This 

house was built in 1860 by Cosme Martinez and reconstmcted in 1894 by Jesus 

Martinez). Descendants of the builder say that the beams were floated downriver from 

New Mexico and that the center beam was stolen in 1930 during a family feud.̂ ' 

On the west side of the residence is a stone shed addition that was used as a 

kitchen. It contains a large cooking hearth with a flat arch of keyed stones. It is a later 

addition to the house, possibly added in 1878. Another addition, positioned on the 

narrow south wall, has a gable roof and parapetted gable ends.̂ * These additions feature 

the modifications common to later ranch buildings such as fireplaces, gabled wood 

shingle roofs, and windows. 

Other buildings on the site are wholly representative of the evolved forms and 

technologies of late-nineteenth and early twentieth-century ranch buildings. One such 

^2Rodolfo Rocha, "Ranch Life along the Rio Grande in Spanish-Mexican Tejas, 
1750-1848," Unpublished manuscript, 1977, (The Ranching Heritage Center, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock): 4. 

''Juarez: 10-11 

'* Juarez: 12. 
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building is "Mama Manuela's" house (Figure 4.21). Buih in 1914 as a two-room stone 

residence about 18 by 24 feet, it features a gable roof, a fireplace on the east end, and nvo 

windows on the north wall. 

It is constmcted of dressed sandstone, about 1 foot 7 inches thick, with 1/2 to 3/4 

inch thick plaster on the interior and exterior walls. The interior plaster contains a pink 

pigment. The interior dividing wall is composed of 1 inch thick boards. Wooden 

window and door framing may evidence the presence of metal bars.'̂  The doors are 

located on the south elevation, and both windows are on the north. A niche, 13 inches by 

17 inches, is centered on the west wall. Flooring is composed of wood boards about 3 

1/2 inches wide. 

At least five other residential buildings remain at the site. All are gable-roofed, 

and constmcted of sandstone with walls less than two feet thick. One building was 

constmcted such that a forked log inserted vertically into the gable end wall plane 

provides direct bearing for a ridge beam, now missing.'* This use of jacal fi-aming 

techniques in conjunction with masonry walls demonstrates that the settlers were 

comfortable varying the traditional building practices to invent new constmction systems, 

details and form. 

'5 "San Francisco," National Register nomination file. 

'*Ibid 
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As expected of a survey of architecture sp)anning over a hundred years, the 

preceding examples demonstrate considerable variation of form, detail, materials, and 

technologies. The earliest settlements on the south bank of the river consisted mostly of 

jacales while the latest, a 1914 building at Dolores Nuevo, is a modest house familiar in 

modem times. 

The interim period, that between the late-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth 

centuries, is the most instinctive to this study of early ranches on the colonial frontier. 

Sites such as Dolores Viejo, Ramirefio, as well as the later Jesiis Trevino-Uribe Fort, 

Rancho San Francisco, and Cosme Martinez's House at Dolores Nuevo, illustrate a fairly 

consistent architectural vocabulary of flat-roofed fortified masonry buildings with 

significant minor variations. An analysis of the commonalities and diversities of these 

buildings with supplementary evidence from other nearby sites is the subject of Chapter 

V. 

Although many other period ranch sites could have been included in this survey, 

particularly those in the Falcon Reservoir, this effort focused on the revised 

documentation of sites associated with the Jose Vasquez Borrego land grant. The 

foregoing information includes some often overlooked physical and archival evidence 

that further clarifies the history and interpretation of these sites. These sites also provide 

important contextual data for an interpretation of Los Corralitos, an original Borrego 

family ranch that has been misrepresented as "Mexican Colonial" and incorrectiy thought 
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to date to the 1870s or 1880s.'' The author undertakes the documentation, analysis, and 

interpretation of the historic buildings at Los Corralitos in Chapter VI. 

" "Los Corralitos," National Register nomination file, 1977, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission). 
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CHAPTER V 

AN ANALYSIS OF VERNACULAR RANCH 

ARCHITECTURE IN ZAPATA COUNTY 

The ranch architecture of Zapata County originated in a Spanish-Mexican 

building tradition and gradually was adapted to the physical, political, and fimctional 

environment of South Texas. The earliest stmctures on this frontier reflected prescribed 

building practices that had been simply executed out of necessity. With time, 

technological advances, changing trade and settlement pattems, and shifting economies 

caused the emergence of new architectural responses specific to the era and environment. 

The establishment of regional vemacular building traditions in the Middle Rio 

Grande commenced with Escandon's entrada in 1748, and extended for over a hundred 

years. After the introduction of the railroad to Laredo in the 1880s, few new "frontier" 

cattle ranching communities were established. This analysis of vemacular ranch 

architecture focuses on ranch building complexes in Zapata County built within the early 

settlement period and dating between the late-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries. 

Exact dates of constmction for many of these buildings are not definitely known, 

but placement within a chronological firamework is possible, thus providing a sense of 

the historical development of the ranches in this area. This historical context provides a 

forum for the comparative analysis of the architectural features associated with particular 

ranches. By critically evaluating the nature and physical attributes of architectural 
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features one by one, a distinct contextural framework is developed for understanding the 

adaptation of the architecture as a whole. 

The observations of this chapter are based on the consideration of Spanish and 

Mexican colonial resources throughout Texas and northem Mexico. However, specific 

attention is given to ranch sites within the Falcon Reservoir, drawing on Eugene 

George's observations, and to the ranch complexes near the Reservoir area documented in 

the preceding chapter. These sites comprise the earliest identified ranch settlements on 

the north side of the Rio Grande in Zapata County. 

The Ranch Complex 

Site selection and building placement 

The practice of site selection conformed to codified rules used for all colonial 

settlements. "The Royal Ordinances Conceming the Laying Out of Towns," originally 

disseminated by King Philip II in 1573, existed for almost a hundred years before Nuevo 

Santander's founding. Although the Ordinances primarily address planning of streets, 

public buildings, and farming lots of larger settlements, some basic locational and 

directional information was also provided.̂  

Upon determining that the land was vacant or, conversely, after obtaining consent 

from the natives, several considerations govemed the specific location. The ideal 

settlement should be surrounded by an abundance of good land for farming and 

pasturage. An ample supply of water, timber, and fuel should also be available. An 

^ Lyle N. McAlister, Spain and Portugal in the New Worid, 1492-1700, (Minneapolis: 
The University of Minnesota Press, 1984): 133-4. 
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elevated site was preferred to afford a better view of the surrounding terrain. In addition, 

high ground protected the settlement from floods, a common occurrence at the colonial 

towns on the south side of the Rio Grande during the 1750s. The Ordinances also stated 

that settlements should be built on the north bank of a navigable waterway so that all 

industry might be located downwind and downriver from the town itself 2 

Given the north bank of the Rio Grande as a starting point, Spanish colonists of 

Revilla selected sites according to the royal directives (Figure 5.1). Coincidentally, many 

of these particular sites correspond to those previously settled by native hunter-gatherers. 

The juncture of creek, or arroyo, and the river was a particularly popular spot for both 

groups. High on the river bluffs where a substantial tributary creek meets the river, a 

narrow ridge or peninsula is formed. It is here, where the peninsula points downstream, 

that there is a higher likelihood of substantial prehistoric artifacts and burials' 

Most larger historic town sites and ranches on the Middle Rio Grande were 

located on the banks of an adjacent arroyo. Revilla was located on the upper side of the 

Rio Salado, while Mier and Camargo were on the lower side of the Rio Alamo and San 

Juan respectively. Dolores Viejo occupied a site on the upper side of the confluence of 

the Arroyo Dolores with the Rio Grande. Both Corralitos and San Ygnacio were located 

on elevated sites at the lower bank of an adjacent creek (Figure 5.2). 

2 Ibid 

' Timothy K. Perttula, Sergio Imegas and G. Lain Ellis, An Assessment of the 
Threatened Prehistoric and Historical Archeological Resources at Falcon Reservoir. 
Zapata and Starr Counties, Texas, Division of Antiquities Protection, Cultural Resource 
Management Report No. 9. (Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1996): 70-71. 
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Figure 6: The mrvey of the 
boundary between Mexico and 

the United Stout vasdy increased 
knowledge of not only the 
geographic details of this 

corridor, but also of its flora, 
fauna, culture and history. 

Emory remarked on both the 
physical and cultural characteris

tics of Roma: "The beautiful 
town of Roma... is built upon a 

high bluff of yellowish sandstone, 
containing ferruginous 

nodtdes....As might be reasonably 
be e:^cted in any country where 

the ditties on foreign goods 
amount almost to prohibition, 
smugg/iing ceases to be a crime, 

but is ident^d with the best 
part of the population, and 

connects itse^with the romance 
and legends of dte frontier. "* 

(William H. Emory: "Map No. 
I, Rio Brapo del Norte Section, 
Boundary between the United 

.States and Mexico, Surveyed 
1852-3, foint Commission under 

the Treaty ofGuadahtpe 
Hidalgo, under the Direction of 

W. H. Emory." 1857). 

Figure 5.2: Boundary map by Emory, 1853-54 
Source: Mario Sanchez, A Shared Experience 
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The placement of individual buildings on their sites was also ordained by the 

Spanish government. The Ordinances of 1573 advocated orienting buildings to the four 

winds and to an oblong central plaza. This physical arrangement, devised "by line and 

mle," established both the town's plan and the arrangement of prominent buildings* A 

benefit connected to the uniform arrangement of buildings was ease of defense against 

invaders. Rooms exposed to southerly and northerly winds were perceived as healthy.̂  

Cardinal directions were clearly relevant to building placement at the river 

ranches. Although George contends that "careful site planning with studied consideration 

toward the physical relationship of the buildings to the site and to each other was 

generally neglected in the [Falcon Reservoir] sites... building placement was often 

random and haphazard, sun and breeze orientation a minor consideration...,"* most other 

historic ranch complexes in Zapata Coimty conform to the cardinal directions. The 

one-room building at Los Corralitos, both residences at Rancho San Francisco, and 

Cosme Martinez's house at Dolores Nuevo are all oriented with their long walls almost 

due north-south; the main min at Dolores Viejo, the earliest sections of the San Ygnacio 

complex, and Ramirefio were oriented with their long walls east-west. 

The orientation of a building with the axis north-south, such as the earlier 

building at Los Corralitos, afforded some relief from the sun. It allowed inhabitants to 

* McAlister: 136. 

5 Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish Settlers on the Northem Frontier of New 
Spain, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979): 7. 

* Eugene George, The Falcon Reservoir: Historic Architecture of Texas, (Austin: 
Texas Historical Commission, 1975): 20-21; Robert Juarez, "An Architectural 
description of Dolores Nuevo," Unpublished manuscript, 1976, (Ranching Heritage 
Center, Texas Tech University): 34. 
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take cover under the long west wall in the morning and under the east wall in the late 

aftemoon. Banquetas, or ledges, inevitably were located at the long north or east 

elevations to provide a seating area for evening relaxation.' Few, if any, examples of 

attached porches remain at early buildings in the South Texas area. 

Generally, settlers built in the traditional marmer of highly individualized 

buildings. Groups of single buildings appear at San Francisco, Los Corralitos, Dolores 

Nuevo, Los Ojuelos, and at most of the ranch sites in the Falcon Reservoir* When a 

complex expanded, any number of arrangements resulted, although buildings generally 

were oriented either perpendicular or parallel to each other. 

Buildings at Los Corralitos are placed consistent with the 1573 Ordinances that 

required residences to face a central plaza, perhaps indicating an expectation of 

development into a small villa. Dolores Nuevo contains buildings cardinally oriented in 

both directions and distributed randomly across the site (Figure 5.3), while the San 

Francisco and Los Ojuelos ranch complexes include buildings aligned on a street. 

The Jesus Trevino-Uribe Fort, an exception to the rule, grew as a series of 

coimected stmctures within an enclosed compound (see Figure 4.11). It is consistent 

with the modem stereotype for the Spanish Colonial house arranged around an interior 

paved court. For example. La Hacienda de Don Antonio Severino Martinez in Taos, New 

Mexico is an 1804 adobe complex containing two intenoi placitas. Berlandier described 

an enclosed compound on the San Antonio River in 1834 as "arranged around a square. 

'Willard Robinson, Gone from Texas: Our Lost Architectural Heritage, (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1981): 21; Juarez: 34. 

* George: 34. 
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intimately connected without exterior doors or windows, but with an entrance into the 

courtyard which can be barricaded."^ It is not known whether other enclosed compounds 

existed in Zapata County. 

Building types 

Buildings of two general types were constmcted in the provinces of Tejas and 

Nuevo Santander in the Spanish Colonial period: stone buildings and jacales. The 

buildings were regularly described by travelers during the nineteenth century, such as 

Berlandier and Olmstead, who often confused what they saw with their own native 

building techniques. Plastered stone buildings were sometimes referred to as "adobe," 

jacales were called "houses of hay," "palisade stmctures," or "wooden huts." 

Of these two primary historic building types, simple buildings constmcted of 

sandstone and finished with plaster constituted the most prevalent and enduring building 

type on the historic South Texas ranches and generally in northem Mexico as well. The 

stone block walls did not deteriorate although the plaster finish required renewal if 

neglected. Simple masonry constmction also allowed buildings to be reoccupied or 

expanded with little difficulty. Unfortunately, the immutable character of these simple 

stone buildings also leads to ambiguity when attempting to interpret their historical 

development. 

In the colonial provinces of Tejas and Nuevo Santander masonry buildings were 

nearly always constmcted of dressed stone. The type of stone used depended upon what 

^ Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios: Spanish Ranching in Texas, 1721-1821. (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1986): 62, note. 
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was available locally: in the San Antonio area, limestone was used; in the lower plains of 

South Texas, a soft limestone called ciar or sillar is found; and within ten miles of the 

Rio Grande, sandstone, caWed piedra de arena, was common. Prior to the twentieth 

century, the plaster coating contained sand and a lime binder. Later, Portland cement 

was added to the mix, making the surface more durable. 

Stone buildings offered several advantages to colonial settlers, including 

durability, permanence, comfort, and safety. Inevitably, the most prominent land owning 

family lived in the largest or only stone house at any given ranch or town. Authors refer 

to such a building as a "casa grande" or "casa mayor."^^ 

Although masonry buildings represented the most accomplished settlements and 

wealthy property owners during the nineteenth eentwry, jacales were much more 

common and typical during the early period. Robinson associated the term "jacal" with 

the Aztec word "xacalli," denoting a shelter constmcted of reeds, branches, mud bricks or 

cane, plastered with mud and chopped straw, and roofed with shingles, tiles and straw.'' 

Jacales were constmcted throughout New Spain by its colonists as an initial 

shelter for the ranch owner, as housing for laborers, or as ancillary stmctures. The 1757 

inspection by Tienda de Cuervo indicates the presence of jacales at colonial towns 

located on the Rio Grande (see Chapter IV). Inspection reports by Father Morfi note the 

presence of jacales on early ranch establishments on the San Antonio River at about the 

'°Robinson, Gone from Texas: 18; Joe S. Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: 
Continuity and Change from 1750. (Denton: Universit\' of North Texas Press, 1994): 26. 

'̂ Willard Robinson, "Colonial Ranch Architecture in the Spanish-Mexican Tradition," 
Southwestem Historical Ouarteriy 83. October 1979. 
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same time. ̂ 2 j ^ addition, several wooden presidios and missions were built using jacal 

constmction in the province of Tejas during the Spanish Colonial period including San 

Francisco de los Tejas, Nuestra Sefiora de los Ais, and Presidio Los Adaes." 

In particular regions,yaca/es were indispensable.'* These areas included those 

where building stone was not readily available and labor unskilled A moist climate, 

such as the Piney Woods of East Texas, often prompted the constmction of jacales. The 

thatched grass or reed roof provided necessary ventilation and these readily available 

materials could be replaced when deteriorated (Figure 5.4). Archeological evidence also 

suggests that jacales often co-existed with stone stmctures, such as within the enclosed 

compounds of the San Antonio missions and Mission Espada's ranch at Las Cabras. The 

foundation for these jacales is simply a mud filled trench in which the posts were set.'̂  

In the Falcon Reservoir in Zapata County just south of San Ygnacio, several of 

the earliest Spanish Colonial sites now abandoned, possess rectangular stone foundations 

approximately one or two courses high. Perttula suggests that these probably represent 

the foundations for wood post jacales. He contends that such jacales existed at the 

'2 Thonhoff: 54 as cited from Morfi, History of Texas. 1673-1779. 1:69. 

"Robinson, Gone from Texas. 7-8; James E. Corbin, "Archeological Research at 
41SA25, Mission Dolores de los Ais, 1977," Spanish Borderiands Sourcebook: 
Archeology of the Spanish Missions of Texas, Vol. 21, (New York: Garland Publishing 
Inc., 1991): 3-4. 

'* George Kubler, Mexican Architecture of the Sixteenth Century, (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1948): 175. 

'5 James E. Ivey and Aime A. Fox, Archeological Survey and Testing at Rancho de las 
Cabras. Wilson County, Texas. (San Antonio: Center for Archeological Research, 
University of Texas at San Antonio, Archeological Survey Report, No. 104, 1981): 41. 
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earliest identified sites in the Falcon Reservoir while the masonry-walled buildings 

dominate sites occupied after about 1840.'* 

Due to natural deterioration and inundation by the Falcon Reservoir waters, no 

jacales remain at the historic sites included in this study. However, Joe Graham, a 

folklorist and cultural geographer, has extensively studied histonc jacales in the Lower 

Rio Grande Valley. Examples are found at La Cruz Ranch near Laredo, at Rancho El 

Nifio Feliz Jacal, 3 miles north of Zapata, two in the town of San Ygnacio, and two at El 

Rancho Encantado near San Benito. Architectural characteristics of jacales are 

thoroughly described an article by Graham entitled "Folk Housing in South and West 

Texas." 

Other site features 

Alongside the jacal and masonry residences, many other types of stmctural 

features supported the ranch complex. A recent re-survey of abandoned historic ranch 

complexes in the Falcon Reservoir by Texas Historical Commission archeologists 

revealed ancillary ranch stmctures and material goods, such as ceramics and farm 

implements. The type and numerical distribution of site features are of interest. 

Twenty-six concrete block, pier and beam, stone, and wood buildings were found at one 

site (41ZP90), although most sites consisted of just a few rock ruins. In addition, homos. 

'*Perttula:76and83. 

"Joe S. Graham, "Folk Housing in South and West Texas: Some Comparisons," An 
Exploration of a Common Legacy: The Proceedings. (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission, 1978): 38-46. 
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cisterns, wells, and troughs and vats were identified at many sites. Twenty-five 

individual ranch complexes were surveyed and a total of 179 buildings, 26 probable 

baking oven features, 18 cisterns or wells, and 7 troughs or dipping vats were noted' 

The homo, or outdoor baking oven, was more prevalent than any other feature in 

the survey, as many as three were located at one site. The homo is typically a hollow 

hemispherical stmcture constmcted of sandstone, 6 to 8 feet in diameter, resting on an 

elevated square stone base serving as the floor of the oven. A homo at Dolores Nuevo is 

described as having doors on either side which were sealed with rock and mud mortar to 

contain the heat. Heated coals were removed through one door and products made from 

com, flour or meat put in the other. ̂ ^ An extant homo in San Ygnacio is of similar 

design (Figure 5.5). 

Water wells, or norias, also common to r2inches in this arid region, typically 

consisted of an above-ground storage tank built next to the well shaft and an attached 

water trough. Several excellent examples remain at historic ranches in northem Hidalgo 

and Starr County on the Lower Rio Grande (Figure 5.6)2^ 

The author has noted that many abandoned sites in the Reservoir area still contain 

wooden pickets with modem wire laterals. These fencing remnants were located near to 

the residential stmctures and appear to have been an integral psut of the complex. 

Wooden palisade fences and corrals probably preceded these modem examples, although 

'* Perttula: 80-81. 

'̂ Juarez, 39; Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: 26. 

2° William Foerster, "Spanish Water Wells in South Texas and Northem Tamaulipas, 
Mexico," The Cache: Collected Papers on Texas Archeology. Volume 3, (Austin: Texas 
Historical Commission, 1996): 91-95. 
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pens were not always used in round-ups during the early period.2' The palisade fence, or 

corral de lena, typical in Mexico for contemporary ranching operations, also stands toda> 

in Zapata County (Figure 5.7). 

Perimeter walls associated with residential complexes are familiar in New 

Mexico, however they appear less common in South Texas. The Jesiis Trevifio Fort in 

San Ygnacio features stone enclosing walls, about 9 feet high. Physical evidence for a 

free-standing stone wall also exists at Dolores Viejo.22 The prevalence of enclosing 

masonry walls at other ranch complexes is not definitively known, however, no other 

such walled complexes have been documented in Zapata County. 

The typical location of these site features or ancillary stmctures in relation to the 

main house or residences has not yet been defined. In addition, site features such as 

bams, stables, and latrines are notably absent from the historical record. A 

comprehensive study of ranch sites as a whole, noting the layout, features, and 

boundaries of such complexes would greatly increase our understanding of the daily life 

and functional considerations of the ranch builders. 

2' Terry G. Jordan, North American Cattle-Ranching Frontiers: Origins, Diffusion and 
Differentiation, (Albuquerque, NM.: University of New Mexico Press, 1993): 149. 

22 "Dolores Viejo," National Register nomination, 1972, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission). 
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General Features 

Building form 

The flat-roofed stone house with its traditional European roof framing was 

introduced into Spain by the Moors. It was also independently developed by the native 

Pueblo Indians of the American Southwest and well established by the time of Spanish 

colonization.2' 

During the colonial period in Iberian Spain as well as Central and Northem 

Mexico, the masonry house with a flat roof and projecting parapet was the most popular 

dwelling type.2* In the sub-humid climate characteristic of these regions, a flat roof and 

thick masonry walls allowed thermal and water collection to occur. The masonry house 

type adapted itself to an urban environment as easily as a rural scene (Figure 5.8). 

As a model or metaphor of archetypal form, this simple, flat-roofed block 

architecture was easily carried to the frontier by the Spanish settler. The house type 

satisfied all functional, social, and aesthetic concems. As permanence and prosperity 

were achieved, the owner could expand a simple, one-room building to provide increased 

space and accommodations. 

A second form also occurs within the area studied: the thatched gable roof stone 

stmcture (Figure 5.9). Although George states that such stmctures "were also built 

during the earliest period, often serving as the first permanent stmcture following brief 

residence in a jacal," several authors, including Graham and Perttula, contend that the 

2̂  Virginia and Lee McAlester, Field Guide to Amencan Houses, (New York: Knopf, 
1984): 129. 

2"* Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: 43; Jordan: 151. 
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gable roof form only appeared after about 1840.25 The pitched roofed houses were 

roofed originally in thatch or reeds and later received wood shingles. At the end of the 

nineteenth century, cormgated iron became commonplace as roofing for the gable roof 

house. 

Building area 

Buildings constmcted by the early settlers were modest by modem standards. 

Most one-room buildings were between about 400 and 650 square feet in size. The 

smallest stmcture in the Falcon Reservoir, Rancho San Rafael, measured 16 feet 1 in by 

23 feet 8 in, or 381 square feet, while the Dolores Viejo stmcture occupied a tremendous 

1,113 square feet. A rough average size was about 18 feet by 31 feet, or about 558 

square feet. 

Relevant to the issue of building size is an enumeration of dwellings and persons 

in Laredo in 1789. It indicated that eighty-five dwellings housed an average (mean) of 

seven persons.2* Although most of the buildings in this particular census of Laredo were 

jacales rather than built of stone, the figure does indicate the density and lack of privacy 

common to the early settlers. 

Single buildings never exceeded three rooms in Laredo, and even two-room 

buildings were not common on rural ranches.2' Other than those residences located at 

25 George: 30; Graham: 49; Perttula: 84. 

2̂  Gilberto M. Hinojosa, A Borderlands Town in Transition: Laredo, 1755-1870, 
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1983): 20. 

2'Ibid: 20-21. 
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Rancho San Francisco and Los Corralitos thought to date after the 1850s, the only early 

houses in the area originally built as two-room stmctures are Tepezan and Falcon in the 

Falcon Reservoir. 

Building dimensions 

The system of measurement used in the Spanish Colonial period was based on a 

unit known as the vara. One vara is approximately equal to 32.9 inches. An analysis of 

the dimensions of several historic ranch buildings in Zapata Counties indicates that the 

size of the building was often determined in fiill varas. For example, the length of 

interior space at Building 1 at Los Corralitos and Ramirefio was 27.3 feet or 10 varas. 

Similarly, the vara as a unit of measurement was the basis, at least in some 

instances, for determining building width. The length of the roof vzgas often corresponds 

to full varas. For example, at the earlier building at Los Corralitos the distance between 

the interior face of the perimeter walls is 12 feet 8 inches or 4.6 varas. Since the framing 

members were set approximately 6 inches into the wall at each side, the length of each 

viga (now missing) would be 12 feet 8 inches plus 12 inches, 13 feet 8 inches, or almost 

exactly 5 varas. The typical height of walls at many of the buildings included in this 

study measured slightly more than 14 feet, or about 5 varas. 

The plan dimensions of several one-room stmctures also suggest use of classical 

proportioning for determining building size. The Golden Section, an algebraic and 

geometric system employed since ancient times, uses a ratio of .6179 to 1. The ratio of 
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the length to width of several one-room buildings mentioned above roughly corresponds 

to this measurement system. 

Archival data confirming specific directives for wall thickness and wall height 

can be found in a set of instmctions for new presidios drafted in 1781 by a military 

engineer, Geronimo de la Rocha. He states that the adobe perimeter walls of the 

captain's house and chapel were to be a vara thick; others could be two-thirds as thick; 

and interior partitions that did not support a beam were to be one-third a vara. Barracks 

were to be five varas high and the parapet was to extend four and a half feet, or one vara, 

above the roof 2* These dimensions are consistent with similar measurements of many 

early Zapata County ranch buildings. 

Cason, in his 1950s study of the Falcon Reservoir buildings, was the first to 

recognize that early ranch buildings tended to have thicker walls, while later 

nineteenth-century buildings had thinner walls.2^ The shift was probably a response to 

lessening concems for security rather than improved masonry constmction techniques. 

Examples outside the Reservoir confirm Cason's theory. The walls of the mins at 

Dolores Viejo and the earliest building at Los Corralitos are about a vara thick. 

Post-1850 buildings at San Francisco, the Jesiis Trevifio Fort and the second building at 

Los Corralitos have walls about two-thirds a vara in thickness. 

2* Max L. Moorhead, The Presidio: Bastion of the Spanish Borderlands, (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1975): 174-175. 

2̂  Joe S. Cason, Untitled manuscript, [1952?]. (Texas Archeological Research 
Laboratory, Austin, Texas). 
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Building expansion 

It does not appear that masonry ranch buildings in the Middle Rio Grande region 

were built to accommodate immediate expansion. Projecting comer stones, still visible 

today in modem Mexico, serve as indicators that additional rooms are planned and will 

be keyed to the existing masonry. Only one building within the Falc6n Reservoir has 

such an unfinished comer. 

Since a single room served multiple functions as dining, entertaining, worship and 

sleeping spaces, building additions allowed further privacy. An adjoining space became 

a separate bedroom or attached kitchen that was more convenient than a detachedyaca/ 

kitchen.'° Additions to one-room units occurred either by adding a room aligning 

lengthwise with the first or as a shed addition to the rear." 

The casa grande at Dolores Nuevo features additions of both types, although 

linear additions were generally more common. In the largest complexes "limited only by 

the wealth of the builder, "'2 units were also added at a right angle to form an enclosed 

compound The Jesiis Trevifio Fort in San Ygnacio grew from a single-room building to 

become an enclosed six-room complex by 1871. Similarly, San Bartolo in the Falcon 

Reservoir expanded under the direction of Luis Gutierres to eight buildings, many 

cormected, dating between 1867 and 1876." It is interesting to note that the San Bartolo 

'° Graham: 26. 

" George: 34. 

'2 McAlister: 132. 

" Paul Goeldner, compiler, Texas Catalog: Historic American Buildings Survey, (San 
Antonio: Trinity University Press, 1974): 229. 
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and the Jesiis Trevifio Fort expansions date to the late-mneteenth century. The author has 

yet to identify any complexes in Zapata County with significant building additions dating 

earlier than 1851. 

Stmctural Components 

Wall constmction 

Two types of stone were used for constmction, piedra de arena, an ochre-colored 

sandstone, and piedra de almendria, a harder flat bluish sandstone. Both were locally 

available in nearby arroyos and hills. Typically, walls were constmcted with piedra de 

arena. Piedra de almendria was used for paving surfaces, footings, or other areas where 

flat stones were necessary— such as stone tronera lintels.'* 

The sandstone was cut into rough blocks for use at the exterior and interior wall 

surfaces. The interstitial space presimiably utilized sandstone mbble. The blocks were 

then dressed on one face to form a planar surface. At comers and door openings, stone 

blocks were also dressed so that two intersecting faces formed a right angle. Sharp 

comers characterize such dressed stone and demonstrate the level of refinement achieved 

(Figure 5.10). 

Chisel marks on the dressed face were not removed since the imperfect surface 

allowed the plaster coating to adhere readily. Sandstone could not be undercut to the 

degree that limestone could; thus, the details of carved stone such as the medallion at San 

'* Mario L. Sanchez, editor, A Shared Experience: The History, Architecture and 
Historic Designations of the Lower Rio Grande Heritage Corridor, (Austin: Texas 
Historical Commission, 1991): 178. 
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Fig. 5.10: Details of masonry constmction, chiseled surface of 
block (above) and joints filled with mortar and small stones (below) 
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Francisco are not as deep as those at, for example. Mission Nuestra Sefiora Purisima 

Concepcion in San Antonio dating to the same time (1740-55). 

Sandstone blocks were laid in a bed of mortar, made of sand and mud or lime. 

Linear joints between the stones that were wider than a few inches were filled, in 

addition to mortar, with small flat stones called ripio (see also Figure 5.10). This 

pattemed stonework style is practiced throughout the northem provinces and is known in 

Mexico as rejoneado.^^ 

Lime, used as a binder prior to the introduction of Portland cement in the 

late-nineteenth century, could be acquired locally. Either oyster shells or specific types 

of rock were gathered and bumed in a lime kiln, or calera, near to the constmction site. 

Once bumed, the lime was mixed with water and "slaked" for several days or weeks until 

a chemical change occurred that produced heat. When mixed with sand, pea-sized 

gravel, and water, the lime paste caused the mixture to harden producing a native 

concrete known as chipichil. Lime itself was valuable as the primary ingredient in 

whitewash, as a decomposition agent, and for water purification.'* 

With stone walls and roof stmcture in place, the entire building was plastered as 

is the tradition in Spain and its colonies. Lime plaster had proven durable as a coating to 

protect the stonework. In addition, the smooth walls were aesthetically pleasing and 

easier to paint. Plaster was always covered with a skim coating of limewash, favorably 

considered for hygienic purposes, and its ability to reflect the sun. 

'5 George: 34. 

'* Sanchez: 179 
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Where pigments were available, buildings were often painted with simple 

geometric pattems or stripes at the base of the walls and around the windows (Figure 

5.11). George notes at the Falcon Reservoir: "painted geometric or floral decoration 

sometimes occurred around principal entry doorways. Also on the surface of the smooth 

exterior plaster might be found painted architectural elements: pilasters with capitals, 

simulated bands of moldings, entablatures or similar motifs."" Simple paint schemes of 

primary colors used for the wall surface and a 12 to 15 inch stripe at the wall base have 

been noted in northem Mexico and on South Texas ranch buildings'* 

Small flecks of blue and green paint at the principal door and a stripe of red at the 

ceiling of the later building at Los Corralitos are the only painted surfaces remaining at 

the sites visited by the author. It is probable, however, that many of the buildings at these 

Zapata County ranches were painted at one time. The majority appear to have lost much 

of their original plaster through natural deterioration. 

Roofs 

The so-called flat roofs of the early stone houses were in fact slightly sloped 

across the narrow width of the building. Parapets, typically the same thickness as the 

supporting walls, extended several feet above the roof surface. Rainwater falling to the 

surface of the roof drained through openings in the parapet. Outside the building, barrels 

"George: 49. 

'*New^on;79and94. 
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Figure 5.11: Facade with paint and plaster, Mier 
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were typically located under the canales to collect the roof mn-off. Water also may have 

been directly diverted to a cistem or well.'^ 

The roofing of flat-roofed vemacular ranch buildings is often referred to as "casa 

de terrado" The flat roof form, was achieved by layering wood framing members, wood 

decking, earth or stone pavers, and chipichil.*^ Later in the twentieth century, many 

originally flat-roofed buildings were modified with wood rafters to create a gable roof 

that was sheathed in metal. 

Typically, framing of flat-roofed building was very simple. It consisted of beams, 

or vigas, spanning the narrow width of the building and spaced about 1 1/2 feet apart. 

The beams were usually set into the masonry wall for appropriate bearing. To provide 

greater support and decoration, wedge shaped wooden corbels, or ejiones, sometimes 

carved, were set under the vigas (see Figure 4.14). 

Generally, square or rectangular hewn members comprised the roof framing, 

however some examples in Falcon Reservoir utilized round poles with a flattened upper 

surface. The dimension of members varied from the smallest at 4 in by 8 in, or 

altemately 6 in by 6 in, to the largest at 12 in by 12.*' Variations on the sectional 

dimension of framing and wood species may indicate the period of constmction. 

Squarish cypress and mesquite beams resulted from local milling techniques practiced 

'^Robinson: 18; George: 42. 

*̂  Robinson: 22. 

' ' George: 38-39. 
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until about 1840 while deeper rectangular beams made of pine and imported from 

northem Mexico appear after the 1850s (Figure 5.12).*2 

Often buildings in the Falc6n Reservoir area, following a regional tradition, 

contained a single beam at a central location with carved or painted religious or patriotic 

inscriptions on the lower face (Figure 5.13). Usually the lower edges of this decorative 

beam, called a bordon, were chamfered or beaded and painted in contrasting colors.*' At 

San Bartolo, an inscription read: "This house constmcted the first of January 1867, 

serving my master and honor." Another at San Ygnacio reads: "Work with peace and 

liberty. May 16, 1851."** 

Ruiming lengthwise and spanning the roof beams were thick planks or deck 

boards of varying width, called tablas. The boards provided a base for the masonry 

topping. At rare examples, vigas were spaimed by cane or branches instead of tablas to 

serve the same purpose.*^ The reconstmcted "Indian Quarters" at Mission San Jose in 

San Antonio features such a branch ceiling. 

Over the board ceiling, a 3 to 4 inch layer of either earth or flat paving stones was 

laid to form the base for a masonry deck. Next, a layer of native concrete was placed to 

cover the earth or fill between the stones. The chipichil, two or more inches thick, was 

*2 George: 37; Carlos Rugerio, personal communication, San Ygnacio, 1997. 

*'George: 39; Newton: 79. 

** Historic American Buildings Survey, "San Bartolo" TEX-3113 and San Ygnacio 
Ranch House, TEX-3112. 

*5lbid 
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composed of lime, sand, and pea-sized aggregate (Figure 5.14).** The concrete material 

was sloped to direct water to the roof drains. 

Canales, or water drainage troughs, were typical to many Spanish Colonial 

buildings throughout Texas and are extant at Rancho San Francisco and the Jesiis 

Trevifio Fort. Also called gdrgolas, these u-shaped gutters were configured so that the 

discharge fell away from the plaster walls. The gdrgolas are fashioned of wood in early 

buildings such as Ramirefio, Los Corralitos, and the ca. 1830 portion of the Trevifio Fort. 

Stone gdrgolas are found at late nineteenth-century building such as San Francisco and 

the additions to the Trevifio Fort (Figure 5.15). 

A flat concrete roof with a tall parapet was advantageous in the early period as it 

could be used as a platform for defending the residence. An attack could be countered by 

musket fire as well as boiled soap or water that was poured on enemies who reached the 

walls.*' Another benefit of the native concrete roof, as opposed to the thatched roof 

jacal, was that it was not flammable and could not be bumed during an attack. Local 

residents of Zapata County recall hatches in the roof for interior access, however, on 

further consideration Eugene George believes that most openings in the roof were 

chimneys.** Under duress, the roof may have been accessed by a ladder against the 

exterior wall. 

**Ibid 

*'Cason: 7. 

** Cason, 7; George, personal communication, Austin, 1997; Rugerio, 1997. 
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Figure 5.15: Carved stone gargola, Jesiis Trevifio Fort (above) and 
wooden canale at the Spanish Govemor's Palace, San Antonio (below) 

Photographs by author 
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Floors 

The floor of the typical Spanish Colonial building had no stmcture, per se; it 

simply occupied the ground surface between the exterior walls. The relationship of the 

floor to the exterior grade remains debatable.*^ George contends that the floors were 

recessed below the threshold to "contribute...to...the feeling of spatial enclosure. "̂ ^ 

Floors at Ramirefio and Rancho San Francisco are raised relative to the surrounding 

grade. 

Early buildings probably featured dirt or clay floors that were maintained by 

periodic wetting and packing down with a wooden block.5' Surface treatments of natural 

floors might have included animal blood, used as a hardener, or pitahaya cacti sap to 

provide a shine to native concrete.̂ 2 Uge of chipichil for flooring is documented and has 

a logical basis as this material was simultaneously produced for the roof and wall 

plasters.^' 

Other floor paving types exist at historic ranch houses. Some Falcon Reservoir 

stmctures used thin flat stones called lajas. Late ranch buildings, dating from the 1870s 

and 1880s, such as portions of the Trevifio Fort and additions to the casa grande at 

Dolores Nuevo, employed wood flooring.^* 

*̂  Carolyn Peterson, personal communication, San Antonio, 1996. 

5° George: 47. 

5'Juarez: 12. 

52 Garcia: 44. 

5' Ibid. 

5* Ibid 
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Architectural Details 

Doors and windows 

The numerical extent of doors and windows at ranch buildings was a function of 

building size and vulnerability. During the colonial period, loopholes were the only 

fenestration. After the threat of attack had lessened, windows were cut into the exterior 

walls and shutters used to block out light. Some authors maintain that windows were 

common after the occupation of Fort Mcintosh in the 1860s." However, the author has 

found that even Rancho San Francisco's 1874 residence contains no windows. 

Doors in masonry buildings were typically positioned along the long walls rather 

than in the shorter end walls. Moreover, all early freestanding buildings oriented wdth 

their long walls north-south contained doors exclusively on the east elevation. Ada Louis 

Newton, in her thesis on jacales, contends that door and windows only occur on the west 

side of a jacal if that side faced a road or street.̂ * The avoidance of aftemoon sun 

appears to have been a factor influencing the design of both residential building types. 

Door openings were generally wide, from three to four feet and less than seven 

feet high. Heavy paneled doors, perhaps 2 to 3 inches thick, filled the framed openings. 

Earlier buildings— such as the circa 1830 Trevifio Fort and Building #1 at Los Corralitos 

may have had narrower openings with a single leaf door, while mid- to late 

55 Cason: 4. 

5̂  Ada Louise Newton, "The History of Architecture along the Rio Grande as Reflected 
in the Buildings around Rio Grande City, 1749-1902," Unpublished Master of Arts thesis, 
(Texas A and I University, Kingsville, 1964): 20-21. 
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nineteenth-century buildings with openings over four feet wide contained a pair of doors 

(Figure 5.16). 

The constmction of the doors employed stiles and rails and central panels with 

pegged joints. Door frames, or marcos, were comprised of square mesquite posts and a 

lintel joined by a mortise and tenon. Lintels were quite long, usually over 6 or 7 feet 

long, and extended well into the masonry beyond the door opening. Cypress and 

mesquite have both been identified as materials for the door components: Montezuma 

cypress for doors and Torney mesquite for the lintels." 

WTiere the doors operated on pivots, or a montantequicial, thick wood thresholds 

were found. Such thresholds could be as much as 5 inches wide by 7 inches deep. A 

hole in the threshold at the door jamb received the pivot. The wood pivot for the original 

door at the Trevifio Fort is wrapped wdth leather to serve as a bushing. 

Vemacular ranch architecture is notable for the lack of metal fasteners or 

hardware. Hardware was limited to occasional door hinges, or bisagras and hasps. 

George describes door hinges as follows: "A common hinge consisted of interlocking 

eye-rings with protmding split shanks which were passed through a drilled hole and 

clinched."^* Excellent examples of traditional colonial self-locking hasps are present at 

several nineteenth-century buildings in San Ygnacio (Figure 5.17). Further security was 

provided by a wooden bar laid horizontally against the interior side of the door. George 

noted that these were "ever-present" at early buildings in the Falcon Reservoir.̂ ^ 

"George: 37-8. 

5̂  George: 48. 

5̂  Ibid. 
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Figure 5.17: Wrought iron door latch, Jesiis Trevifio Fort, San Ygnacio 
Source: Mario Sanchez, A Shared Experience 
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Defensive features 

The early ranch house of Zapata County conceptually and physically paralleled 

many aspects of the Spanish Colonial presidio, or military fort. As early as 1582, 

ranchers in northem Mexico had waged "a war of fire and blood" against their attackers.*^ 

With muskets, family members to fire them, and properly designed buildings, the house 

became a defensive stronghold or private presidio. 

Until 1772, "the presidio of the northem frontier of New Spain was centuries 

behind the fortification of Europe in basic architectural design... it contained only the 

most mdimentary elements...which had been employed in Europe as early as the 12th 

century." These typical features included enclosing troneras, enclosing perimeter walls, 

torreons, a fortified gateway with gatehouse, and barracks for the troops. In urban 

centers of New Spain such as Monterrey, El Paso del Norte, and San Antonio de Bexar, 

presidios built in the 1760s consisted of little more than a captain's residence, guard 

house, and a chapel arranged on the town square or a separate "military" plaza. There 

were no perimeter walls, towers, or bastions.*' 

As a result of Rubi's inspection tour during 1766-68, the relative defects of 

existing frontier presidios were established. For example, at the presidio at San Saba, the 

round tower, or torreon, did not protmde sufficiently to allow the adjacent walls to be 

protected by flanking fire from the tower roof and the embrasures were too narrow for 

*° Richard Morrisey, "The Northward Expansion of Cattle Ranching in New Spain, 
1550-1600." Agricultural Histoiy No. 25. (July 1951): 120. 

*'Moorhead: 162-65. 
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cannons located on the first floor.*2 Rubi also criticized the low perimeter walls as easy 

to scale. The Reglamento, or regulation, issued by Rubi in 1772 contained instmction for 

the design of presidios and specifically prescribed that towers should be angular rather 

than round.*' 

Dolores Viejo, the oldest ranch included in this study, eloquently testifies to the 

difficulty of defending a family on this frontier. About 1814, a round tower twent\-Uvo 

feet in diameter was constmcted to strengthen its posture against the natives in the wake 

of Spain's decreasing support of its colonists.** Ranch buildings with defensive towers 

are not otherwise known in Texas with the possible exception of the Lopez Ranch in Jim 

Hogg County and La Perla.*̂  However, two sites in northem Mexico contain excellent 

examples, San Rafael in the original municipality of Revilla built in 1837, and a Mexican 

ranch on the Mesa de Catuyanos near Candela (see Figure 4.6).** 

Usually ranch buildings of the early period contained loopholes, or narrow 

openings, in the walls for observation and discharge of weapons (Figure 5.18). These 

troneras are typical features of stone buildings within the town of San Ygnacio until the 

*2 Moorhead: 170. 

*'Moorhead: 166. 

** Virgil Lott and Mercurio Martinez, The Kingdom of Zapata, (San Antonio, 1953): 
136-37. 

*5 Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: 49; Tim Perttula, personal communication, 1998. 

** Rose Trevifio, "A Visit to San Rafael de las Tortillas," Unpublished manuscript, 
1997, (Author's possession, Laredo, Texas). 
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Figure 5.18: Stone and plaster lined tronera, Los Corralitos 
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1870s when they may have no longer been required.*' At remote ranches, such as at San 

Francisco, troneras appear on newly constmcted buildings as late as 1874. 

The troneras were spaced along the extenor walls to permit good coverage of the 

building perimeter. Typically, troneras were located on each side of the door and several 

at other locations, between one and three to a wall (see Figure 6.5). Troneras flanking 

the door would allow complete coverage of anyone more than ten feet away approaching 

the entry. Those troneras positioned on the back wall addressed the river with particular 

attention to an approach from the north. Troneras in the end walls protected the sides of 

the building. Lopefio and La Lajita are examples of minimal placement, as troneras were 

only placed on either side of the doors. Los Corralitos has six total, two on each of the 

long walls and one at each end wall; Ramirefio and El Capiteno had a total of eight 

troneras; and San Francisco had ten. 

Specifics of tronera design varied between the ranch buildings. The height of the 

sill above the floor varied from about 1 feet 9 inches at San Francisco, to 3 feet at Los 

Corralitos, to between about 3 feet 6 inches and 5 feet at Ramirefio. The height variance 

may indicate that some troneras were intended to be used standing while others were 

used from a kneeling position. 

Another significant fimctional aspect of the tronera was the configuration of the 

embrasure, or splayed opening, toward the inner face of the wall. Obviously, a widely 

splayed opening reducing to a small hole in the exterior wall permitted a range of 

positions for firing with minimal exposure to the defender. For example, the embrasures 

*'Terri Myers, personal communication, Austin, 1997. 
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at Los Corralitos were as narrow as 1 foot 11 inches and as wide as 3 feet 6 inches at the 

iimer wall. The horizontal slit occupied between 5 and 8 inches at the exterior face. 

Embrasures could be splayed equally on both sides or angled to direct fire to particular 

area of terrain. 

Materials comprising the tronera varied. Some examples are lined with stone, 

others with plaster. Stone lintels are employed at Dolores Viejo and Los Corralitos, 

while those of the enclosing perimeter wall at the Jesiis Trevifio Fort and San Francisco's 

lintels are wood. Even the treatment of the tronera at the exterior wall differs. At San 

Francisco a wood block with a small circular hole for the musket barrel is set in the 

opening, while most other designs simply reduced the tronera to a wide slit. It is 

possible that rifle accuracy and ease of sighting accounts for the difference between San 

Francisco's restricted troneras and earlier examples that presumably accommodated a 

musket. 

Shelving and niches 

For storage of personal goods and articles, many ranch buildings contained both 

shelving and niches. Typically, the shelves were located above the door, although 

shelves were also found along the walls, such as at Los Corralitos where a continuous 

shelf was located on the north wall at a height almost 7 feet from the floor. This height 

was consistent with other examples surveyed at the Falcon Reservoir. Several stone or 
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wooden brackets, called moscas, supported the shelf and were built into the walls at the 

time of constmction.** 

Along with shelf brackets, individual projecting wood elements were used to hang 

clothing, blankets or foodstuffs off the floor (Figure 5.19). At Ramirefio, a curved 

wooden rod was inserted into opposing comers of the interior space (see Figure 4.7). 

Wooden elements projecting perpendicular from the wall often had shaped ends. Some 

contained a hole approximately an inch in diameter, presumably for an iron hook.*̂  

Niches were also common to the ranch houses and typically limited to one per 

room.'° As shallow recesses in the masonry, the places were favored for religious items 

(Figure 5.20). Larger niches held dishes and other household goods. Juarez states that at 

Dolores Nuevo most houses had a niche for the statue of the Virgin Mary and "these 

niches were not always on the east side, as is apparently the case in other border 

ranches."" The orientation of a religious niche on the east wall is in accord with 

cosmological principles. Some late nineteenth-century niches were lined with a 

pigmented plaster or were painted.'2 

** George: 44; Juarez, 26. 

*̂  Juarez: 26. 

'° George: 47 

" Juarez: 24. 

'2 Ibid 
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Figure 5.19: Wall niche and projecting bracket, Dolores Nuevo 
Source:"Dolores Nuevo," National Register nomination 
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Figure 5.20: Wall niche with religious icons 
Source: Elena Poniatowska and Richard Payne, Guerrero Viejo 
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Material goods 

The wills of deceased persons contain information relevant to understanding the 

types and number of material goods owned by early settlers. Jones' cursor) study of wills 

probated between 1771 and 1815 indicated few material possessions and little personal 

wealth among the residents of Laredo. The principal possessions were large numbers and 

a wide variety of livestock." The most affluent settlers traded their livestock, wool, and 

hides for manufactured tools, fine clothing, or special foodstuffs'* 

Fumiture listed in the selected wills only included trunks or boxes, indicating that 

houses were probably sparsely fiimished. Fumiture for beds, might be simply a mattress 

laid on mesquite boards (called a tarimas). Blankets, pillows, and mattresses were made 

from cotton, wool or lamb skins.'̂  Stone or wooden benches outside the houses also 

served as beds in the simimer. A mesquite table made of thick boards may have been 

used for dining and as an altar when priests were visiting.'* 

A ranch family would probably own a metate, or com grinder and various types of 

Mexican pottery. Candles made from tallow and a few iron or copper cooking 

implements might also be owned by early settlers. Wall decorations could include 

mounted deer heads, animal skins, ammunitions and handmade objects, such as 

needlework." 

"Jones: 76-77. 

'* Hinojosa: 17. 

'5 Juarez: Appendix II and 28-30; Jones: 77. 

'* Juarez: 31. 

"Graham, El Rancho in South Texas: 26. 
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The will of Dona Alexandra Sanchez, perhaps the same woman associated with 

Los Corralitos, was probated in 1815. Her estate was sizable, consistent with the 

expected wealth of the Laredo's founding family. It included two small trunks, four 

sheets, a large silk shawl with green fringe, a rose-colored tunic, a used cotton coverlet, a 

religious image carved from wood, another silk shawl, cotton and silk stockings, some 

small boxes, three Talavera jars, a large crystal vase, various pieces of jewelry, 

handkerchiefs, three pillows, one pair of blue shoes, a rosary with a cross of gold, a silver 

medal of Nuestra Sefiora de Guadalupe, a religious image of San Jose with Jesiis, and a 

large yaca/.'* 

A Composite Picture 

The permanence and simple dignity of early ranch buildings and settlements on 

the Rio Grande, if they all existed today, would undoubtedly surprise many modem 

visitors. Extant historic complexes, like San Francisco and Los Corralitos, are 

characterized by a modest number of unfinished abandoned stone buildings featuring 

inelegant cormgated metal roofs. Most other historically significant ranch complexes, 

such as Dolores Viejo, Capitefieno, and Clarefio, if access were obtained, would prove to 

consist of no more than an almost unrecognizable pile of stone. 

This modem appearance must be tempered and modified through the 

interpretation of the data related to these resources. The foregoing historical data and 

'* Jones: 77. 
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observation of extant ranches in the area allow a conjectural picture of an early ranch 

complex to emerge. 

The hypothetical ranch would be sited on a high bluff at the edge of the nver. 

Cedar and cottonwood fill the nearby river bottoms but, on the stony bluff, a savannah is 

seen enveloping a ranching compound The complex consists of many discrete, modest 

stmctures: several plastered jacales for the vaqueros, at least one masonry building, a 

homo, a small wooden corral, a well, and watering trough. 

The cube-like stone building would be notable not only for its simplicity, its 

orderliness, and solidity but also for its boldness. The building is visible from quite a 

distance since it protmdes well above the savarmah-like landscape beyond. Its white 

limewash and painted exterior omament reflect the sunlight and add a degree of 

affectation to the natural environment. 

Upon close inspection the building would most likely contain the most precious 

commodities of this ranch: religious statuary, household implements and hoarded 

foodstuffs like salt. Every surface would be cool to the touch since the building is wholly 

constmcted of masonry and smoothly plastered inside and out. The only non-masonry 

features are the strong mesquite door, a few hollowed logs for canales, the board ceiling, 

the roof framing and a few shelves. Metal is so precious that it is only used for a few 

necessary implements and the lock for the door. Each feature is carefully constmcted 

and elegantly detailed. The central ceiling beam states "Live in peace, June 15, 1835." 

Beyond the simple beauty of this scene are clues to the frightening chaos that 

follows the attacks of the Comanche, Lipan Apache, Mexican Conservatives or Texas 
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Rangers. At every small stretch of the thick stone walls, a gunport appears; they allow 

ranchers to fire at their enemies from every possible approach. The stout wooden bar 

laid beside the door could be put to quick use as a barricade to the single passageway 

inside. Enemy attacks were sudden, and those outside the protective walls were often 

taken captive or killed. 

The pathos associated with the rancher's life and its tragic events, occurring year 

after year, are communicated subtly through the vemacular architecture of la frontera. 

The casafuerte or fortified house, now decayed, represents the essence of the success 

and failure of the first settlers. By studying the details of these silent ruins, we begin to 

discover the richness and depth of our state's early colonial history. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE CASA FUERTE AT LOS CORRALITOS 

Identifying, documenting, and interpreting historic places can broaden our 

understanding of history. The interpretation of historic buildings, particularly in the 

context of a museum setting, distributes historical information and helps to educate the 

interested public. As the story and circumstances surrounding the constmction of a 

building are told, the character of the lives associated with that stmcture is made evident. 

One aim of this study is to provide a clearer understanding of the history of the fortified 

building at Los Corralitos and enable its exhibition as the "Spanish compound" at the 

Ranching Heritage Center in Lubbock. 

The historic ranch complex at Los Corralitos was recognized as a significant site 

in the late-1970s by the Texas State Historical Survey Committee as part of an effort to 

survey historic architecture throughout the state.' This study reveals that Los Corralitos 

is substantially more significant than previously realized through earlier efforts. I trace 

the founding of the ranch to los primeros pobladores, the first settlers of Nuevo 

Santander in the eighteenth century. Further, my critical analysis of the form and 

technology of Los Corralitos' buildings places them in the context of a regional 

vemacular tradition. This site gains greater historical significance because the evidence I 

' "Corralitos," National Register nomination, 1977, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission). 
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have uncovered indicates that Los Corralitos is probably the earliest ranch with standing 

stmctures in Zapata County and possibly in the State of Texas. 

This revised understanding of Los Corralitos is helpful in several respects. First, 

it reinforces a pattem of development for fortified ranch buildings in Zapata County 

presented in this work. Second, the site has been selected as a model for the "Spanish 

compound," an exhibit at the Ranching Heritage Center in Lubbock. Without the 

revisions proposed in this work, the National Register information and sketchy local 

folklore could have led to erroneous interpretations and an inaccurate presentation of Los 

Corralitos. 

Many other historic ranches in South Texas have yet to be formally identified and 

evaluated for their architectural and historical significance, therefore, it is premature to 

claim that Los Corralitos contains the archetypal fortified ranch building. On the basis of 

information available to the author, however, Los Corralitos clearly fits into a 

morphology of early vemacular ranch architecture in Zapata County. Further research 

may prove that the ranch at Los Corralitos formed a precedent for its development. 

Historical Background 

Los Corralitos owes its founding to Don Jose Vasquez Borrego, one of the first 

settlers of the new province of Nuevo Santander in the mid-eighteenth century. Although 

the actual constmction dates of the early buildings are not known, the 1753 land grant to 

Borrego conceming Los Corralitos is well documented in local histories (see Chapter 

IV). 
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Don Jose Vasquez Borrego had four children: Juan Jose, Macario, Femando, and 

Manuela. Juan Jose, a priest, was executed in Chihuahua, and Macario ran away and 

later died intestate in Monterrey.2 Borrego's only daughter, Manuela, married Juan 

Antonio Vidaurri and bore five children, several at Dolores: Jose Femando, Jose Margil, 

Francisco, Jesiis, and Josefa.' Manuela's oldest son, Jose Femando Vidaurri Borrego, 

married Alejandra Sanchez, daughter of Captain Tomas Sanchez de la Barreda y 

Gallardo, founder of Laredo.* 

In 1753, the tract called "Corrahtos" was added to Jose Vasquez Borrego's 

original grant and assigned to his grandson, Jose Femando Vidaurri.5 It is reported that in 

1766, Don Borrego ordered his grandson, and his wife, Alejandra Sanchez, to leave their 

residence at El Pato,* and move to Corralitos to hold title to that part of his hacienda^ 

Borrego may well have anticipated the municipal distribution of lands in the Laredo and 

Revilla jurisdiction that occurred in 1767, and recognized the need to prove occupation 

of the Corralitos tract. 

2 Jack Jackson, Los Mestefios: Spanish Ranching in Texas, 1721-1821, (College 
Station: Texas A&M Press, 1982): 542. 

' Virgil Lott and Mercurio Martinez, The Kingdom of Zapata, (San Antonio: The 
Naylor Company, 1953): 130-132. 

*RogeliaO. Garcia, Dolores, Revilla and Laredo: Three Sister Settlements, (Waco: 
Texian Press, 1970): 2-3. 

5 Lott and Martinez: 130. 

* El Pato, a ranch owned by Don Tomas Sanchez, was located 4 leagues northeast of 
the Laredo ford. Jackson: 443. 

' Lott and Martinez: 90. 
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If Jose Femando Vidaurri occupied the site as early as 1766, is unlikely that any 

stone buildings were constmcted immediately since the 1767 inspection reports on 

Dolores, the family's main hacienda, state that it consisted simply of jacales, or wooden 

huts. Likely, the constmction of stone buildings at Dolores took place in the 1770s and at 

Los Corralitos following that effort. 

The nature of the relationship between Los Corralitos and Dolores is significant. 

Clearly, Dolores served as the initial headquarters for Borrego's huge hacienda. The 

acquisition of further land and designation of that land as "Los Corralitos," or little 

corrals, suggests that the Corralitos may have been the site of a remote holding area for 

the livestock of Hacienda Dolores. The establishment of a remote corral or ranch site for 

horses or cattle was typical of mission and presidial operations in the San Antomo area 

and larger civil settlements throughout the colonies. 

The precise date of constmction for the extant stone ruins and buildings at 

Dolores and Los Corralitos is not known. Moreover, archival records relating to the 

late-eighteenth century occupation of these sites, probably foimd in the archives of New 

Guerrero, Tamaulipas, have not been extensively studied by the author. At the time of 

this writing only an abbreviated history of these sites is offered. Notably, the maps and 

archival documents I have uncovered related to Los Corralitos substantiates the existence 

of permanent stone buildings as early as 1853-54, 1828,1816 and even by 1783. 

As mentioned previously, it appears that the Corralitos subdivision was managed 

by Borrego's grandson, Jose Femando Vidaurri, after 1766. Since Vidaurri married 

Alejandra Sanchez, daughter of the founder of Laredo, it is possible that he lived in 
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Laredo or Dolores and visited the ranch periodically to check the stock and supervise 

annual slaughters. Jackson states that "the typical piio Grande] rancher eitiier built a 

casafuerte [fortified house] of stone or stayed in town, placing the ranch m the hands or 

a trusted majordomo - often a nephew, son-in-law, or other relative."* 

By the late eighteenth century, the settlement at Los Corralitos had grown while 

tiie hacienda at Dolores fell into decline. In 1782, the population of Dolores was 29 

while Vidaurri's ranch comprised 66 residents. Vidaurri's concem for his community 

extended to service in Laredo's armed cavalry and to the constmction of a casafuerte in 

about 1783.̂  

Another document conceming Los Corrahtos supports a constmction date prior to 

1816 for the casafuerte, such as that remaining at the site. In a record translated by the 

Reverend Florencio Andres and printed in The Laredo Times in 1938, it states that Jose 

Maria Margil Vidaurri, brother of Jose Femando, gave testimonial in 1828 regarding the 

Borrego grant. He stated that in 1816 "the Dolores and the San Ygnacio haciendas were 

abandoned due to the frequent incursions of Comanches and other savages, and the 

colonists all concentrated at Los Corralitos for better protection."'° Just a few years later, 

in 1818, Jose Maria Margil Vidaurri abandoned Dolores permanentiy and lived at 

Corralitos.'' 

* Jackson: 444. 

^ Angel Sepulveda Brown and Gloria Villa Cadena, San Agustin Parish of Laredo: 
Abstracts of Marriage Book I. 1790-1857, Volume I, (Laredo: Sacramental Records of 
the Catholic Church of San Agustin): 6. 

'°Lott and Martinez: 131. 

" Ibid.; Mercurio Martinez, "Old Buildings and Historical Sites- Zapata County," 
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Vidaurri's testimony reinforces the notion that at least one fortified stone building 

existed at Los Corralitos by 1816, as opposed to merely jacales. Only a stone building 

fortified with gunports could provide "better protection" to the refugees than the huge 

fortified casa grande and the defensive tower that Vidaurri constmcted at Dolores in 

1814. 

Other records confirm that a permanent settlement, i.e., stone architecture, was 

located at Los Corralitos prior to the Mexican Colonial period. A map by Berlandier, 

surveyor for the Republic of Mexico, dating to 1828 indicates a ranch settlement at Los 

Corralitos (Figure 6.1). Berlandier's maps were scmpulously specific and his notation is 

consistent with those indicating a substantial place. ̂ 2 

Further archival evidence lends credence to an early constmction date for 

buildings at Los Corralitos. Upon affirmation of the title in 1829, the Borrego grant was 

partitioned by the heirs of Jose Vasquez Borrego in three large subdivisions. The 

Corralitos subdivision" was awarded to the children and heirs of Jose Femando Vidaurri: 

Jose Alejandro Vidaurri and his wife, Leonor Canales, as well as his son Laureano and 

his wife, Trinidad Cuellar, and his brother, Manuel.'* Local historians claim that Los 

Unpublished manuscript dated February 16, 1963, (Zapata County file. Institute of Texan 
Cultures, San Antonio, Texas): 2. 

'2 Al McGraw, personal communication, Austin, 1996. 

" The deed stated that the Corralitos subdivision "embraces about 1,000 varas wide, 
from said San Francisco Hills on the southeast, across said Corralitos Subdivision, to the 
T>omas del Diftmto Flores' on the northwest boundary line of said Corralitos 
Subdivision." 

'* Martinez: 3; Zapata County deed records. Book E, pages 388 et seq, deed dated May 
4, 1829. 
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Figure 1.1: Berlandier map of 1828 
Courtesy of Al McGraw 
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Corralitos was built by Jose Femando Vidaurri, and according to this titie naming his 

inheritors he was deceased by 1829. 

Following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, William H. Emory directed a 

survey of the new southem boundary of the United States. His "Map No. 1, Rio Bravo 

del Norte Section" from 1852-3 indicates creeks, towns, and ranches in the vicinity of the 

Rio Grande (Figure 6.2). A detailed enlargement of the survey map shows a small square 

indicating a permanent settlement at the location of "Rancho Corralitos," therefore, 

confirming the establishment of the ranch prior to the American occupation period. 

Until their death in about 1882, Laureano Vidaurri and his brother, Manuel, 

great-grandsons of Jose Vasquez Borrego, lived at Corralitos. Alejandro Vidaurri, son of 

Laureano, was shot in 1889 by a foreman of the neighboring ranch at La Perla owned by 

the Brunis.'̂  The ranch was purchased by Mr. Everett Love of Laredo from the surviving 

children of Laureano Vidaurri, probably in the last decade of the nineteenth century. 

In 1915, Mr. H. Mecom purchased the ranch. He is said to have used the large 

stone building as a storehouse. Within the floor of this particular building, according to a 

court case, were buried five members of the Vidaurri family. Mr. Mecom apparently 

paid a settlement to the Vidaurri family for disturbing the graves.'* 

The ranch is currentiy owned by Miss Lannie Mecom, daughter of Mr. H. 

Mecom. She continues to operate a cattle ranch at Corralitos and has ensured the 

preservation of its historic buildings. 

'5 Lott and Martinez: 90-91 

'*Ibid:91. 
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Architectural Description 

The historic ranch known as Los Corralitos is located in Zapata County, Texas 

about 2 miles north of the town of San Ygnacio, Texas, and 20 nules south of Laredo, 

Texas along Highway 83. West of the highway, next to the river, are two sandstone 

buildings whose constmction is attributed to the Vidaurris (Figure 6.3). Three other 

stmctures, probably built by the Mecoms in the twentieth-century, are located alongside 

these historic stone buildings. They are: two small wood frame houses north of the early 

complex, and a large open shed with a cormgated metal roof East of the highway is a 

well-manicured Spanish Colonial Revival home with a palm-lined drive, built by the 

Mecoms in the early twentieth century. 

The ranch complex is south of a creek variously called "Arroyo Salado" or 

"Arroyo Corralitos." The stone buildings are situated about 150 feet apart and within 

about 100 yards of the Rio Grande. The one-room stone building, denoted as "Building 

1" by the author, is located nearest to the river and oriented parallel to it, with its long 

walls running north-south. The other two-room stone building, denoted as "Building 2," 

is south and east of the first building and oriented with its long walls running east-west. 

The subject buildings may have been positioned to accommodate a narrow street, 

typically 10 varas wide, east of Building 1 and west of Building 2. Such an orientation 

of the buildings, and possibly streets, suggests that a large open plaza was envisioned east 

and north of the complex. Urban settlements, missions, and presidios of the Spanish 

Colonial period were often designed so that primary residences fronted onto the main 

plaza. 
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Figure 6.3: Aerial view, Los Corralitos 
Photograph by John Lott 
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Site features associated with the ranch's development prior to the twentieth 

century, such as corrals, watering troughs, baking ovens or wooden jacales, no longer 

remain standing. Evidence of post holes for such stmctures may be located just below 

grade, however, at this time no archeological investigation of the site has been 

undertaken. The author has initiated a dialog with Ms. Mecom for permission to 

undertake a supervised, limited investigation in the near future to address the question of 

site features and artifacts that may help to date the site conclusively. 

"Building 1" 

The earlier sandstone building, designated "Building 1," features elements of 

fortification associated with ranch buildings constmcted through the late-nineteenth 

century in Zapata County: thick sandstone walls, troneras, and minimal door openings 

(Figure 6.4). Evidence for wooden canales and square roof beams, typical to 

colonial-period ranch architecture, are also present. Such details were superseded by 

other building technologies, and support a late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth century 

constmction date for this building. 

Building 1 measures 33 feet long by 18 feet 4 inches wide by about 13 feet 6 

inches high (outside dimensions). It contains a single room, a single door on the east 

elevation, six troneras, or gunports and no windows (Figure 6.5). Overall dimensions 

correspond to Spanish measurement units, i.e., varas rather than English units. The 

length of the interior space is almost exactly 10 varas long. 
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The length of the vigas, though they are no longer extant, appears to have been 

about 5 varas or about 13 feet 8inches long. The thickness of masonry walls vanes 

between 2 feet 5 inches and 2 feet 10 inches, or almost a fiill vara. The height of the 

walls is about 5 varas. 

The masonry walls are constmcted of roughly dressed sandstone blocks (piedra 

de arena) with mud mortar. Sandstone blocks at the four building comers are dressed at 

two faces to provide a smooth comer. The masonry constmction is typical of rejoneado 

masonry constmction: small chinking stones are inserted in the bed and head joints 

between the sandstone blocks. Both the interior and exterior walls contain remnants of a 

limewashed plaster finish. No physical evidence of painted surfaces remains. The 

original surface has probably been lost through deterioration and replacement of plaster 

over time. 

The roof framing system of this building is atypical of historic buildings in the 

area (Figure 6.6). Instead of transverse beams, or vigas, simply spanning the short 

dimension of the roof and bearing directly on the walls, longitudinal beams (laid parallel 

to the bearing wall) served as a ledger for the vigas. The stmcturally redundant ledger 

beams might have allowed replacement of the vigas without disturbing the masonry." A 

small section of the ledger beam, measuring 7 inches by 11 inches, remains at the 

northwest comer of the building (Figure 6.7). 

"Rugerio, Carlos, personal communication to author, San Ygnacio, September 4, 
1997. 
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The drawings and photographs show that each ledger beam was supported b> 

irregularly spaced projecting wooden members or brackets measuring 12 by 6 inches, 

some of which remain. The brackets project from the wall atop a continuous wood plate 

with half-lapped joints. The top surface of the bracket is located about 10 feet 2 inches 

above the finished floor at the east wall, and 10 feet at the west wall. 

Although the original roof beams, or vigas, no longer exist, pockets in the wall 

above the ledger beams indicate that the roof was supported by 20 vigas spaced about 16 

inches on center. The empty beam pockets, 6 inches square, correspond to the size of 17 

porch columns at the Spanish Colonial Revival ranch house across the highway. This 

supports a rumor that the Mecoms may have removed and reused portions of the roof 

framing in the 1930s. The squareness of the vigas is typical of localized lumber milling 

practices prior to the 1840s.'* 

A remnant of the original terrado roof material remains at the northeast comer of 

the building interior (see Figure 5.13). It reveals that the layered masonry roof was 

composed of 1 inch thick wood decking, small flat stones {piedra de almendria) 

mortared together, and a final layer of native concrete, or chipichil. The material was 

tapered in thickness to provide a finished roof surface sloping about 6 inches east to west 

to drain the rainwater. 

At the base of the west parapet are five equally spaced roof drains (Figure 6.8). 

These scuppers, similar to constmction of the troneras, axe formed by a wide, splayed 

opening at the interior wall surface reducing to a narrow op)ening in the exterior wall 

'*Ibid 
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surface. The opening is spanned by a wooden lintel at the interior side of the parapet and 

a single arched stone lintel at the exterior. The scupper steps down about midwa\ 

through the wall to create a pocket for projecting, hollowed wooden conductors (Figure 

6.9). The projecting wooden conductors no longer exist. 

Within the building are six gunports, or troneras, regularly spaced on the walls at 

about 36 inches above the floor: two on each of the east and west elevations and one on 

the north and south. The embrasures are lined with a single thin stone {piedra de 

almendria) on each of the upper and lower surfaces; the sides are splayed and lined with 

plaster (see Figure 5.17). 

The troneras are located and individually configured to allow enfilade, or 

sweeping fire, to the surroimding terrain. The tronera opemngs, or embrasures, are 1 

foot 1 inch to 1 foot 5 inches high. The width varied from 2 feet to 4 feet 2 inches wide 

at the interior surface of the wall to accommodate various angled openings in the wall 

(see Figures 5.18 and 6.5). Each embrasure narrows to an average height of about 8 

inches near the exterior opening. At the exterior wall surface, the opening is reduced 

fiirther by stone so that the gunslit is only about 4 inches high. 

The building contains a single door opening located on the east elevation. It is 

consistent with the design of the earliest fortified buildings in the area, i.e., minimal 

number of doors and a placement on the non-river facing facade (see Figure 6.4). The 

original door sill and framing remain inside the rough masonry opening. The joinery of 

the door framing is mortise and tenon. The clear dimensions of the framed opening are 3 

feet wide and 6 feet 2 inches high. The existing door is a modem plywood replacement. 
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Another feature of the building, unique among those studied in Zapata Count>, 

lies within the upper surface of the masonry parapet. Six battlement-style features are 

regularly spaced around the building perimeter. The splayed ledges are about 2 feet 2 

inches to 2 feet 6 inches wide and are recessed about 5 inches into the top of the parapet. 

It is unclear whether the parapet, now about 1 feet six inches tall, was originally taller 

and afforded more protection. The recessed ledges indicate that the roof may have 

served as an elevated firing platform for the residents. 

Additional interior features include a niche on the west wall, a wooden shelf set 

on projecting wood brackets on the north wall, and several wood blocks, probably former 

brackets, set into the masonry. The niche is almost 2 1/2 feet square in elevation, and has 

a stone sill and wood lintel (Figure 6.10). Scattered remnants of lime plaster also remain. 

Modifications to Building 1 are fairly few in number. As mentioned, most of the 

roof framing, decking, and masonry topping have been removed. Plaster on the interior 

and exterior surfaces has been lost, as has the original door. 

Additions include a metal roof over the historic building and, at one time, an area 

at its perimeter. A tool shed was also constmcted, on the west elevation, in the 1940s. 

Since the roof framing is supported by the parapet, a Portland cement wall cap probably 

dates to the metal roof/tool shed building campaign. The large cormgated metal and 

wood frame roof is shown in photographs dating to 1978.'̂  After 1978, the metal roof 

was reduced to the historic building and to the tool shed addition. The metal roof is now 

somewhat deteriorated and contains several holes. 

'̂  "Los Corralitos," National Register nomination. 
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"Building 2" 

The sandstone building called "Building 2" by the author (shown on the left side 

of Figure 6.3) probably dates after 1850 (Figure 6.11). Features such as deep roof 

framing members, cast door hardware, a lack of gunports, and multiple rooms and doors 

are associated with late nineteenth-century ranch architecture in this region. 

A rectangular plan building, 51 feet 10 inches long by 20 feet 2 inches wide. 

Building 2 contains two rooms measuring 16 feet by 28 1/2 feet and 16 feet by 16 1/2 feet 

(Figure 6.12). The building has three exterior doors, one on the north elevation and two 

on the south, and no windows. Surrounding the building is a ledge, or banqueta, about 1 

foot 8 inches wide, comprised of chipichil with sandstone cobbles and a large amount of 

aggregate. 

The irregularly coursed sandstone walls are about 2 feet thick, and although 

substantially thiimer than those of Building 1, appear to be of similar constmction. A 

damaged section of the wall, (repair in progress during the summer of 1997), exhibits the 

typical mud mortar and small chinking stones, or ripio between the masonry units. 

Tie bars, perhaps made of old plow parts, have been added to provide lateral 

support to the upper walls of the stmcture. The original roofing is wooden beams and 

decking with masonry topping. 

The building features a roof framing system similar to Building 1 (Figure 6.13). 

The transverse joists, or vigas, do not bear solely on the perimeter wall but are reinforced 

by a longitudinal ledger beam. The vigas are rectangular in sectional dimension and 

appear to extend completely through the exterior wall. The original roof is now covered 
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by cormgated metal roofing that slopes gently to the south. The upper few feet of the 

exterior walls, i.e. the parapet, appears to have been removed in conjunction with this 

roof modification. 

Historic plaster remains, for the most part, intact on this building. Paint residues 

also can be seen: dark green over bright blue at the underside of the door lintel, a Tuscan 

red between the ceiling joists above the plate line, and a beige latex over pink paint at a 

section of the rear elevation. Whitewash has been applied over all masonry surfaces 

except the interior above the plate line where paint remains. 

The door opening on the south elevation contains one set of hand-made paired 

doors with beveled panels and late-nineteenth century cast hinges and locksets. A central 

opening in the interior demising wall also contains a similar pair of paneled doors. The 

door opening on the north elevation contains a non-original board and batten door. 

Heavy wooden lintels over 6 feet long span each doorway. The clear width of all framed 

door openings is 4 feet. 

A later shed addition/chicken coop exists on the south side of the building. The 

building is currently used for miscellaneous storage. A well-populated goat corral is 

located adjacent to the building on the south and eeist sides. 

Proposed constmction dates and missing features 

Archival research, architectural documentation and analysis, and archeological 

investigation are common methods used to investigate historic resources. Through 

historical and architectural research, I have interpreted the development of Los 
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Corralitos and placed it within a context of other such ranch complexes in Zapata 

County. To a large extent, my interpretation confirms the validit>' of local lore and 

disputes the interpretation provided by the Texas Historical Survey Committee in the late 

1970s. 

The major findings of my study of Los Corralitos are that 1) the architectural 

features of "Building 1" are consistent with those of ranch buildings in the area dating 

prior to 1830; 2) based on archival documents such as the testimonial by Jose Margil 

Vidaurri in 1828; "Building 1" is likely to date between 1766 and 1816; and 3) the design 

of "Building 2" is consistent with the architectural features ofiate nineteenth-century 

ranch buildings. 

Dates of constmction 

The late Mercurio Martinez narrated Corralitos' history in the book The Kingdom 

of Zapata, published in 1953. He stated that the central ceiling beam of the main 

building stated "Esta casa fue hecha en 1783" (this building was constmcted in 1783). 

Although this beam no longer exists, in the light of historical events and local 

circumstances, the last quarter of the eighteenth century is a reasonable time frame for 

the constmction of "Building 1". 

The colonial riverfront towns of Camargo and Laredo contained stone buildings 

by 1767 and 1789, respectively.2° The constmction of fortified ranch buildings on 

2̂  Polly Pearl Crawford, "The Beginnings of Spanish Settlement in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley," Unpublished master's thesis, (University of Texas, Austin, 1925): 93-94; 
Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos: Spanish Settlers on the Northem Frontier of New 
Spain, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979): 76. 
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individual porciones, including those of Ramirefio, El Tigre, La Lajita, El Capitanefio 

and Falcon, reportedly occurred in the late eighteenth centmy .2' Cason states that their 

constmction dates are supported by increases in population and stock and land use as 

documented in visitas and other official documents.22 Los Corralitos, as a subdivision of 

a major area hacienda, would likely have developed contemporaneously with these other 

minor ranch establishments. 

The constmction dates given for residences on ranch porciones should be 

carefully considered since some authors have shown a proclivity for assuming that the 

owners built in stone immediately following their occupation of the site. Visita reports 

on the colonial towns show that this rarely occurred. Typically, the settlers lived in 

jacales for quite some time. Depending upon their status and wealth, stone buildings 

may not have been built at all. 

Since the title of Corralitos was merely "held" in 1766, it is reasonable to presume 

that the buildings constmcted initially were not stone. However, given the status and 

wealth of the family relative to other ranchers, and the fact that the grant was established 

by 1753, it is credible that the erection of stone buildings occurred within twenty years of 

its initial occupation by Vidaurri in 1766. A suit brought by Jose Femando Vidaurri 

against his uncles, Macario and Femando Borrego, in 1779 and the growth of the 

2'Lott and Martinez: 14-15,43, 101, 111. 

22 Joe S. Cason, Untitied manuscript, [1952?]. Zapata Count} files, (Texas 
Archeological Research Laboratory, University of Texas, Austin): 3. 
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community to 66 persons in 1782 further establishes Vidaurri's commitment to his 

inheritance.2' 

The existence of a casafuerte at the site in 1816 (as surmised by the testimonial 

of Margil Vidaurri in 1828), also confirms a late-eighteenth constmction date for the 

extant building or at the latest, constmction in the first years of the nineteenth century. 

Since the Revolution of 1810-21 caused a great number of ranches in the Laredo vicinity 

to be abandoned due to Indian depredations, it is unlikely that the Vidaurri family 

occupied themselves with a major building campaign during this time given their 

involvement in the political stmggle. The constmction of Los Corralitos likely occurred 

during the relative peacefiil period before the stmggle for Mexican Independence that 

began in 1810. Constmction of "Building 1" during the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century as archival and local sources suggest, therefore, is plausible. 

The constmction date for "Building 2," the non-fortified building, may be roughly 

determined by comparing it with other standing stmctures in the area. Portions of the 

Jose Trevifio Fort, Cosme Martinez's House at Dolores Nuevo and both buildings at 

Rancho San Francisco, dating to 1851, 1859-1860 and 1854-1874, respectively, contain 

gunports or troneras. Since "Building 2" does not contain these defensive features, it 

may be inferred that it was built after enemy attacks had ceased.2* In addition, the 

2̂  Brown and Cadena: 6; Armando C. Alonzo, Teiano Legacy: Ranchers and Settlers in 
South Texas, 1734-1900. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998): 46. 

2* Cason reports that "raiding of a sporadic sort reportedly continued into the early 
1860s"; Carlos Rugerio, personal communication, San Ygnacio, 1996. 
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thinner walls, larger and more numerous doors and cast hardware all point to a 

constmction date in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. 

As a single historic site, Los Corralitos is unique in that it probably contains a 

fortified building dating to the late-eighteenth century and a late nineteenth-century 

non-fortified building. The relatively intact condition of the casafuerte provides an 

opportunity to understand the building technologies of our state's first settlers. Moreover, 

the placement of Building 1 within the known dates of constmction for other buildings in 

Zapata County, clarifies and reinforces the pattems of architectural development for 

ranch buildings proposed in Chapter Vn. The proposed developmental pattem also will 

refiite the National Register account that states Los Corralitos is "Mexican Colonial" and 

dates to the 1880s or 1890s.25 

Design of missing features 

In the summer of 1998, the Ranching Heritage Center will initiate the 

constmction of a facsimile, or replica, of the casafuerte at Los Corralitos in Lubbock, 

Texas. It is important to recognize that this action does not meet the Secretary of the 

Interior's definition for restoration (which assumes work undertaken involves the actual 

historic resource), nor does it meet the definition for reconstruction (which assumes the 

building does not survive and will be replicated in its historic location).2* These 

25 "Corralitos," National Register nomination. 

2̂  U.S. Department of the Interior, "The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties," 1995, (National Park Service, Cultural Resources, 
Preservation Assistance Division). 
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distinctions, and the specific challenges and rewards associated with replicating Los 

Corralitos at the Center are discussed in Chapter VII. This section simply deals with a 

proposal for the design of missing features. 

Both "The Standards for Restoration" and "The Standards for Reconstmction," 

contain guidance on the design or missing features. "The Standards for Reconstmction, 

Number 4" recommends that the design of missing features 

"will be based on the accurate duplication of historic features and 
elements substantiated by documentary or physical evidence rather than 
on conjectural designs or the availability of different features from other 
historic properties. A reconstmcted property will re-create the appearance 
of the non-surviving historic property is materials, design, color and 
texture. "2' 

This directive is a double-edged sword: it rejects conjecture (in favor of 

documentary or physical evidence) yet it requires that details of the non-surviving 

property are re-created. Unfortunately, no archival documentation, such as historic 

photographs or original drawings for the casafuerte at Los Corralitos are known to exist. 

However, the building has not been substantially modified and most of its historic 

features have left physical clues to their original design. 

For those missing features whose design is not indicated by physical evidence, the 

author has developed design proposals based on the constmction practices and typical 

features of buildings dating to the same period as Los Corralitos. Although not 

recommended by the Secretary of the Interior, this in fact, is a fairly common practice. 

2'Ibid 
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The practice assumes that (1) constmction practices and character-defining features of 

similar buildings are well-defined and (2) an application is appropriate for a specific site. 

Since many architects are not well versed in the Spanish Colonial period 

architecture and few scholars have imdertaken detailed analyses of vemacular ranch 

architecture, this thesis offers a unique opportunity to provide design proposals. Period 

appropriate local ranches buildings are documented in Chapter IV and detailed 

descriptions of their architectural features are provided in Chapter V. This data serves as 

the basis for the design of missing features at Los Corralitos. 

The author's analysis of vemacular ranch buildings in a limited geographic area, 

that of Zapata County, Texas allows the impact of many mitigating factors on the 

building design to be effectively reduced. These factors include building type; 

availability of materials (both locally available and those obtained through trade); 

political and legal constraints; and cultural norms. Each of these factors is a constant for 

the ranch sites in Zapata County studied by the author. 

Further, the author's focus on sites associated with the Jose Vasquez Borrego 

grant imparts a specificity to the research design. These owners were closely related and 

no doubt, the Borrego-Vidaurris had personal knowledge, i.e., had visited, other family 

members' ranches. Finally, the author's demarcation of shifts in architectural form and 

technology associated with various time periods allows corresponding subtleties of 

design to be better understood. The proposals for missing features at Los Corralitos must 

be consistent with those of properties dating to the Spanish Colonial period rather than in 

accord with sites dating to the Mexican Colonial or American occupation periods. 
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The following are design proposals for missing features of Building 1 at Los 

Corralitos. The rationale for each is provided and based on my stud> of building 

technologies associated with the Spanish Colonial period, and vemacular ranch buildings 

in South Texas, particularly those in Zapata County. The proposals are intended to allow 

restoration of the building to its original appearance, presumed to date to the late 

eighteenth century. 

Architectural features that no longer remain extant at "Building 1" include the 

following: portions of the roof; canales or drainage gutters; the single door and its 

hardware; much of the plaster and painted surface; interior fiimishings; and site features. 

The following are theories developed by the author regarding the original design of these 

missing features at "Building 1." These proposals are based on an understanding of the 

constmction practices of relevant sites and on physical evidence of the missing feature. 

Roof materials and constmction The flat masonry roofs of the buildings at Los 

Corralitos are derived from precedents dating hundreds of years prior to their 

constmction. Similar roofs are found throughout historic Spanish territories. The 

common features include closely spaced wood beams, a ceiling of boards or branches, 

and a mud or masonry topping. 

A small remnant of the original ceiling and topping remain in the northeast comer 

of Building 1 (see Figure 5.14). The boards, or tablas, were about 1 inch thick and 4 

inches wide, and laid perpendicular to the roof beams. Above the decking were small 

flat stones mortared in place and coated with a lime, sand and pea-sized gravel mixture. 
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The concrete mixture, chipichil, is common to eighteenth and early nineteenth century 

buildings in South Texas. 

The roof framing is largely gone but the irregularly spaced projecting wood 

members, or short supports for the beam, and a portion of one ledger beam still exist. A 

reasonable assumption may be made that the ledger beam on the opposite wall was 

similar. The only missing component, the transverse beams or vigas, are clearly 

delineated by the size and number of voids or beam pockets located in the extant 

masonry wall. These pockets are about 6 inches square. The physical evidence strongly 

suggests that there were twenty beams, about 6 in by 6 in square. The roof beams of 

early ranch buildings in the Falcon Reservoir area were generally hand-hewn and made 

of cypress or mesquite. 

A frequent question asked about the roof of Building 1 is the existence of an 

access hatch through the roof Although the supports are spaced irregularly and the use 

of ledger beams is somewhat unusual, there appears to be no physical evidence of 

discontinuous framing, i.e., an opening through the roof Local residents have contended 

that a hatch allowed the inhabitants to climb onto the roof to defend the residence, 

however, such hatches are not present at any other fortified buildings visited by the 

author. Eugene George believes that roof openings at several mined Falcon Reservoir 

ranch houses accommodated a chimney and were not used for access.2* 

2* George, personal communication, Austin, 1997. 
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The non-historic cormgated metal roof and rear shed are later additions to 

Building 1. The Ranching Heritage Center has not planned, and should not, to recreate 

this roof at the replica. 

Canales or roof drains. Two types of projecting roof drain gutters are found at 

Zapata County ranch buildings: carved stone and wood. At the original portion of the 

Jesiis Trevifio Fort (ca. 1830), hollowed wooden conductors remain in the parapet, while 

the ca. 1850 and 1870 additions have carved stone conductors (Figure 5.15). 

Photographic documentation of Ramirefio and San Bartolo, early nineteenth-century 

ranches located in the Falcon Reservoir, indicates that they too had wooden conductors. 

Since Building I is thought to date to the late eighteenth century, the assumption 

that its canales were wood would be consistent with the architecture of the period. 

Further, physical evidence of a recessed area within the roof drains points to the use of 

wooden conductors that would have deteriorated over time and, therefore, explains their 

absence (see Figure 6.8 and 6.9). The details of the canale can be determined by the size 

of the masonry pocket, about 6 inches square, and the length of other such features at the 

sites mentioned, about 2 feet. The canale, fashioned from a 6 inch diameter log, should 

be hollowed to form an open gutter as is characteristic of the feature. 

Door and door hardware. The existing door framing members, believed to be 

original, indicate a clear opening about 3 feet wdde, however, no other elements of the 

original door or door fasteners remain. The lack of hardware and/or hardware "ghosts" 

on the framing raises a fundamental question as to whether one or two doors were used 

on the opening. Historic ranch buildings with original doors such as "Building 2" at 
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Corralitos, the Jesiis Trevifio Fort in San Ygnacio, and historic residences in northem 

Mexico and Laredo, include a set of paneled doors in an opening over 3 feet 6 inches 

wide. At first glance, a proposal for two doors of equal wddth is sensible. 

The circa-1830 portion of the Jesiis Trevifio Fort, however, contains a narrow 

opening with an extant heavy, single-leaf, paneled door 2 feet 8 inches wide purported to 

be original to the building (see Figure 4.12, detail "D"). The door features integral wood 

pivots with leather bushing rather than hinges. It contains a single panel surmounted by a 

center rail, and features an iron self-locking hasp and iron angles mounted to the framing 

for placement of a wooden bar. This door is the earliest extant example in the area. 

Given the existence of the early prototype described above and the relatively 

narrow width of the opening at Corralitos, a single door is suggested as appropriate. The 

design of a single-leaf door to fit the opening should be detailed consistently with the 

early door at the Trevifio Fort. A wrought iron hasp and wooden bar to barricade the 

door would suitably represent the common methods of securing the door in a closed 

position (see Figure 5.17). 

Plaster and paint Extant plaster remnants and typical Spanish-Mexican building 

practices both strongly suggest that all masonry surfaces at Corralitos' were originally 

plastered. The existing sandy-lime plaster is about 3/4 inch thick. A similar lime plaster 

was certainly used during the historic period to completely coat the building wall and 

roof Portland cement would not have been added to the mix, or mezcla, since it was not 

readily available until the twentieth century. The only surfaces not covered by the plaster 

or limewash were typically the roof beams, the ceiling, and the door itself 
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Except for the poorest jacales, Spanish and Mexican building traditions employed 

both limewash and paint as the finish of exterior and interior wall surfaces. The final 

coat of plaster received a coating of pure lime mixed with water. Paint, a precious 

resource, was applied judiciously to accent the features of modest residences. Early paint 

schemes may be detected under later limewjish coatings at historic buildings in northem 

Mexico. 

Unfortunately, historic sites in Texas currently do not reflect the historic use of 

painted plasters during the colonial era. The San Antonio missions' rock walls remain 

bare although physical evidence of the original richly pattemed paint scheme for the 

building exterior survived at the time of the buildings' restoration (Figure 6.14). The 

Spanish colonists' love of surface-applied decoration in the Moorish tradition and the 

symbolism of such colors is virtually unrecognized in Texas. 

The author strongly suggests a simple paint scheme is applied to the Los 

Corralitos replica at the Ranching Heritage Center to illustrate the historic use of color 

and omament. The proposal is based on a modest historic home in Mexico documented 

in the 1920s. It featured an 8 inch wide cobalt blue stripe of color surrounding the door 

and continuing at the base of the building about 30 inches high (Figure 6.15). Blue 

signifies the blessing of heaven upon those who pass through the door. It is the most 

common color found around door and window openings. At the interior, a Tuscan red 

stripe at the base of the wall, 20 inches high and another from 10 inches below the plate 

line to the ceiling should be applied. The general finish for the masonry surfaces consists 

simply of whitewash. 
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Figure 6.14: Mission San Jose y San Miguel de Aguayo 
Source: Noonan-Guerra, The Missions of San Antonio 
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Interior fittings and furnishings. Robert Juarez provides valuable data about the 

furnishing ofiate nineteenth-century ranch houses in his "Architectural Description of 

Dolores Ranch. "2̂  In 1976, he recounted the simple beds and tables, religious items and 

cooking implements found at Dolores that had been in continuous use for over a hundred 

years. His information may be used by the Center as a guide for the selection of 

appropriate furnishings for Corralitos. It should be home in mind, however, that typical 

fiimishings of the late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth century were undoubtedly even 

simpler than those he describes. 

To fumish the building suitably, the likely number of inhabitants should also be 

considered. Since a census report of Laredo in 1789 indicated that the average dwelling 

housed seven people,'^ we can assume that the density of inhabitants at Los Corralitos 

may have been similar. This relatively large number of people, accommodated within a 

single room, again suggests that the fiimishings were minimal. Although, the owners 

were successful, their primary material possessions were their land and livestock. Family 

members shared beds, benches and tables, if they existed at all. Other possessions may 

have included pottery, cooking implements, armaments and clothing (see Chapter V). 

The owner's personal items were probably stored on high shelves along the 

interior walls. Juarez and George both describe projecting wooden brackets at interior 

walls used to support shelves or to hang individual items. The wooden blocks set into the 

2̂  Robert Juarez, "Architectural Description of Dolores Ranch," Unpublished 
manuscript, 1976, (Ranching Heritage Center, Texas Tech University). 

'° Gilberto M. Hinojosa, A Borderlands Tovm in Transition: Laredo, 1755-1870. 
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1983): 20. 
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wall of "Building 1" may be the remnants of individual hanging pegs. Although they are 

now cut flush with the wall, these pegs should be extended in the facsimile to allow 

blankets, vaquero equipment and other items to be hung from the wall. 

Site features. The ranch at Los Corralitos undoubtedly contained corrals, 

watering troughs and wooden jacales serving a variety of purposes. Above ground 

evidence for such features no longer remain. The design and distribution of typical site 

features such as the corral and the homo may be inferred by a study of other ranch sites. 

Pertulla, for example, notes the prevalence of homos at ranches in the Falcon Reservoir 

area." A largely intact example from San Ygnacio probably dating to the late-nineteenth 

century provides a reasonable prototype design for this feature (see Figure 5.5). 

Other features such as bams and latrines probably did not exist at Los Corralitos 

(see Chapter V). Jacales or wooden corrals probably did accompany the stone buildings 

during its early period however, it is suggested that these are not reconstmcted unless the 

relationship to the main building is determined through archeological investigation. 

Restoration in-situ. A full restoration of the casafuerte to its original appearance 

in-situ would require further research and quite possibly could not be re-created without 

some conjecture. At a minimum, removal of later additions to the building and repairs to 

the existing roof are recommended to ensure a measure of protection and to more 

accurately match to its historic appearance as a single building unencumbered by later 

additions. 

" Timothy K. Perttula, Sergio A. Imegas and G. Lain Ellis, An Assessment of the 
Threatened Prehistoric and Historic Archeological Resources at Falcon Reservoir. Zapata 
and Starr Counties, Texas. Division of Antiquities Protection, Cultural Resource 
Management Report No. 9., (Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1996): 80-81. 
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The one-room sandstone building at Los Corralitos is a rare, largely intact 

example of a fortified ranch building dating to earliest times of Spanish ranching on the 

Rio Grande. As such it tells an important story about the living conditions of the first 

ranchers in Texas. Many scholars have noted that architecture is shaped by diverse 

concems including economics, aesthetics, ease of construction, provision for light and 

air. However, it is clear that the form and technology of these historic buildings, above 

all else, reflect these ranchers' desire for survival. 

Fortunately, this historic resource remains today in South Texas. With the 

replication of Los Corralitos in Lubbock, the Ranching Heritage Center will reinforce its 

commitment to describing a complete story of the ranching in Texas. The brave and 

enduring legacy of the Spanish settler-ranchers will be placed first in the context of our 

state's ranching history. 

Coincidentally, the Jesiis Trevino-Uribe Fort in San Ygnacio was recently 

honored with designation as a National Historic Landmark by the Department of the 

Interior.'2 The program recognizes sites of historical significance to our nation; the 

Trevifio-Uribe Fort was determined to be significant for its role in Spain's colonization of 

the United States. Los Corralitos is also a part of this proud heritage, and 

acknowledgment of this fact by the author, the Ranching Heritage Center and perhaps, 

the State of Texas, is but another small step toward recognizing the rich legacy of 

Spanish and Mexica- era ranching in Zapata County and South Texas. 

'2 Terri Myers and Marlene Elizabeth Heck, "Trevifio-Uribe Rancho," National Historic 
Landmark nomination, 1998, (Austin: Texas Historical Commission). 
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CHAPTER VII 

OBSERVATIONS ON RANCH ARCHITECTURE 

An architecture "of place" holds considerable interest for the public and the 

architectural profession today. As we seek to define ways to strengthen our communities 

with unique identities, simple vemacular buildings often provide relevant models for 

ways to make architecture that is reflective of its time and place. 

The era of Spanish Colonial mle in Texas shaped the early formation of our 

state's character and, today, as economic realities reinforce our ties to Mexico, a better 

understanding of this historic period will help to link our past to our future. The ranching 

heritage of the state, recognized world-wide, is a particularly important area for Texans 

to study, understand and interpret without cultural bias. 

The sub-cultural identity of Texans with Spanish and Mexican roots is one 

intimately bound to stmggle, bravely in the face of great odds, war, and community. For 

many of these Tejanos, open-range cattle ranching figured prominently in the history of 

their families and their fortunes. To document and interpret historic ranching sites and 

ranch architecture is to understand the conditions of the lives of our state's earliest 

settlers and to recognize their significant contributions in building La Frontera. 

The author developed a research interest in Spanish Colonial vemacular buildings 

in 1993. In the last five years, several initiatives were undertaken including (1) a study of 

the extent of architectural resources remaining in the major areas of Spanish Colonial 

settlement; (2) a renewed look at the ranch buildings inundated by the Falcon Reservoir; 
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and (3) the documentation and interpretation of Los Corralitos in Zapata County 

Observations on each of these topics follows. 

Architectural Resources of the Spanish Colonial Period 

For several hundred years beginning in the sixteenth century, the Spanish Crown 

directed the exploration, colonization, and occupation of New Spain, including its 

northem frontier. Within the boundaries of the present state of Texas, this occupational 

force remained an official colony of Spain until 1810, when the stmggle for 

Independence began. Although Spain's efforts to settle Texas extended for over two 

hundred-fifty years, the physical record of Spanish Texas remains elusive. 

Several factors contribute to the absence of architectural resources. These 

including biodegradation of building materials, salvage of building parts, neglect or lack 

of maintenance, and destmction for redevelopment. Unfortunately, these actions have 

combined in such a way as to almost, but not quite, eradicate the vestiges of the Spanish 

settlers' modest existence on the frontier. 

In order to research the architectural record of Spanish Texas, one must look 

carefiilly for unusual marks on the landscape, study historic maps and archival 

documents, ask questions of local residents and peruse the great and small books of 

Texas history. These methods begin to reveal the extent and character of the state's 

earliest colonial settlements. The author initially undertook a comprehensive study of the 

state's Spanish Colonial resources and was startied by the results. 
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Centers of Spanish colonial settlement and ranching 

Although places across the state such as Bucareli, San Saba, Refiigio, San Marcos 

and many others were inhabited during the Spanish Colonial period, their occupation was 

generally so brief that no "permanent" constmction was attempted. The major areas in 

which Spanish colonists did have lasting tenure and significant impact were: (1) East 

Texas near Nacogdoches; (2) the corridor between San Antonio and Goliad; (3) the Rio 

Grande Valley. The El Paso area, although settled during the same era, is associated with 

a chronologically and culturally distinct colonization effort that is not a part of this study. 

The remoteness and dense forests of the East Texas settlements hindered their 

progress as the provincial center. During some forty years of concentrated effort in the 

early 1700s, a few mde wooden missions, a wooden presidio, and a small civil settlement 

near Nacogdoches were constmcted; the evidence of these historic sites is archeological. 

By the 1770s, almost all Spanish efforts to establish permanent settlements in 

East Texas were retracted: the colonization effort had been undermined by France since 

the begirming. Then, by 1810, settlers from the eastem United States began their steady 

infiltration. Today, the former colonial capital of Tejas retains only the most minor 

vestiges of its historic legacy. No authentic Spanish Colonial architectural resources 

remain in East Texas. 

The San Antonio River settlements fared much better due to the success of the 

Franciscan missionaries in establishing irrigable farmlands, productive ranching 

operations, and minor industries. The architectural legacy of the missionaries remains in 

the still-active parish churches restored by local efforts and recognized by the nation and 
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state today as some of our most significant historic resources. Appropriately, these sites 

confirm the vital role of the missionaries in the history of the Spanish frontier. 

By contrast, the numerous private cattle ranches established in the vicinity of San 

Antonio de Bexar did not yield a lasting physical presence. Onl\' a handful of residential 

stmctures in the city itself have been preserved, and few of these represent the lives of 

the average citizen during the Spanish Colonial period.' Altiiough culturally its Hispamc 

legacy remains very much alive, much of the physical fabric of the colonial San Antonio 

is gone forever. 

Notwithstanding the Rio Grande Valley's late colonization, it was numerically the 

most successful civilian settlement region. By 1760, its total population dwarfed the 

composite populations of San Antonio, La Bahia, and Nacogdoches in the province of 

Tejas. It is, therefore, not surprising that historic resources of this region are numerous, 

reflecting the extent and progress of colonial era settlement. 

The Rio Grande Valley contains an abundance of data related to colonial period 

cattle ranching because ranching was a prominent occupation of its inhabitants. In 

contrast to other regions of Spanish Texas, the colonizers of this region specifically 

entrusted its occupational effort to civilians, specifically stockraisers from adjacent 

provinces, rather than missionaries or soldiers. Therefore, larger settlements that arose 

during the historic period such as Dolores, San Ygnacio, Rancho Camestolendas, San 

' The Spanish-Mexican colonial period resources of San Antonio include: the Navarro 
House, The Spanish Govemor's Palace, the Yturri-Edmunds Mill (possibly a mission 
ranch building), the Francisco Ruiz House and the five missions, among others. 
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Jose de Palafox and other, can be understood through their associations with private 

ranching operations rather than as centers of government, religious or military' activities. 

The relationship between a substantive architectural record and successfiil 

settlement efforts is not surprising. As the colonial history of our border towns is 

investigated through archeology and archival research, the nature and extent of ranching 

on Spanish land grants may be better understood. Historians already agree that the Rio 

Grande Valley was home to the largest and most dense ranching operations during the 

colonial period and architects find the area to be rich in resources associated with this 

building type. 

Preservation of these Resources 

A study of the historic architectural record is moderated not only by the historical 

reality but the ability of the resource to remain extant. On this basis, the historic ranch 

buildings of the Rio Grande Valley merited closer scmtiny. 

In East Texas, the wooden palisades of Mission Nuestra Sefiora de los Ais 

deteriorated soon after their constmction and those of Fort St. Louis easily bumed to a 

pile of ash, however, the local building materials of South Texas environment are 

enduring. Sandstone, limestone and their by-products, sand and lime, yield an 

architecture that is able to endure centuries. 

Pattems of urban growth also effect the preservation of historic resources. For 

example, Laredo expanded very modestly in the nineteenth and early twentieth centurv 

and retains a core of very early buildings along its riverfront. The modem city of San 
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Antonio, by contrast, hosted an entirely new ethnic group, in the mid- nineteenth century 

and enacted dramatic urban redevelopment plans in the early twentieth centur\. The new 

communities and roads designed and implemented by the German immigrants largely 

erased the imprint of Spanish Colonial San Antonio. 

Such importune past actions have significantly diminished the number of standing 

historic stmctures available for study by architects and historians. However, on a 

positive note, investigation and interpretation through archeology remains a viable 

possibility for many colonial sites. 

Ranch Architecture in Zapata County 

Fortunately, along the middle and lower Rio Grande, historic buildings remain at 

many sites associated wdth original Spanish land grants. Architectural resources located 

in Zapata County are of particular interest since they were recognized in the 1930s, 

evaluated in the 1950s, and were the subject of architectural documentation and 

publication in the 1970s. Documents associated with these research efforts, such as 

HABS drawings and photo archives at UTSA, provide a unique treatise of modem 

scholarship on almost vanished historic sites at the Falcon Reservoir. Additionally, the 

1994 survey and historic designation of historic sites in conjunction with the Los 

Caminos Heritage project provides broad contextual data on sites in adjacent counties. 

The current situation provides a unique opportunity to re-interpret the ranch 

architecture of the state wdthin a specific historical, cultural, and regional context. WTiile 

detailed historical records of the ranch sites in Zapata County are not readily available, 
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roughly accurate dates are available through previous documentation efforts. The 

author's study of the relative age, prosperity, density and political conditions surrounding 

these communities leads to a new architectural interpretation of Zapata County ranches. 

Theories on fortified and non-fortified architecture 

A major assertion of this work is that during the third quarter of the nineteenth 

century, the form and technology of historic ranch buildings in Zapata County shifted 

from (1) a traditional fortified building type, to (2) a non-traditional fortified building 

type, to (3) a non-fortified building type. This historic period corresponds to the Treaty 

of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, the permanent establishment of troops at Ft. Mcintosh in 

1849, and perhaps, most importantly, the demise of the generation who began life as 

colonists of Nuevo Santander and lived its entirety fighting against intmders. That this 

shift occurred later and more gradually than previously thought is supported by a survey 

of various sites in Zapata County. 

Although the initial and terminal dates associated with this typological change 

cannot be conclusively proven, the author's contends that the shift began in the 1850s and 

was not complete until at least 1874. This observation is significant as it characterizes 

Spanish Colonial and Mexican period ranches exclusively as the traditional fortified 

dwelling type. In addition, it suggests that a fortified building type, albeit modified, 

survived well after the area's inclusion into the United States. 

In order to support this assertion, the following framework is provided for 

understanding the evolution of this architectural resource and the features associated with 
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it. The following architectural trends apply specifically to ranch houses in Zapata 

County: 

Traditional casa fuerte: 1750-1850. Most, if not all, of the building's significant 

architectural features are associated with defense. 

Modified casa fuerte: 1851 -1874. Building design includes other significant 

architectural features and stmctures not associated with defense. 

^^on-casa fuerte. 1875-present. Architectural features associated with defense 

are no longer present. 

Chapter IV documented several Zapata County ranch buildings from all three 

periods and Chapter V analyzed the buildings in terms of their architectural features and 

changes in those features over time. What follows is a discussion of the nature of this 

evolution and the significant architectural features that characterize each period. 

Impact of defensibility on design 

Authorities in the field of architecture long ago recognized that many factors 

affect design. A partial list might include economics, climate, cultural tradition, 

meaning, function, and technology. This thesis asserts that on the Rio Grande, especially 

in the vicinity of Laredo and San Ygnacio, the most significant consideration influencing 

early ranch architecture was the functional ability of the building to serve as a defensible 

place of refuge. 
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As the safety of the Hispanic ranchers became somewhat more secure during the 

third quarter of the nineteenth century, other concems surfaced and became transcendent, 

producing a richer and more varied architectural style. New standards for craftsmanship, 

privacy, and, in some cases, an urbanized context, altered the form and technology of the 

architecture. After 1875, defensive architectural features appear to be completely absent 

from local ranch buildings. Increasing attention is for natural light and fresh air, personal 

comfort, and ease of maintenance guide the design of residential buildings. 

Characteristics of the traditional casafuerte 

In the earliest period during which cattle ranching was practiced in Zapata 

County, perils continually affected the ability of the ranchers to occupy their lands. 

Many settlers were killed or captured while protecting their homes and possessions. The 

inhabitants of the frontier were subjected to an unusually high number and long duration 

of threats which included: 

1. the harshness of the natural environment; 

2. the retaliation of native tribes to non-native settlement through the 

late-nineteenth century; 

3. the War for Mexican Independence during 1810-21; 

4. a power stmggle between the Texians and Tejanos from 1836 to 1848; and 

5. the vigilante actions of Texas Rangers in the Rio Grande area after statehood. 
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The exclusive predominance of fortified ranch architecture in through the 

mid-nineteenth century attests to the dangers of living on the colonial frontier. Examples 

of sites dating to this period are: the Jose Vasquez Borrego hacienda at Dolores and 

several smaller ranches such as Ramirefio, Uribefio, and Clarefio in the Falcon Reservoir 

area. These settlements constitute the first occupation of the Rio Grande Valley during 

the Spanish Colonial period. 

The founding of Hacienda Dolores may have preceded the establishment of other 

ranch settlements by at least fifteen years and supported an unusually large independent 

community, but the stmggle to maintain a viable ranch and keep from death was a 

concem common to hacendados and rancheros alike. The response to these conditions 

links these early fortified ranch buildings by a similar architectural vocabulary. The 

architectural features associated with fortification, common to presidios and mission 

compounds as well, include: gunports, very thick sandstone walls, a flat inflammable 

roof, heavy doors that could be barricaded, and a round defensive tower. 

Ruins of the settlement at Dolores exhibit every aspect of this architectural 

vocabulary. The huge one-room sandstone building probably served as the nucleus, 

headquarters, and main sanctuary of this community after 1767. Each of its solid mbble 

walls, almost 3 feet thick, contained gunports. A round tower 21 feet in diameter, 

undoubtedly equipped with gunports also, afforded the watchman an opportunity to sight 

trespassers along the riverfront. Testimonials by the founder's grandson indicate that the 

tower was added in 1814 in response to repeated attack from native tribes. The message 
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remaining in Dolores' windowless wall and tower mins speaks of its role as a fortress for 

its inhabitants. 

Ramirefio, although smaller in size, contains similar features as the main building 

at Dolores. The minimal fenestration, two doors and no windows, is compensated by 

several troneras located on each wall and flanking the door. The masonry walls, two feet 

six inches thick, terminate in a parapet with a flat masonry roof The single-room 

building served as a residence for the Ramirez family on their typical porcion and was 

reportedly constmcted between 1781 and 1810. 

The next example is Los Corralitos, a ranch having direct associations with the 

original Borrego grant. Its name indicates that it may have served as the site of a remote 

corral for the Dolores herds by the early nineteenth century. The casafuerte that remains 

today were reportedly built by Jose Femando Vidaurri in about 1783. 

This eighteenth-century constmction date is supported by its architectural 

similarity to Dolores and Ramirefio. It lacks any major openings other than a door on its 

east elevation, and contains eight troneras, including a tronera flanking either side of the 

door. Masonry constmction consists of a flat concrete roof and sandstone walls almost 3 

feet thick. The building closely corresponds to the plan and framing dimensions of 

Ramirefio. 

Although the details or daily events in the lives of Spanish settlers at these sites 

are not known, clearly their concem for protection marked almost every aspect of their 

architecture. As the land and people who were once Spanish became Mexican in 1810, 

and then citizens living on the southem boundary of the United States in 1848, the threats 
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to their safety mandated an architecture of fortification. Contrary to the contention of 

other authors, that architecture did not immediately change with United States citizenship 

or with the presence of the U. S. Army in the vicinity. 

Characteristics of the non-traditional casafuerte 

The continued erection of fortified buildings well into the 1860s indicates that the 

U.S. Army's protection against the continued threat of the Apache and Comanche was not 

immediately effective upon establishment of Fort Mcintosh in 1849. The prevalence of 

fortified buildings for almost a generation following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 

1848, the area's inclusion in the U.S., may also reflect the old settlers' distrust of their 

new Anglo government. 

Several sites illustrate that in the 1850s ranchers continued to produce new 

buildings or additions to existing building complexes with remarkable similarity to the 

early fortified prototypes. The exclusivity of design features associated with defensive 

purposes is, however, eventually supplanted by other recognizable regional vemacular 

features. The decorative and functional features developed during this transitional period 

completely replace the fortified character of regional buildings by the end of this period. 

The Jesiis Trevifio-Uribe Fort exhibits this shift by the differences between its 

earlier and later period buildings. One room, possibly dating to 1830 or earlier, 

contained only troneras and one extraordinarily heavy single leaf door on a pivot. 

Rooms and enclosing compound walls 12 feet high, added about 1851, feature troneras. 

This enclosed compound evidences the lingering concem of its owner for securit\. His 
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inclusion of such defensive features reflects the existence of threats to his family and his 

memory of architectural responses to combat endangerment. Notably, in 1851 Uribe also 

embellished his compound with sundials, decorative interior wood framing, and carved 

stone canales. By 1870, thin-walled room additions to this relatively urban residence 

each include a numerous doors facing onto the public streets. 

Two buildings at Rancho San Francisco, just south of Corralitos, also constmcted 

during this pivotal period, illustrate the leading and trailing edge of the architectural 

transition to less fortification. The earlier building dating between 1854 and 1874 

contains ten troneras, no windows and originally had a flat roof draining to wood 

canales. The second building constmcted in 1874 contains only three troneras. It 

features architectural omaments such as a carved stone medallion inscribed with its date 

of constmction and carved stone canales. It communicates the fact that a building's 

defensibility was no longer a primary concem of its residents, although aspects of the 

fortified house such as flat concrete roofs and the absence of windows were carried 

forward. 

A third example of a transitional period ranch community is Dolores Nuevo, just 

south of Laredo. The site includes one fortified residence constmcted by the ranch 

founder, Cosme Martinez in 1859. His house contained the classic features of 

fortification: a flat roof, at least four troneras, few doors, and no windows. It confirms 

that hostilities affecting ranching warranted that such private fortresses continued to be 

built, even in late- nineteenth century America. Dolores Nuevo reputedly featured an 
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inscribed center ceiling beam to verify occupancy of the property, a necessary practice to 

support land tities after the Bourland and Miller report of 1852. 

Also found at Dolores Nuevo is the 1914 house of Mama Manuela. Cleariy it is 

the product of gentier times. The roof is gabled and covered in wood shingles that 

indicate little fear of arson. The windows are large and allow plentifiil light and air. Its 

doors were larger than the earlier examples and probably could not be barricaded. It is 

houses like these freestanding, sturdy masonry buildings with shuttered windows and 

pitched roofs that become the standard for later residential building types in the region. 

With the exception of the last site, the buildings described above dating from the 

1770s through the 1870s are examples of the fortified architectural type. These sites 

provide a revised understanding of the character of conditions in the Rio Grande Valley 

as well as its architecture. If the existence of fortified buildings is considered as a 

measure of tmth for Tumer's definition of the frontier, "the meeting point between 

savagery and civilization," then the historical revision proposed herein has several 

interesting imphcations. 

First, the Spanish Empire's directive to conquer unpopulated lands was followed 

by its subjects' descendants long after the Spain had no right to claim the land or its 

occupants as its own. Second, even after the region was incorporated into the United 

States it remained a dangerous settlement frontier not only to the "norteamericanos" but 

also to those who had lived here for as long as a hundred years. Third, the United States 

as a whole was generally, in the 1870s, a place which safety and securit\ had been 

assured for its settlers over a hundred years. That it was not assured, in fact, that it was 
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so notably absent as to require a radically protective built environment, should change 

our view of late-nineteenth century America. 

Other aspects of fortified and non-fortified 2irchitecture 

The presence of defensive architectural features until 1874 and the absence 

afterwards illustrates a very meaningful change to the design of local ranch architecture. 

However, contemporary with the de-emphasis of fortification is the debut of new 

architectural features. Decorative omament appears as a result of increasingly 

sophisticated craftsmanship and includes stone medallions, rosettes and sundials; 

inscribed and shaped roof beams and corbels; and carved stone gargolas. This period 

also signifies the beginning of multi-roomed residences, thinner walls, and rectangular 

rather than square vigas. The last is attributed to better transportation, milling practices, 

and dwindling local resources. 

The delineation between early fortified ranch buildings and later fortified ranch 

buildings has not been formally presented prior to this study. This thesis contends that 

the traditional flat-roofed, fortified ranch house was constmcted in the Zapata County 

area well past the mid-nineteenth century. An unpublished manuscript dating to the 

mid-fifties by Joe Cason, an archeologist with the National Park Service, states that such 

simple, fortified buildings were only constmcted prior to 1800. 

Cason documented over a dozen vemacular ranch buildings in Zapata Count\' 

prior to constmction of the Falcon Reservoir. He identified and labeled flat roofed, 

single-room building with thick walls and gunports as "Type One" buildings and pitched 
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roof, thirmer walled, multi-room stmctures as "Type Two" buildings. Notably, at a site 

known as Lopefio, at least one of the buildings contains troneras and Cason dates this 

stmcture either to 1821 or 1850. However, he states that the "Type Two" buildings 

"present something of a paradox: although they are much more recent than the type one 

stmctures, neither the local population nor the historians of the area have much 

information on them... consequently, the writer [Cason] was unable to find examples 

dating from the early 1800s. "2 

As Ceison hints at the contradictions in his own observations, the question arises 

why he chose 1800 as the terminal date for the fortified building type when his 

manuscript references incidents of Indian raiding between 1755 and 1848 in Kingdom of 

Zapata. Further, he was told personally by area residents that: "raiding of a sporadic sort 

continued until the early 1860's."' Cason's prematurely ascribes the demise of defensive 

features to 1800 and the reasons for his belief that this date was accurate are not clear. 

This study disproves Cason's theory for the terminal date of the early building 

type. His "Type One" description largely fits the Trevifio-Uribe Fort additions of 1851, 

the 1859 casa grande at Dolores Nuevo, and both buildings at Rancho San Francisco 

dating between 1853-1874. These examples demonstrate that settlers of this area did not 

feel secure until well after the United States Army established Fort Mcintosh in 1849. It 

also may indicate the rancher's general distrust for the American government, their fear 

2 Joe S. Cason, Untitled typescript, [1952?] (Texas Archeological Research 
Laboratory, University of Texas, Austin): 9. 

'Ibid., page 3. 
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of the notoriously vengeful Texas Rangers, and the continuance of Apache and 

Comanche depredations. 

Unfortunately, the extensive physical history of many early Zapata County 

ranches has now been lost to the Falc6n Reservoir tides. Buildings may no longer be 

observed in the detail that Cason had available prior to their inundation. Cason's 

mistaken theories may be partially attributed to a lack of archival rather than 

architectural information. Interestingly he does hint that a change in door placement, 

wall constmction, roof form, and materials occurred after the 1840s. 

Misinterpretations of other Zapata County properties were also made by the 

Texas Historical Survey Committee in the mid-1970s while developing National Register 

nominations for buildings in Zapata County. The nomination for Rancho San Francisco 

states that the early stone building dates to the 1840s. Emory's boundary survey map of 

1853-54 does not indicate the presence of a settlement at the site. Moreover, the 

rectangular dimensioned lumber used in the roof framing of the building was not readily 

available in the area until the 1850s. 

These historical studies and documentation efforts illustrate the difficulty of 

dating initial constmction of the local ranch complexes. The local techniques of masonry 

constmction change very little over a himdred years until the introduction of brick and 

concrete block. Moreover, the sheer simplicity of these vemacular buildings, both 

spatially and fimctionally, tends to provide few features on which to base theories about 

stylistic shifts. 
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Ideas for Further Research and Documentation 

To support the emerging understanding of resources associated with early ranch 

settlements, further research and documentation are needed. Academic studies might 

include intensive documentation of a specific ranch complex or, conversely, broader and 

complimentary contextual studies of ranches common to one jurisdiction. 

This author has determined that the physical state of many historic ranch 

settlements dictate that one conduct historical and archeological research to supplement 

architectural investigation. Archival documents, especially those located in Mexico-

such as land records, visitation reports and other colonial period legal documents- have 

been littie utilized for historical research on properties north of the Rio Grande. Review 

of land records at Nuevo Guerrero, Mexico, or colonial Revilla, could establish a chain 

of ownership for individual properties now located in Zapata County, Texas. 

Surprisingly littie archeology has been done on private ranches in Zapata County 

and at Dolores Viejo. Archeological investigation often provides data on subsurface 

features critical to understanding the development and character of a site. Remains of 

other masoruy buildings, indications of wood stmctures or site features are also possible 

finds. In addition, Mexican ceramics and evidence of other types of material goods can 

help to confirm the dates that the site was first occupied. For example, "Pueblo green on 

white" majolica was produced between 1780 and 1800.* A concentration of this type of 

ceramics at Corralitos might indicate that the ranch was occupied at that time. 

* Timothy K. Perttula, Sergio A. Imegas and G Lain Ellis, An Assessment of the 
Threatened Prehistoric and Historic Archeological Resources at Falcon Reservoir, Zapata 
and Starr Counties, Texas. Division of Antiquities Protection, Cultural Resource 
Management Report No. 9, (Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1996): 82. 
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Archival research and archeological investigations are recommended for the Los 

Corralitos ranch complex to support interpretation of the "Spanish Compound" at the 

Ranching Heritage Center (see Recommendations for the Ranching Heritage Center, next 

section). This work should be undertaken immediately since the exhibit may be mounted 

as soon as the summer of 1998. The project is timely since the current owner, Lannie 

Mecom, supports the documentation and preservation of the site. She generously 

provided access to the site for this research effort in June and September 1997 and hired 

Frank Briscoe to undertake necessary repair to the late-nineteenth century building during 

the summer of 1997. 

Publication of Robert Juarez's study of Dolores Nuevo is also recommended since 

the manuscript, prepared for the Ranching Heritage Center in 1976, provides valuable 

and personal information on that late-nineteenth century ranch community. Juarez 

interviewed family members and transcribed their memories of the actual constmction, 

use, and fiimishings of buildings present in the 1970s as well as those long gone. Dr. 

Juarez, Robert's father, indicated to the author that Texas A&M University Press has 

expressed an interest in publishing the work if the original photographs can be found. 

The Texas Historical Commission documented the site in the late 1970s and is willing to 

contribute large format photographs for this purpose. 

A revised version of Historic Architecture of Texas: The Falcon Reservoir 

written by Eugene George, first published by the Texas Historical Commission and Texas 

Historical Foundation in 1975, is expected soon.̂  George, a Castleberry Professor at the 

5 Eugene George, personal communication, 1997. 
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University of Texas San Antonio, has remained active in researching and studying the 

architecture of the Borderlands and his work will undoubtedly prove insightful. His work 

remains the most important study of South Texas ranch architecture and a revised version 

may elucidate the nascent theories of Joe Cason on the development of architecture in the 

region and provide historical data on the porciones of Zapata County. 

Dr. Mario Sanchez has suggested that a thematic property listing for historic 

ranches on the National Register of Historic Places is appropriate* A thematic property 

would allow historic ranch sites not currently recognized to be listed on the National 

Register and should include expansions and revisions to the existing listed properties' 

Historic ranches recognized by the Texas Family Land Heritage Land Registry, General 

Land Office, are currently not otherwise designated* A thematic National Register 

nomination, at the outset, might not be comprehensive of every historic ranch site in 

South Texas but would provide a vehicle for later inclusion as sites are recognized. 

Listing in the National Register of Historic Places does not limit private 

development but would provide a measure of protection where federal funding threatens 

a site. Another benefit of national and/or state historical designations would be potential 

* Mario Sanchez, editor, A Shared Experience: The History, Architecture and Historic 
Designations of the Lower Rio Grande Heritage Corridor, (Austin: Texas Historical 
Commission, 2nd edition, 1994): 14. 

' Dolores Viejo, Dolores Nuevo, Corralitos, San Francisco, the Jesiis Trevifio Fort, and 
Los Ojuelos are listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 

* The Texas Family Land Heritage Registry includes Bustamante Ranch, Camaron 
Ranch, Escobas Ranch, Las Ballitas, Santo Tomas Ranch and Trevifio Circle T Ranch. 
The program recognizes ranches held by the same family for one hundred or more years. 
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grants for building rehabilitation or archeological research from the Texas Historical 

Commission's Texas Preservation Tmst Fund. 

Recommendations for the Ranching Heritage Center 

"Building 1" at Los Corralitos was selected by Mr. John Lott, Board member of 

the Ranching Heritage Association, in early 1996 as a model for what was generically 

called the "Spanish Compound" at the Ranching Heritage Center, an outdoor building 

museum in Lubbock, Texas. Mr. Lott will sponsor the constmction of a fiill scale 

facsimile at the Center in the near fiiture. Documentation of the building was made 

possible by Mr. Lott and was undertaken by Michael Peters, a faculty member at Texas 

Tech University, with the assistance of the author in June 1997. Peters is in process of 

completing constmction documents for the building. Erection of the replica is expected 

to begin in April 1998. 

Since the Center primarily contains historic buildings relocated from their 

original sites rather than a replica, the Los Corralitos project is unique. The exhibition of 

a facsimile has several positive benefits. First, the historic resource is not disturbed or 

modified in the process of its relocation and exhibition on museum grounds. Second, 

archeological data remains in close association with the historic stmcture thus increasing 

the value of both resources. Third, the resource remains physically a part of the 

community in which it originated. 

The challenges associated with a project of "replication" are also numerous. 

Documentation of existing conditions in situ, including accurate dimensions, local 
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materials and craftsmanship techniques is critically important. Following recordation of 

the historic fabric, designs for missing features must be developed. The methodology for 

this task is essentially similar to that used for reconstmction and should be based on 

substantive documentary evidence. Proposals for missing architectural features are 

provided by the author in Chapter VI. 

The interpretation of historic sites such as Los Corralitos must be based on 

reliable data about the history of the site, its users, and its development over time. This 

information should be selectively presented to the public in a manner that enhances their 

understanding of the building as a specific place as well as illustrates the broader themes 

such as colonial settlement pattems, Spanish-Mexican building techniques, or dynastic 

ranch families. Information on these broader contextual themes is presented in this 

Chapters II, EI and VI of this thesis. 

The author suggests that, relative to Los Corralitos, the following are critical 

issues to communicate to visitors of the Ranching Heritage Center. First is simply that 

the exhibit portrays Los Corralitos, a ranch founded in the eighteenth century in present 

Zapata County and perhaps built as early as 1783. It will be the oldest ranch represented 

at the Center. Second, this ranch was established as part of Spain's three-hundred year 

effort to direct settlement of Texas. Ranching was a significant aspect of Spain's 

settlement policy. Third, the architectural form and technology of the casafuerte results 

primarily from cultural precedents, its environment, and the need of the ranchers to 

defend themselves. Its whitewashed, painted masonry constituted a typical fortress-like 
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home for Spanish colonists in the Rio Grande Valley. Finally, it should be made clear 

that the building on exhibit is a replica rather than an actual historic building. 

The devices used to communicate these ideas are best determined by a museum 

specialist with knowledge of the Spanish Colonial period. It is strongly suggested that 

fiirther research should be conducted through both archival and archeological 

investigations to establish a more specific date of constmction for the building since the 

late-eighteenth century constmction date, 1783, needs to be confirmed. The author is 

tentatively planning an investigation by professional archeologists in early 1998. 

In addition, little is known about the lives of the family members who inhabited 

Los Corralitos during its historic period. Research into the Vidaurri family's genealogy, 

economic history and legal documents would help to provide a better picture its role in 

the settiement of the Southwest by Spanish colonists, of its expression of cultural values 

and of its role in the development of a ranching industry in Texas. The author intends to 

continue field and historical research on Los Corralitos as the exhibition plans are 

developed. 

The recognition of the legacy of Spanish ranching in Texas should be a 

paramount concem for our state and a valid goal for the Ranching Heritage Center's 

diverse exhibition program. Spanish settlers occupied, at great risk to themselves and 

their families, a tremendous land of untold promise. Rare and important buildings 

endure from the time of their stmggle. These resources demonstrate to the public today, 

as they did to British, German, Alsatian, and countless other past settlers, that Texas is a 

place worthy of calling home. 
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APPENDDCA 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

acequia 

adobe 

albanil 

alcalde 

alzado y cimmaron 

ancon 

Apacheria 

arena blanca 

arroyo 

banqueta 

bisagra 

bordon 

brasada 

caballeria 

caballeriza 

caballero 

cajon 

cal 

calera 

irrigation ditch or canal 

sun-dried bricks 

mason 

mayor of a chartered town 

free roaming cattle 

field 

Texas plains, home to roeuning tribes of Apache 

white sand 

creek 

ledge or stoop adjacent to a building 

hinge 

beading on wooden elements, such as roof beams 

bmsh county between the Rio Grande and the Nueces River 

land considered necessary to keep one horse fit for service 
to the king, 105.7 acres; grant to mounted soldiers 

stable 

gentleman or horseman 

wood lined niche 

lime 

lime kiln 
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canales 

cantera 

carreta 

carrizo 

casa 

casafuerte 

casa grande 

casa de campo 

casa grande 

cascara 

cedula 

ceilo 

chimenea 

chipichil 

chumacera 

ciar 

colonistas 

compania volante 

corazon de lena 

cordel 

corral de leha 

corredor 

a drainage trough or gutter, also called a gargola 

quarry 

cart 

river reed occasionally used for roofing 

house 

fortified house 

big house 

ranch house 

main or principal house on a ranch 

bark 

royal order 

ceiling 

fireplace or indoor hearth 

native concrete comprised of aggregate, lime, sand and 
water 

sill or lintel drilled with hole to seat a pintie door 

soft, porous limestone also called sillar 

colonists 

cavalry unit 

heartwood 

rope for measuring land, 50 varas long or about 137.5 feet 

wooden corral 

porch 
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criadero de ganado mayor breeding ranch, 2,500 varas on a side totaling about 1,084 
acres 

cuadrante 

cuidades 

darle cara a la piedra 

despoblado 

duela 

ejione 

enjarre 

entrada 

estancia 

frontera 

ganadero 

ganado vacuno 

ganado menor 

ganado mayor 

gargola 

hacendado 

hacienda 

herrero 

hierro 

homo 

sundial 

chartered major cities, own governmental privileges and 
responsibilities 

give face to a stone 

unpopulated land 

floorboard 

corbel, often carved, used to support beams 

stucco of sand and lime 

expedition for conquest or settlement 

large stock raising estate 

frontier or border region 

cowboy 

cattle 

small livestock such as sheep, goats and swine 

large livestock, such as cattle, horses, mules and donkeys 

roof spout 

owner of a hacienda 

large ranching and/or farming enterprise, usually privately 
owned and worked by many families 

smith 

branding iron 

an outdoor oven 
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huilote 

indios 

jacal de maiz 

jacale (jacal) 

labor 

laja 

latias (latas) 

latifundio 

league 

lechada 

lena 

manso 

marco 

merced(es) 

mesquite labrado 

mesta 

mesteho 

mestizo 

montantequicial 

mosca 

noria 

sheathing or support laid across laths under grass or shingle 
roofs 

American Indians 

com hut 

shelter or hut made from branches, reeds and mud 

small agricultural holding adequate to support large herds 
or flocks; a square league of land equaling about 177 
acres 

thin flat stone used for paving 

lath or strips of wood to fill between vigas 

large landholding worked by indentured native laborers 

2.63 statute miles 

whitewash 

wood 

gentle or domesticated stock 

door or window frame 

royal land grant, favor, present 

worked mesquite 

guild of cattle ranchers 

ownerless or wild stock 

person of mixed Spanish, Indian and/or African heritage 

hole in a door threshold which receives a pivot 

shelf support 

water well 
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nortehos 

Nueces Strip 

Nueva Espaha 

Nuevo Reino de Leon 

Nuevo Extremadura 

native North American Indian tribes including the Caddo, 
Hasinai, Tonkawa and Witchita 

the northem coast of Nuevo Santander between the Nueces 
and Rio Grande rivers; known for herds of wild horses 
and cattle 

New Spain; all land of the North American continent west 
of the Mississippi 

the colonial province south of Nuevo Santander and Nuevo 
Extremadura; now known as Nuevo Leon 

the colonial province southwest of Tejas; renamed 
Coahuila 

Nuevo Santander the colonial province extending north from the Panuco 
River to the Nueces River and bounded on the west 
by the province of Nuevo Leon, included the Rio 
Grande; renamed Tamaulipas in 1824 

paisanos 

palisado 

peon 

peonia 

piedra 

piedra de almendria 

countrymen 

constmction technique using upright members set into the 
ground 

day laborer 

a house lot measuring 50 x 100 feet; granted to foot soldiers 

stone 

hard sandstone used for paving 

piedra chiquita 

piedra de arena 

piedra labrada 

piel 

pison 

pobladores 

small stones 

soft sandstone i 

worked stone 

leather or hide 

heavy mallet us 

civilian settlers 
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polvo 

porcion 

portal, portale 

presidio 

Presidio La Bahia 

Provincias Intemas 

pueblos or poblaciones 

rancheria 

ranchero 

rancho 

realengas 

reglamento 

rejoneado 

rejonear 

Rio Bravo del Norte 

ripio 

sacahuiste 

powdered paint additive 

portion, land allotment,a long or arpent lot about a 
thousand varas wide, or 9/13 miles, and about thirty 
thousand varas deep, 11 to 16 miles, with its long axis 
perpendicular to the river 

lean-to porch 

fort 

presidio downriver of San Antonio; Since 1829 named 
Goliad 

Intemal Provinces; including the colonial provinces of 
Sonora, Nuevo Vizcaya, Nuevo Mexico, Nuevo 
Extremadura, Nuevo Reino de Leon, Nuevo Santander 
and Tejas 

unchartered communities with direct royal control and 
appointed officials 

temporary settlement or camp 

rancher 

ranch or small farm for raising crops and livestock, also 
settlement 

unappropriated lands whose title was reserved for the King 
of Spain 

regulation 

masonry constmction using small thin stones to fill the 
joints between larger stones 

livestock 

Rio Grande River 

mud mortar with small stones 

a native grass used for roofing 
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sacaton a native grass used for roofing 

San Antonio de Bexar 

San Agustin de Laredo 

Seho Mexicano 

sillar 

sitio de ganado mayor 

sitio 

solar 

suelo 

tablas 

tarimas 

techo 

Tejas 

temaniles 

terrado 

tierra desploblado 

tierra 

tipichil (chipichil) 

toros 

San Antonio, Texas 

Laredo, Texas 

northem frontier of New Spain along the Gulf of Mexico 
today including Tamaulipas, part of Nuevo Leon and 
much of South Texas 

soft porous limestone 

a grant for grazing cattle, a square league of land (5000 
varas on each side) about 4,338 acres 

parcel of common pasturage assigned to an individual 

plot of land for a house 

floor 

wood boards used for a roof deck 

bed of mattress and boards 

roof 

the colonial province lying north of the Nueces River and 
northeast of the Rio Medina with the Red River on the 
north and east; also called Las Nuevas Filipinas or the 
New Philippines 

pine or fir shakes or shingles 

layered roof usually composed of native concrete and 
pavers laid over wood boards 

uninhabitable land 

land 

lime, sand and gravel 

bulls 
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torreon 

trashumante 

trasteros 

tronera 

tule 

umbral 

vaquero 

vara 

vecinos 

viga 

vigueta 

villa 

visita 

zoquete 

fortified round stone tower 

seasonally nomadic herds or flock 

fumiture 

gunports or loopholes 

other native roofing materials 

lintel 

cowboy 

a Spanish yard, 32.99 inches in length 

civilian settlers, neighbors 

beam 

small beam 

chartered frontier settlement with limited government 
obligations and privileges 

inspection 

dirt mortar, dirt 
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APPENDDC B 

CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR EVENTS 

1521 Cortez battles the Aztecs at Tenochtitclan (Mexico City). 

1531 San Miguel de Culiacan is founded in Sinaloa; it remains the northem 

outpost for fifty years. 

1535 Cabeza de Vaca explores westem Texas and Arizona. 

1539 Fray Marco explores southeast Arizona. 

1540 Francesco Vasquez de Coronado's reconnoiters the upper Rio Grande 

seeking Cibola. He found a Zuni town, destroyed and depopulated 

several Pueblo settlements, and was led east to Quivira (Kansas) 

effectively discouraging any colonization of Texas for the next 150 

years. 

1540 Hemando de Soto discovers the Missipppi River. 

1546 Silver lode discovered at Zacatecas. 

1550 Area around Queretaro supports a flourishing cattle industry. 

1546 Discovery of rich deposits and founding of Guanajato. 

1550-60 Presidios and mining settlements created in northem Mexico. 

1560 New province of Nuevo Viscaya founded. 
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1563 The city of Durango in Nuevo Viscaya is founded and becomes the 

capital of the northem frontier. 

1564 San Juan de Sinaloa founded on the Fuerte River 

1582 Plundering of estancias near San Juan. 

1598 Adelanto Don Juan de Ofiate traveled from Santa Barbara to El Paso del 

Norte into New Mexico to establish a permanent settlement. 

1610 Santa Fe founded. 

1641 Forty estancias existing in New Mexico. 

1659 Apaches with Spanish horses begin raids on settlements. 

1662 Mission Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe del Paso del Norte y de los 

Mansos dedicated in the El Paso Valley in the Rio Grande. 

1675 Over a hundred estancias established in New Mexico. 

1680 Pueblo revolt in New Mexico, colonists gathered at site north of present 

day El Paso. 

1681 Recopilacion de leyes de los reyes (New Royal laws) 

1683 Juan Dominquez de Mendoza and Lopez's expedition to confluence of 

Concho. 
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1684 Robert Cavalier de La Salle (Frenchman), trying to locate the 

Mississippi River, landed at Matagora Bay in Texas, and established 

Fort St. Louis. 

1689 De Leon found the mins of Fort St. Louis. 

1690 De Leon founded San Francisco de los Tejas at the Trinity River, 50 

miles south of Nacogdoches. 

1693 Mission San Francisco destroyed because of Indieui insurrection. 

1714 St. Denis established French post of Natchitoches. 

1716 Los Adaes mission built near Natchitoches and settled by 65 people and 

1000 head of livestock. 

Four other missions estalblished in East Texas. 

1718 Martin De Alarcon And Fray Antonio De Olivares establish Mission 

San Antoiuo de Valero. 

Mission Rosario and Reftigio missions established. 

1719 France and Spain at war. Spain retreats from East Texas 

1720 Peace with France. Marquis de Aguayo strengthened San Antonio and 

sent a garrison to occupy Matagora Bay. 

1720-21 Marquis De Aguayo establishes the Camino Real, the village and fort of 

San Antonio de Bexar. 
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1722 Ten missions, four presidios and four centers of Spanish settlement in 

Texas at Los Adaes, Nacogdoches, San Antonio and La Bahia 

(Matagora Bay). 

1731 East Texas missions removed to San Antonio now called Concepcion, 

San Juan and Espada. 

Canary Islanders arrive at San Antonio. 

1746 Jose De Escandon granted a colonization contract for Nuevo Santander 

1748 Escandon moved into land bordering the Rio Grande with 755 soldiers 

and 2513 civilians. 

La Bahia presidio and mission were transferred to the San Antonio 

River. 

1750 Golden Age of Comanches. 

Apaches abandoned Plains. 

1749 Escandon laid out Reynosa and Camargo on south bank, left settlers and 

leaders to colonize Nuevo Santander. 

1750 Escandon established civil settlements at Dolores and Revilla. 

1753 Settlement established at Mier. 

1755 Laredo established on north bank of the Rio Grande. 
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Jose Antonio de la Garza, Jose Vasquez de Borrego, Tomas Sanchez, 

and Bias Maria de la Garza Falcon pioneered cattle industn between 

Nueces and Rio Grande. 

1757 San Saba Mission, built of logs and surrounded by a palisade and the 

Presidio of San Luis de los Amarillos near Menard established. 

1758 San Saba mission destroyed by Comanches. 

1759 Spanish on the defensive against the Indians. 

1763 End of Seven Years War, France ceded Louisiana to Spain. 

1766 Marques De Rubi sent to examine northem frontier. 

1772 New Regulation of the Presidios effectively withdrew the line of the 

missions and presidios from East Texas. 

Baron de Ripperda went to Sabine to close four missions and relocate 

settlers in capital. 

1774 Gil Ybarbo took Adaesanos back to East Texas, settled on Trinity River, 

named it Bucareli. 

1779 Adaesanos relocate to the site of old presidio of Nacogdoches. 

1793 San Antonio missions are secularized. 

Total population of Spanish Texas less than 3,000. 
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1821 Establishment of Mexican independance from Spain. 

1836 Battle of the Alamo 

1845 Texas statehood achieved on December 29. 

1848 The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo incorporates land between the Nueces 

to the Rio Grande into Texas. 
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